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SEED QUALITY IUPROVEUENT STRATEGIES
James C. Delouche1

The technical I iterature on seeds is voluminous.
It has been
accumulating at an ever increasing rate since the second half of the
19th century.
In our time - about 100 years later - the number and
variety of research papers on seeds has increased to the extent where
a specialized abstracting journal was justified and established.
In the restricted but sti I I rather broad area of seed Quality,
major emphasis in research and development <R&D) during the past 100
years has been given to identifying the significant attributes of
Quality and establishing their relative importance, developing and
improving QUality evaluation methodologies. and devising production,
harvesting, and conditioning systems and faci I ities for maintaining
seed Quality from maturation to planting time.
In other terms, a
QUality maintenance strategy has been pursued almost exclusively in
R&D unti I very recently.
The Quality maintenance strategy was - and
i s - soundly based on a very substantial body of evidence and experience that most kinds of seeds in most production environments do
attain a high level of Quality at physiological maturity. The Quality
of the seeds, however, can be and freQuently is rapidly eroded except
under the most ideal conditions for production and storage.
Seed
QUality or performance, therefore, can be rather dramatically "improved" by procedures and systems that reduce the rate of Quality loss
or deterioration, i.e., implementation of the QUality maintenance
strategy.

Quality Maintenance Strategy
The Quality maintenance strategy is still valid and should
continue to guide seed Quality related R&D, but it should not command
exclusive attention and claim most of the resources available.
The
sea changes underway in the technology and economics of crop and plant
production reQuire much broader and more ambitious approaches based on
multiple strategies.
Before looking at some of the supplemental R&D
strategies for improving the QUality and performance of seeds, some
1Professor and Agronomist, Seed Technology Laboratory, Uiss.
Univ., Uiss. State, us.
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major accomplishments and unfinished
maintenance strategy should be noted.

business

under

the

quality

Agriculture has been wei I served by the long term implementation of the seed quality mainter:tance strategy .
successful systems
have been developed for the product ion and supp I y of seeds for a II
sorts of crops ranging from peanuts to hybrid petunias.
In many
cases, these systems represent a sort of direct and wholesale appl !cation of the quality maintenance strategy. Consider the locations of
seed production In the U.S . and worldwide! Where possible, seed production for crops such as the forages, ornamentals and vegetables is
concentrated In arid, irr'lgated areas or In · areas with distinctive
wet/dry seasons. The quantity of production is much greater under the
ful 1 sunlight and scheduled water supply of the arid, irrigated areas,
but that is not the main reason for the concentration of seed product ion. Seeds are produced in arid or wet/dry season areas because it
is easy to maintain the quality of the seeds. The "weathering" that
is the scourge of seed production in areas well watered by rain
throughout the year is not a factor. Consider the case of cottonseed.
When just about everything that could feasibly be done to maintain the
quality of cottonseed produced under the usual "rainy" conditions in
the mid-South or Southeast had been done, the results were still not
satisfactory. So, a major portion of cottonseed production was shifted
to the West where seed quality could be maintained and assured.
It has, of course, not been feasible or possible to shift alI
seed production to the arid, irrigated areas in the West to maintain
quality through avoidance of weathering. Seeds of many major crops
have to be and are satisfactorily produced in the areas of commercial
production. Soybean seeds , for example , are produced throughout the
areas of convnercial product ion by close adherence to an array of
tactics deployed under the quality maintenance strategy such as early
harvest to minimize field exposure , careful harvest to minimize
mechan Ica I damage, good aeration and storage conditions to reduce
deterioration during storage, and so on.
The achievements in terms of seed quality in both the arid,
irrigated areas and the areas of ralnfed crop production. i.e .•
soybeans, however, are not now fully meeting expectations.
To be
sure, the difference between the seed quality level maintained and the
seed quality level expected or desired is greatest for seeds produced
in the rainfed crop areas. But, some planters expect and are beginning to strongly demand seed performance levels greater than can be
naturally achieved even under the sunny, blue skies of the irrigated
arid lands of the West. In a very real sense , therefore, the quality
maintenance strategy has achieved about alI that can be achieved
without fully satisfying requirements In an Increasing number of cases
or situations. Other approaches. other strategies, must come on ful I
stream.
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Although the Quality maintenance strategy is not able to
assure del Ivery of the level of seed Quality and performance needed by
some planters, it is not obsolete and ready for discard. As pointed
out at the beginn ing , the strategy is still valid; indeed, it is
basic. Successful development and implementation of other strategies
for Improving seed Quality and performance wl I I be wholly dependent on
rigorous adherence to traditional Quality maintenance and assurance
systems. Regardless of the strategies followed , every thing is lost
if seed Quality is not maintained. The other strategies for improving
seed Quality considered below are not alternatives, they are supplemental and represent logical progressions of the Quality maintenance
strategy.
There is sti I I great scope and terti le grounds for high payoff
R&D under the Quality maintenance strategy. Indeed, at least half of
available resources should be devoted to developing and/or improving
methodologies and technologies for maintaIning seed QUa I i ty through
the production cycle, especially , from physiological maturity of the
seeds through planting. Although the agenda of unfinished business is
sti I I lengthy, some areas that have been neglected for too long
deserve a larger slice of the pie, while the excessive fine tuning in
some long and wei I til led areas should be reduced.
Unfinished Business
There is much unfinished business within the scope of the seed
Quality maintenance strategy. As suggested above, at least half of
the resources available for seed related R&D should be devoted to
developing and/or improving methodologies and technologies from
maintaining seed Quality through the cycle from physiological maturity
to the next planting season.
Only a few of the areas that need
attention- or more attention- can be considered here, and In only a
rather general way .
Seed Hea I th
The reI at ionsh ips of f i e I d and storage tung I and seedbor ne
diseases to the performance capabi I ities of seeds appear to be a very
fruitful area for research. Presently in the u.s., only a very few
plant pathologists and/or micro-biologists devote most of their time
to seed related research.
In Europe and other regions such as South
Asia (e.g., India), there is a relatively large number of seed
microbiologists and/or pathologists. And, as a group , they are relatIve Iy pro I If i c pub I i shers. The reI evance of much of this work to
u.s. agriculture, however, is uncertain, and Its significance in crop
production is not at all clear.
There does appear to be a growing awareness in the u.s. seed
Industry and some of the Universities that seed health has been much
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neglected and just might be an Important I imiting factor in economical
crop production. Some of the large seed companies have fully estab1 lshed seed microbiology/pathology labs staffed with wei I trained
personnel. But, more needs to be done, especially in the University
and Agricultural Experiment Station R&D programs.
Varietal Purity Testing
The great prof iferation in the number of crop varieties has
placed heavy burdens on internal quality assurance programs and seed
regulatory agencies .
Internal quality assurance has the task of
maintaining and assuring the genetic quality of t he seed market·e d,
i . e . , varietal purity, while seed regulatory agencies have the
responsibi I ity for enforcement of the provis ions of seed laws that
relate to varietal purity. The job confronting both groups, however,
is much bigger than the tools and budgets presently allocated in the
public and private sector components of the seed indus t r y . Considering the many art icles on the methodolog ies, technologies and strategies for assuring and checking varietal purity in the trade magazines ,
there might be the perception that hi-tech and bio-tech have the
matter well in hand. This is not the case. Reliable and sensitive
technolog ies have been and are being developed , but they have not been
installed in many laboratories. Varietal identification work must be
continuous because the number and genetic structure of varieties are
chang ing and new technologies wi II surely be needed.
Seed Quality and Crop Performance
Knowledge of the level of quality in seeds that must be
maintained to assure that the seeds planted are not a I imitlng factor
in production wou ld appear to be central to the quality maintenance
strategy . Yet , relatively I ittle data are available on the influence
of seed qualit y on the establishment , growth and productivity of
crops , and much of what is available is controversial . Most workers
would agree that the quality of seeds planted ~ influence the growth
and productivity of crops, but there would be much disagreement on
the circumstances under which such responses are manifested and their
s ign i ficance in terms .of yield . So, work on the relationships of seed
quality to crop growth and performance is mostly I imlted to the
emergence or stand establishment periods. The impl icatlon from this
situation is, of course, that the influence of physiological seed
quality does not extend beyond the stand establishment phase.
The
validity of this impl !cation , however , is a matter of great Importance
in devising and implementing seed qual lty maintenance strategies.
Rapid Vlabl I ity Tests
A good portion of seed related R&D is devoted to development
and evaluation of methods for evaluating and monitoring seed qual lty.
And , this has been the case for about the last 100 years. Many tests
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for evaluating seed quality have been developed and standardized. But,
there is still need for more sensitive and more rapid methods . The
development of a rei iable, rapid method for dete rmining the v iabi I ity
of seeds rema ins an elusive goal .
Forty years ago the tetrazolium
test appeared to meet the essent ia l requ irement s of s peed and rel iability.
Even under the best c ircumstances, howeve r, the TZ test
requires about 4 hours ( mo~e often 16 hours) - and that ' s too long.
Seedsmen need a test that can rel iably est imate v labll i ty within an
hour; 10 minutes would be better , and a rapidity equivalent to that of
the electric seed moisture testers would be just Ideal. Development of
a "real" rapid test for . seed vlabl I lty is among the major items on the
quality maintenance R&D agenda.
~echanical

Damage

Reduc t ions in seed qua l it y re la t ed to mechani cal abuse are
perenn ial ly important in some crops and pe r iod ical ly s ign i ficant for
others . During the past seas on (1 987 ) a substant ial port ion of the
soybean seeds harvested for seed were damaged to the extent that they
were not fit for planting purposes. The problem was exceptionally dry
weather which led to rapid and excessive drying of the seeds before
harvest. The mechanical damage problem Is chronic, although it's
severity seldom approaches that In 1987 . There is need for a more
substantial R&D effort to ident i fy and/ or dev ise operati ona l procedures that reduce mechan i ca I damage to seeds to a min Imum.
Good
progress appears possible in the handling and conveying area, but
there . is on ly a I imited amount of work underway on mod i f ication of
conveying equ ipment to minimize damage.
There Is a Iso need to
critically examine the coverings of seeds of crop lines to ident i f y
structural features related to resistance to mechanical damage wh ich
might be useful in developing improved crop varieties with superior
quality maintenance.
Systems Approach
Appl !cat ion of "systems " theory and procedures t o the task of
maintenance of seed quality is a s t ep that must soon be taken .
Adaptat ion of the systems approach and procedures to qual lty assurance
in the seed Industry could result In marked improvements in the
quality of seeds available for market ing by reducing the attrition in
quality from the many minor causes of damage, deterioration, and
mixtures.
Yes, much remains to be done to maintain seed quality , but
just maintenance is not enough in modern agriculture . The quality of
seeds needs to be upgraded and enhanced.
The seed qual i ty maintenance strategy even when ful ly implemented does not meet the needs and expect at ions of a substantia I
portion of seed users. ~any crop producers must substantially reduce
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costs and m1n1m1ze risks to maintain their operations at profitable
status.
Since establishment of an optimum population of vigorous,
uniform seedlings is the first and crucial step In economically
successful crop production , producers would I ike to ensure that stand
establishment Is as fall-safe as feasible .
Other crop and plant
producers are Involved in supplying Intensely competitive and Quality
conscious markets where the failure of seeds to germinate and emerge
uniformly has severe conseQuences in terms of Quality and acceptability of the product, i.e., seedlings industry. In both groups there is
the strong feeling that the high Quality and performance seeds needed
are not generally available.
The seeds supply issuing from the Quality maintenance strategy
is not adeQuately meeting the reQuirements of today, and it wi I I fal 1
critically short of meeting the future needs and expectations in a
biotechnological ly driven agriculture for zero defect, fai I safe
seeds. New approaches - new strategies are needed . The strategies
with the greatest potential for meeting the needs of crop agriculture
today and tomorrow are the genetic potential elevation and the Quality
enhancement strategies.
Genetic Potential Elevation Strategy
The "maximum" Quality and performance potential of a seed kind
is established by inheritance. If the inherent performance level for
seeds of modern crop varieties is not adeQuate, a seed imposed
constraint on gains in productivity has to continue to be accepted, ~
the inherent and/or physiological capabi I ities of the seeds have to be
elevated or enhanced.
Improvements in the Qualities and performance
of seeds through breeding have been more-or-less neglected for alI but
a few crops . Indeed, in many cases improvements in yield and produce
Quality have seemingly been at the expense of the propagative Qual ities of the seeds. While losses in the QUalities of crop seeds during
long periods of improvement by man appear to be the resu It of "unconscious" rather than conscious selection, the conseQuences in terms
of reduced seed capabilities are the same. Fortunately, this situation appears to be changing. Many plant breeders and biotechnologists
are very concerned about the stand establishment capabi I ities of seeds
of the crops they are trying to improve and have installed seed
Quality improvement as a major objective in their over-alI crop
improvement programs.
There is ample evidence of very substantial variation in the
species and related populations of most crops for seed longevity, the
environmental conditions for germination/emergence, resistance to
weathering and mechan i ca I abuse, and so on. TraIts associ a ted with
superior seed QUalities and performance capabilities have been
identified
in many old and obsolete varieties, exotic strains and
wild relatives. Where possible and not to the detriment of essential
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crop characteristics such as produce quality, superior seed quality
and performance traits should be transferred to modern varieties. In
corn improvement, as an example, breeders have made great strides in
improving the capabi I itles of the seed for emergence under conditions
that were cons I de red as very marg Ina I In ear I i er tImes. Ex amp Ies of
the transfer of specific traits from obsolete varieties and exotic
strains to modern types Include the relatively recent works in soybean
and cotton.
In soybean, it has been firmly established that the
hardseeded character common in many "wild" strains and obsolete forage
varieties is closely associated with resistance to weathering and
adverse storage conditions . Varying "doses" of this trait are being
Incorporated Into several modern varieties to improve maintenance of
seed and grain quality under severe weathering pressure. Likewise, a
reduced permeabi 1ity to water trait in cotton - very common in wild
types - has been transferred to experimental and breeding I ines. A
relative impermeability of the seed covering to water in cotton is
associ a ted with res Istance of the mature crop to weatherIng and the
seeds to adverse storage conditions.
While several other examples
could be cited of improvements in the qualities of seeds through
breeding, or of programs underway with seed qual lty improvement as an
objective, the level of effort is still not commensurate with the
needs and expectations. Much more needs to be done .
In addition to
improving the inherent resistance of seeds to weathering and adverse
storage conditions as already mentioned, improvements are needed in
capabl I ltles of the seeds for germination and emergence under marginal
conditions of temper a tures and moisture, and under stress Ieve Is of
.toxic minerals including sal lnity. There are also needs and opportunities to alter the mechanical and geometrical properties of some crop
seeds to improve their resistance to mechanical abuse and emergenceabl I lty under mechanical impedance in the seed bed .
The Qenetic potential elevation strategy for improving the
qualities and capabi I ities of seeds appears to be most suitable in
terms of cost-effectiveness and environmental neutrality. However , it
Is also long-term and the Improvements needed In some critical areas
might be too long in coming on-stream.
Thus, a shorter-term, or
Interim approach is indicated for which the quality upgrading strategy
appears ideally suited.
Quality Upgrading Strategy
The "upgrading" strategy for improvement of seed quality has
1ong been practiced .
It has espec i a I Iy been emp Ioyed by seedsmen
desperate to raise germ "just a few points"! The strategy Is sound.
Many defective and low qual lty seeds are visually evident In lots. If
these are separated from the "good looking" seeds In a lot then, LO
and BEHOLD, the average germ wl I I Increase that "few points" or even a
lot of points. The problem Is:
how can the defective low quality
seeds be removed effectively and economically?
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The crucial requirements for upgrading seed quality through
removal of the low quality seeds in the population are: first, there
must be some physical difference between the bad and the good seeds;
secondly , there must be some device that can economically separate the
good seeds from the bad seeds on the basis of their d i fference(s) .
Unfortunately, low germinating and/or low vigor seeds are often
indistinguishable from the good seeds by readily available methodologies . The bad seeds don't always wear black hats. But, sometimes
they are distinguishable and upgrading is possible and frequently
economically feasible.
The most common devices used to upgrade the qua 1 I ty of seed
lots are human eyes and hands. Hand sorting Is sti I 1 widely used even
in the U. S. to improve the quality of the seeds genetically by
removing obvious off-type or other variety seeds, aphysically and/or
biologically by removing weed seeds , and physiologically by removing
discolored, bleached, moldy , diseased, and immature seeds .
In
countries where labor is plentiful and low cost, hand separation of
seeds is a major conditioning procedure. I have seen I iteral ly scores
of people- usually women and children- sitting on drying floors In
many countries cleaning and sorting corn, bean , pea and other relatively large seeds by hand.
The various conditioning machines can and do separate low
quality seeds from those of higher quality. The air systems in the
air-screen cleaner remove shriveled and other Immature seeds and even
some of the low density, rotten seeds. The screens can also contribute to upgrading . The largest and smallest seeds In a population or
lot are usually lower In quality than those between them In size.
Removal of the smallest and largest s eeds wi t h the top and bottom
screens can upgrade germination and vigor . Other sieving devices such
as the precision width, thickness and length separators can be and are
used to Improve the germination of seed lots. Even the rol I mi I I and
magnetic help by removing some mechanically damaged seed . Every seed
condlt loners knows and expects that basic cleaning wi II Increase the
germination percentage of the average seed lot by 2-5%, maybe more.
Color sorters or separators are used very effectively to
improve the genetic and physiological qualities of seed lots . Peanut
seeds after shelling are color sorted to remove seeds with damaged
seed coats which perform poorly in the field. Seeds of I lma beans and
other kinds of large seeded legumes are colored sorted to remove
discolored , low germinating and low vigor seeds from the lots . Color
sorters have even been used to improve the germ ination of small lots
of clover seeds by removal of the deteriorated seeds that develop a
dark brown color. There are many other possible upgrading separations
uti I izing color sorting methodologies, but most, unfortunately, are
not economical.
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Density is the physical property most consistently associated
with seed germination and vigor. In average, current year lots (i.e.,
not carry-over) with germination 70% or above, the high density seeds
can germinate above 90% with good vigor, while the lower density seeds
can germinate in the 60s or less with low vigor. The economics of the
separation are determined by the amount of high density seeds in the
lot or , put another way, by the percentage of seeds that have to be.
discarded to elevate germinat ion/ vigor to the des ired level.
Obviously, separations where the baby has to be thrown away with the bath
water to met standards are not practical .
Density separations are made with aspirators, pneumatic
separators, and gravity tables . The gravity table is, perhaps , the
most effect ive density separator for most kinds of seeds. With proper
arrangements for handling the middl ing fract ion from the s eparat ion ,
and/or combined with air separators, the gravity table can significantly upgrade the germination and vigor of many seed lots. It is
routinely used in cotton seed conditioning to remove low density, low
Quality seed, and it is used for the same purposes in conditioning of
seeds of corn, soybean, sorghum, sunflower and many other crops ,
although the results are usually not as dramat ic as they are for
cotton seed.
There are other possibi I ities for upgrading the physiological
QUality of seed lots.
Electrostatic and fluid separations hold the
greatest potential.
Electrostatic separations are tricky and would
reQuire some seed moisture cond i t ioning. Fluid or hydraulic methodologies would permit the most rigorous separation of seeds on the bas is
of specific grav i t y or densit y, but wou ld reQuire wetting of the seeds
which would then have to be followed by drying, and so on. Despite
these disadvantages, fluid separations are I ikely to be increasingly
employed to fractionate seed lots into density groups in connection
with other Quality enhancement methodologies.
Quality Enhancement Strategy
When inherent improvements in seed Qual i ty are still in the
making, and alI that can be done to maintain and upgrade seed Quality
has been done without fully meeting customer expectat ions regarding
performance, what options are left? This is not a rhetor ical Question . There is a sti I I smal I but growing segment of the seeds market
with reQuirements for levels of seed performance that cannot be
consistently met by traditional Quality maint enance/ upgrad ing procedures . The core of this market segment consists of the seedling/plant
and greenhouse cropping industries, but others are joining in including many vegetable growers and even some planters of field crops.
produce

In the seed I ing industry the fal lure of seeds planted to
healthy seed l ings has direct, very apparent conseQuences.
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Blanks occupy as much space and reQuire the same "care" as seed I ings,
and substantial costs are involved in replacing or discarding blanks .
The conseQuences of seed performance fa I lure in the vegetable produce
and processing industries are as important but somewhat less obvious.
Vegetable crops are space planted, and, again, blanks or weak plants
reduce the marketable produce in direct proportion of their number.
In field crops as diverse as cotton and sugarbeets the
rapidity and uniformity of emergence has a substantial influence on
yield. High performance seeds are also becoming widely recognized by
farmers as one of the most cost effective means of minimizing and/or
managing risks when they can be obtained. When high performance seeds
are just not avai table, many farmers stll I have the strong perception
that things would be much, much better if they could obtain some for
planting.
What options remain when the QUality maintenance and upgrading
strategies have been fu I I y imp Iemented and the inherent Improvements
in seed Quality are still upstream?
There are two:
the Quality
enhancement approach, and seedbed improvements. Both approaches
Improve Quality in terms of enhanced performance.
The seed bed
improvements, of course, are not a seed Quality Improvement strategy,
although their effects mimic Quality improvement.
Seed Quality enhancement generally refers to enhancement of
seed performance (e . g . , germination, emergence) above the level set by
"natural" responses and inheritance. This is achieved by treatment of
rigorously selected seed populations or sub-populations with various
materials in various ways.
our I ng a recent discussion of seed performance enhancement,
several persons raised Questions relating to the need and feasibi I lty
of enhancing performance when germination is near 100%. The Questions
were fair and needed to be addressed. They were. There are many ways
performance of 100% germination seeds might be improved with very
significant benefits in terms of crop production and production
efficiency.
The influence of uniformity of emergence on various aspects of
product ton has been we II estab II shed In a varIety of crops from
lettuce to cotton.
Performance could be significantly enhanced,
therefore, by treatments that synchronize emergence .
Similarly,
earlier establishment of a stand- even by a few days- can significantly affect the growth and yield of crops with maturity about the
length of the growing season.
Enhancement of both the rapidity and
uniformity of emergence would be a big plus in crop production.
t.ticroenvironmental conditions in the seedbed are often very
stressful and even hostile.
Enhancement of seed emergence under
marginal conditions of moisture, temperature and oxygen supply would
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decrease the probabi I ity of stand failures and inadequate stands and,
thus, greatly reduce one of the first and most important risks in crop
production.
S imilarly, enhancement of stand establ lshment under
chemical stresses, e.g . , herbicides, insecticides, elements at toxic
concentrations, salinity and so on, would be of great benefit in many
areas and for many crops. Maintenance of a healthy condit ion of the
seed/seedling through enhancement
treatments, especially under
marginal conditions, can contribute as much to productivity as 10
years or more of expert breeding, or a host of appl led chemicals.
The various ways seed performance can be significantly
enhanced are not independent of each other.
Most often a ful I
complement of the enhanced performance attributes is needed to
adequately address the I imitations and stresses in crop stand estab1 i shment.
The crucial tactic in the seed quality enhancement strategy is
rigorous selection of the seed lots or portions thereof for enhancement. The enhancement strategy can not and must not be looked on as a
way of sa I vag Ing poor qua I i ty seeds. Even if that were poss i b Ie, it
would usual IY not be economical and there would seldom be any enhancement of performance. It is one thing to raise lab germ a few points
and quite another to improve the way seeds perform In the seedbed. The
enhancement strategy makes sense- economically and otherwise- only
when the highest qual i ty seed lots or fractions thereof are selected
for enhancement. After all, the strategy is called Into play only
when deployment of .the other strategies falls short of providing seeds
with the desired level of performance. Since the best is not good
enough, it has to be the starting point.
Steven w. Cull, Petoseed co., Inc., defined seed quality
enhancement In terms of expectations during discussions at the 1988
Mississippi Short Course for Seedsmen (Apri 1).
The expectations
include at least one but usually several of the following: higher%
germination ; increased rapidity of germination; more uniform germination; more vigorous seedlings; higher germination under stresses; and
higher %of normal plants. Cui I pointed out that at I of the expectations of enhanced performance save one were directly related to that
seed quality attribute termed vigor. This is not surprising. Qual tty
enhancement Is applicable only to germinable seeds just as the concept
of vigor Is applicable only to germinable seeds.
A non-germinable
seed, i . e. , a dead seed or abnorma I seed 1 I ng, by defInItIon has zero
vigor and no quality to enhance . Even the "higher % germination"
expectation excepted by cu II has to be reI a ted to vigor rather than
germinabll ity unless some sort of restoration of germinabi I ity is
assumed.
Since quality enhancement is intended to improve vigor which
determines the performance of the seeds, the enhancement strategy
makes sense - as pointed out previously - only when the level of seed
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Quality achievable through deployment of the other strategies still
does not sat isfy consumer expectations regarding performance .
The general principles, methods and treatments for enhancing
seed perfo rmance are well established. But, the spec ific treatments
and procedures used for specific kinds of seed by the different
companies are more-or-1 ess confident Ia I. The basic pr Inc i pIe is to
start with the best Quality seeds. The best Quality seeds are then
upgraded to the extent possible by removal of low densit y seeds with a
gravity table, air or fluid separator.
Removal of the low density
seeds from a lot (population) Improves performance of the lot, but not
of the individual seeds; thus, it is properly a preparatory treatment
rather than an enhancement treatment per !!·
The second step is control led rehydration of the seeds up to
a level j us t short of the critical level of hydration for germination .
This is accomplished by so-cal led priming or osmo-conditioning,
processes 1 cha r acter ized as "metabolic brlnksmanship" in the Oct.
1985 issue of SEEDS.,.EN'S DIGEST .
Controlled rehydration is carried
out under cool conditions . .,.etabol ic processes Involved in germination are Initiated or accelerated and allowed to proceed to the brink
- the point just short of emergence of the rootlet. Germination of
primed seeds on release from the hydration control or even after
dehydration and a period of storage is much faster and more uniform
than of unprlmed seeds. A very rough analogy is the faster acceleration of a warmed-up car on a cold morning as compa r ed to starting from
scratch . Primed seeds are cranked up and read to go. Priming Involves
brinkmanship because if it Is carried too far -over the brink - the
results can be catastrophic rather than enhancing.
Much work is
currently underway to develop optimal systems for the control led
rehydration process, some of which Involve proprietary technology.
Priming alone accelerates germination and emergence and
expands the range of conditions under which germination/emergence
takes place. In most cases. however , the seeds are treated during or
after priming with one or a combination of phytohormones and/or
phytoactlve chemicals, Including some fungicides. to speed up and
Some of the phytoactive chemicals
modify germinative behavior.
appl led improve germination/emergence under marginal conditions.
The concept of seed Qual lty enhancement Is relatively new. The
methodologies and technologies for enhancement are in the development
stage. They are being rapidly perfected along with essential Quality
assurance procedures. The market fo r enhanced seed continues to grow,
especially in the specialty areas . and the number of suppliers is
increasing. Whl le the concept of seed Qual lty or performance enhancement has been mostly appl led to vegetable seeds, some break-thrus Into
agronomic crop seeds, e.g . , cotton , can be expected In the next few
years.
In t lme, enhancement will be as rout lnely deployed as the
other strategies for improving seed Quality.
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Summary
Although there are many strateg ies for improvi ng seed Qual i ty .
they do not constitute a stacked deck . Much remains to be done on the
theoret ical and practical levels .
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CONSIDERATIONS IN CLEANING AND PROCESSING SEED
Howard

c.

Potts1

The purpose of this discussion is to bring into focus the
specific considerations which should be made before the cleaning and
processing operations are begun.
The removal of undesirable materials from a seed lot is an art
based on the application of scientific principles.
Just as a doctor
must know how your body functions when you are we I I , the processing
manager must have a thorough knowledge of good seed.
In good seed,
emphasis is placed on (1) genetic purity, (2) mechanical purity, and
(3) high germination percentage.
In seed processing, primary interest
is on improving mechanical purity and germination percentag~. because
these two factors are most often man i tested In dIfferent phys i ca I
characteristics of a seed.
What is seed processing?
In the broad sense, it encompasses
alI the steps involved in the preparation of a harvested seed lot for
marketing.
In common usage, seed processing refers to (1) precondit loning, (2) cleaning, (3) size grading, and (4) upgrading. Our ing
this discussion, the convnon definition of seed processing wi II be
used.
With these facts in mind, it Is now logical to state that the
purposes for processing seeds are:
(1) to remove contaminants, (2)
size-grade to improve plantabi I lty, (3) upgrade quality, and (4) apply
seed treatment materials.
To achieve this purpose, the processor
simply decreases the percentage inert matter, other crop seed, weed
seed, and poor quality seed present In the original lot. Note that
these factors which must be affected by processIng are the same as
those for which seed are examined under the various seed laws, that
is, pure seed, inert matter, other crop seed, weed seed, and germination.
The processing of individual lots of seed is divided into
three sequential events: (1) pre-cleaning examination, (2) removal of
undesirable materials, and (3) upgrading and/or sizing. The first two
steps are essential to effective processing of all lots; the third is
1Professor and Agronomist (Deceased), Dept. of Agronomy, Seed Technology Laboratory, Miss. State University, Miss . State, MS.
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dependent upon the kind of seed being processed. the nature and kinds
of contaminants. the quantity of each contaminant In the raw seed. and
the quality standards that must be met.
A basic requisite for effective seed c leaning is the capabi 1ity of the processor to identify and dist ingu is h the seed to be
cleaned from the contaminants that occur in every seed lot. He must
also know enough about seed to be able to distinguish between good.
healthy seed and those of questionable quality. because at some point
in the process. he must make a decision concerning which seed he wl I I
keep and those that wi I I be removed from the lot . Thus. the processor's ability to render the desired service is affected by: (1) the
processing and handling equipment available. (2) their arrangement
within the p lant . (3) the operator's ski I I in operating the equipment,
and (4) h is knowledge of seed characteristics. Not ice that the f i rst
two of these factors were fixed when the processing p la nt was built.
Therefore , oper at ional ski l is and knowledge of seed characteristics
are the only variables immediately available to either the processing
manager or management to control s eed quality.
The Pre-cleaning Examination
As previously indicated, the first step in processing each
seed lot is the pre-cleaning examination. Before giving any consideration to the equipment to be used in cleaning a lot of seed, a
representat ive sample of the lot shou ld be examined to determine the
following factors :
1.

Differences in physical characteristics

2.

Frequency of occurrence of contaminants

3.

Size variation of the good seed

4.

Flowabi I ity

5.

Need for pre-conditioning

6.

Damaged seed

There Is no significance to the order in which these factors
are determined .
The primary purpose of the pre-cleaning examination is to
determine the s epa r able components of the seed lot. Remember: unless
there are d istinguishable physical d i fferences among the components
of the seed lot, no separation Is poss i b Ie. Thus. It is the components of the seed mixture and not the machine that determines if a
particular separation is poss ible or practical .
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Now, let's consider these six factors individually to see how
each relates to seed processing. Seed, people, or any solid product,
can be separated on the basis or differences of their physical
characteristics. There are eight physical characteristics of importance in seed separations.
These eight characteristics are: (1)
shape, (2) length, (3) size, (4) color, (5) affinity for 1 iQuids, (6)
electrical charge, (7) surface texture, and (8) specific gravity. Keep
in mind that even though physical differences exist and proper
eQuipment Is avai table, It is not what you have but how you use it
that determines success in making the desired separation.
Contaminants which have physical characteristics similar to
those of good seed are of greatest concern . When examining the seed
lot, particular emphasis must be placed on determining the presence of
contaminants such as noxious weeds, nematode gal Is, etc., which could
cause the seed to be unusable even though the mechanical purity may
exceed 99%. Seeds of noxious weeds, other crops or varieties, common
weed seed, damaged seed, and inert matter simi tar in physical characteristics to those of the good seed, are of descending importance in
most seed lots.
Contaminating materials obviously much larger, smaller, or
I ighter than the good seed are not of great importance except when
such materials affect seed flowabi I ity or when they represent more
than about 20% of the seed lot.
Seed lots containing a very high
percentage of inert matter or removable crop and weed seed normally
must be cleaned at a reduced rate of flow to allow removal of these
materials and to avoid flooding of the discharge spouts provided for
materials removed from the seed mass.
The freQuency of occurrence of contaminants refers to the
ratio between the desirable seed or characteristics of a lot and the
undes i r ab Ie.
When Iook i ng at the seed to be c Ieaned, a thorough
examination may reveal an undesirable characteristic, but It usually
is the ratio of good to bad that Is important, not the fact that a
minor , often-time correctable defect is noted.
This is usually a
judgment decision, but we are generally wi I I ing to give up or overlook
one thing to get something we really want.
Depending upon the Quality standards to which the seed must be
raised, certain contaminants can be ignored.
All clean seed wi II
contain a fractional percentage of inert matter. t.4any lots of seed
contain smal I amounts of other crop seed or common weed seed because
the cost of removing these seed exceeds the value that would be added
to the seed after the contaminant is removed.
As an example, if the pre-cleaning examination revealed the
presence of one oat seed per handfu I of wheat seed in a lot of
non-certified wheat seed, the occasional oat could be ignored.
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However, if the wheat seed were to be certified, it would be necessary
to remove the oat seed . Thus, the presence of this oat seed would
require the use of additional equipment , therefore increas ing the cost
of processing the certified seed. This same example Is equally val ld
for common weed seed and inert matter, in that the quality standard
set by management or, In some cases, by law determines what contaminants must be removed from each seed lot. Ideally, every lot of seed
would be 100% pure seed; realistically, 100% purity is not practical,
physically or economically .
Variation in size of the good seed is one factor frequently
overlooked when examining seed for processing . Research conducted in
1975 showed that the smallest seed in any lot are of I ittle value for
reproductive purposes. On the other hand, subsequent research on seed
size indicated that the except iona I I y Iarge seed, a I though nice to
look at, are not the most desirable for reproductive purposes.
Therefore, in seed, what we rea I I y want are those Iarge enough to
perform their function , but small enough to avoid problems due to
size.
For most crops, the better the climatic conditions for seed
production, the more uniform the size of the seed.
In all species,
the more uniform the seed size, the easier the seed are to clean.
Effective processors know that different varieties of the same species
often differ significantly in average seed size and they adjust the
machines accordingly.
One of the poorest testimonies to a seed
processor is to observe screens marked with the name of a crop. Such
marking usually indicates disregard for the natural variation in seed
size and the other variable physical characteristics of a seed lot .
Another factor determined during the pre-cleaning examination
is flowabi I ity.
Flowabi I ity refers to the ease and uniformity with
which seed wiII flow in the absence of mechan i ca 1 force.
A Iarge
sample of the entire lot must be used to determine flowabi I ity,
because compaction must be considered in addition to the presence of
inert material and natural seed appendages.
This sample should be
drawn by hand because probes often exclude large pieces of Inert
materials.
Seed must flow uniformly through the equipment before they can
be effectively separated from the contaminants. As a general rule, a
lot of seed which has an angle of repose-greater than 70 degrees
should be pre-cleaned or conditioned before attempting any separation
by the air-screen or subsequent process ing mach ines . Anyone who has
spent a day or two fore i ng seed into an e Ieva tor or pushing seed
through a bin open ing wi I I testify for the need of pre-determining the
flowabi I ity of every seed lot .
Most seed which have been harvested and threshed mechanical IY
wi II flow through a properly designed processing plant. However, an
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occasional lot of any kind of seed may lack the necessary flow
characteristics because of natural appendages on the seed, high
Quantities of coarse inert matter, high moisture content, or poor
threshing. Such lots should be pre-conditioned to improve flowabi I ity
before attempting to clean the good seed .
A factor related to flowabi I ity is the need for pre-conditionIng.
In seed processing, the term pre-conditioning is used In two
different contexts.
First, it may refer to any method used to
circumvent or remove those obstructions which reduce flowabll ity. If
long pieces of plants, such as straw or stems, or large Quantities of
sand or so i I are the cause of poor f lowab i I i ty, these are norma I I y
removed with a scalper or aspirator. Drying lots which are high in
moisture or which contain green plant materials often wi I I give a lot
the desired flow characteristics . Of course , corn must be shelled
before processing. There are several techniQues which can be used to
improve f Iowab i I it y, but the met hod used wi I I depend upon what you
want to remove.
The second meaning appl led to pre-conditioning refers to the
removal of undesired or unnecessary coverings and appendages from the
seed which may interfere with the cleaning process.
This type
pre-conditioning also serves to improve the appearance of the product .
It Is customary to hul I and/or scarify combine-run seed of many of the
smal 1 seeded legumes to faci I itate cleaning and increase the speed of
germination.
Awned varlet ies of oats and bar ley are normally debearded to improve both flowabi I ity and appearance.
The final factor which should be determined during the
pre-cleaning examination is damaged seed. There are three main causes
of seed damage: ( 1) insects, ( 2) disease, and ( 3) mechan i ca I abuse.
t.eany different things can and do happen to seeds which make them
undesirable, or at least reduce their capabi I ity to perform as wei I as
undamaged seed.
When insects are active in the seed, the lot should be
fumigated before it is cleaned with a fumigant recommended for use on
seed.
Disease damaged seed are usua II y I i ghter in specifIc weight
than healthy seed of the same dimensions. Thus, the presence of more
than 2 or 3% damaged seed is an indication to increase the velocity of
the final air separation on the air-screen cleaner and the possible
need to uti I ize a specific gravity separator. In most instances, seed
lots that reQuire specific process to remove disease damaged seed
should be treated with the appropriate fungicide.
Mechanical damage to seed can be classified into three
categories: (1) seed destroying, (2) major, and (3) minor. As the
name imp I ies, seed destroying damage is mechanical injury which splits
or breaks the seed, such as split beans or cross broken seed, causing
such seed to be unfit for pI ant Ing purposes.
Usua I I y, these seed
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parts can be removed, because breaking changes the physical characteristics.
~a jor damage is damage to the seed coat or covering which is
v-is i b Ie to the naked eye, such as cracked or chIpped corn seed and
mach·i ne-cut cottonseed. Nothing can be done to remove such seed from
the lot unless the damage alters the physical characteristics of the
seed.
When the undamaged seed have smooth seed coats, the damaged
seed can freQuently be removed by using a machine which separates on
the basis of differences in seed coat texture, I.e ., magnetic separator or rol 1 ml I I. Seed having minor damage, such as pin-holes, are
not normally noticed in the pre-cleaning examination. A general rule
concerning mechanical damage is that for each seed that is split or
broken , there wi II be three other seed which have suffered major or
minor damage.

TechniQues for Making Pre-cleaning Exa.lnations
Under optimal conditions, the processing manager wl I I have an
opportunity to process a sample of each seed lot , using hand screens
and/or model eQuipment.
Organizations eQuipped to conduct such
pre-processing tests are among the most efficient In their cleaning
and processing operations.
Such testing reQuires advanced sampling
and cont ro I over de I i very of varIous seed Iots to the processing
plant. This type sampling and control is not feasible for processing
plants engaged in custom cleaning operations or process ing seed coming
directly from the field.
An intermediate method of making the pre-processing examination is to conduct a routine purity analysis on a sample of the field
run seed . This analysis wi I I provide valuable information on the kind
and rate of occurrence of various contaminants . However, such factors
as comparative physical differences between the good seed and contaminants, variation in seed size, flowability, and damaged seed must
sti I I be determined on the bas is of a visual examination .
In spite of the more desirable methods of examination I isted
above, the pre-cleaning examination is most freQuently made by simple
visual examination of several handfuls of the field-run seed taken at
the time the seed are delivered for processing. To make this examination, the seed are poured slowly from hand to hand or spread In a thin
layer on a table or floor , In a well-lighted area, and mental notes
made concerning potential separation problems .
It should be obvious
that this method wi I I result in a higher freQuency of lots which are
below or above desired Quality levels after processing than when more
detailed methods are uti I ized.
Prec ision of the hand· method of examination can be increased
if the processor knows the approximate weight of h is handful of seed.
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This can be easily determined if the examiner will weigh several
handfuls of seed of the various kinds processed.
Greater repeatabi 1 ity can be gained if the operator wi II close his fingers against
the fat part of his hand. For most persons, this wi I I be a sample of
one or two ounces.
Regardless of the techniques used for the pre-cleaning
examination, it Is of vital importance that the processor be thoroughly knowledgeable in seed identification and purity analysis. An
experienced operator can closely approximate the percent cleaning
loss, mechanical purity of the clean seed, and the probable presence
of undesirable seed or characterIstIcs of the processed seed before
the seed enter the processing plant by combining his knowledge of seed
with that of equipment operation.
The phrase often used by TV star, Flip Wilson, "What you see
is what you get," could be considered as a sunvnary to the consideration necessary for seed cleaning and processing.
However, our
experience both as seed processors and seed control officials, have
led us to a slightly different conclusion. Hopefully, you wi I I agree
with our conclusion rather than Flip's --"What an operator considers
is what he gets, but those things he doesn't consider wi I I final IY get
him."
Air-screen Uachine
The air-screen machine is the basic cleaner In most seed
processing plants. Almost all seed must be cleaned by an air-screen
cleaner before specific separations can be attempted, and many seed
lots can be completely cleaned by this machine. The original handpowered fanning mi lis have evolved into many styles and types of
air-screen machines. Machine size varies from smal I, two-screen farm
models to large industrial cleaners with 7 or 8 screens, 3 or 4 air
separations and capacities up to 6,000 pounds of seed per hour. Smal I,
two-screen models are used on farms, in breeder and foundation seed
programs and by exper iment stations for processing smal I quantities of
seed. Three and four-screen machines fit into various size operations
and are selected for precision as well as greater capacity.
The
5-8-screen machines are used primarily for processing grain where high
capacities are essential.
When se Iect I ng a size and type of aIr-screen c Ieaner for a
particular operation, several factors must be considered, such as
power requirements, amount and kind of seed to be processed and ease
of cleaning the equipment.
In order for seed to be separated, cleaned or processed, the
components of the lot or mixture must differ in some physical characteristic.
In most machines separations are made on the basis of
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differences in only one physical characteristic.
The air-screen
machine . however, effects separations on the basis of differences in
size and weight of seeds . This enables the air - screen machine to use
three cleaning elements :
aspiration . in wh ich I Jght material Is
removed from the seed· ma.s s ; sea IpIng . in which good seed are dropped
through screen openings. but large material is carried over the screen
into a separate spout; and grading. in which good crop seed ride over
screen openings. while smaller particles drop through.
To understand and successfu II y operate any seed processing
machine. the operator must know three things: (1) the parts involved
in the work of the machine and the operations they perform: (2) the
flow of seed through the machine; and (3) the adjustments which affect
the precisi on of the separation and capacity of the machine.
The princ iples and operation of a ir-screen cleaners are very
similar and easy to work once you have learned the operation of one of
them.
In the following sect ion we wi II illustrate and expla in the
operation of the Clipper 27 which is a two-screen machine and the
NW-334 whIch is a three-screen machine.
However. as you may have
noted we have spoken of two- and three-screen machines; therefore. you
must have a thorough knowledge of screens before you understand the
machines.
Screens
Screens in an air-screen machine perform both scalping and
screening operations as they separate crop seed from foreign material,
other crop seed and weed seed .
Screens are constructed of either
perforated sheet metal or woven wire mesh.
Openings In perforated
metal screens may be round, oblong or triangular . Openings in wire
mesh screens are sQuare or rectangular.
There are 200 different screens avai table, each Identified by
a number indicating its s ize and shape. By selecting the proper sizes
of screens for a part icular crop seed, the same air-screen cleaner can
be used for cleaning different seeds by merely chang lrg the screen.
Perforated metal screens:
( 1)

Round openings - Round openings In a per for a ted sheet
meta I screen are measured by the dIameter of the openings . Perforations of 5 1/2/64 and larger are designated
In 64ths of an inch and are available In sizes ranging
from 6/ 64ths to 80/64ths .
These screen sizes are
commonly designated by us ing only the numerator of the
fraction. i.e .• 6, 7, .... 64. 72, or 80, the denominator
being understood.
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Round openings of 5 1/2/64ths or less in diameter are
designated in fractions of an inch, i.e., 1/12 , 1/13,
1/14
1/25. Sizes ranging from 1/12th to 1/25th of an
inch are readily available.
(2)

Oblong openings - Perforated sheet metal screens with
oblong or slotted openings are designated by two dimensions, the width and length of the openings.
As with
round hoI e screens, openings 6/64ths of an inch and
larger in width are measured in 64s of an inch and only
the numerator is used. Openings less than 6/64ths of an
inch in width are expressed in fractions of an inch.
Oblong openings are usually 1/4 inch, 5/16 inch , 1/2
inch, or 3/4 inch in length.
When designating these screens, the width dimension is
usually I isted first and the length dimension next, i.e.,
5 1/2 X 3/4, 6 X 3/4, or 1/22 X 1/2.
Genera I Iy, the direct ion of the oblong openings are in
the same direction as the flow of seed on the screen.
Screens with large perforations, however, are also
avai table as cross-slots, i.e., slots perpendicular to
the direction of the seed flow. Cross-slot screens are
particularly useful
in separating split beans from
varieties that are relatively flat in shape.
There is
also a 1/22 x 1/2 diagonal with slots oriented to a 45
degree angle to the direction of seed flow. This screen
is useful in cases where relatively short seeds are to be
separated from slightly longer seed. Over 60 different
slotted screens of assorted sizes ranging from 1/24th x
1/2 to 32/64ths x 1 inch are avai table.

(3)

Triangular openings - Two different methods are used to
measure triangular perforations. In one case, the length
of each side of the eQualateral triangle is measured and
designated in 64ths of an inch. In the second method the
screen opening size is the diameter of the largest circle
that can be inscrjbed within the triangular opening -also
in 64ths of an inch and designated with a number followed
by the letter V, i.e., 4 1/2 V, 5 V, 7 V, etc.
It follows then, that two triangular screens with the
same numerical side designation may not necessarily have
the same size openings. For example, triangular screens
with designations of 7 Tri., 8 Tri., 9 Tri . , 10 Tri., and
12 Tri. have openings identified by the length of the
side of the t r i angIe.
These same openings measured by
the circle-diameter methods would be identified as 4 1/2
V, 5 V, 5 1/2 V, 6 V, 6 1/2 V and 7 v, respectively.
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Wire Mesh Screens
( 1)

SQuare Mesh - SQuare openings In wire mesh screens are
measured by the number of openings per inch In each
direction.
A 9 x 9 screen has 9 openings per inch .
AvaIlable sizes range from 3 x 3 to 60 x 60.
Since
numbers on these screens do not increase consecutively,
this range includes about 27 different screens.

(2)

Rectangular Mesh - Rectangular openings in wire mesh
screens are measured in the same way as sQuare wire mesh
screens. A 3 x 6 rectangular wire mesh screen wi I I have
3 openings per inch in one direction and 6 openings per
Rectangles formed by the wire mesh
inch in the other.
are paral tel to the d irection of seed flow. Approximately 50 different rectangular wire mesh screens are
avai Iable in these sizes:
2 X 8 to 2 X 12, 3 X 14 to 3 X 21, 4 X 15 to 4 X 36 and 6
x 14 to 6 x 60 . Openings of 18 x 20 and 20 x 22 are also

avai table.
CLIPPER 27
Title:

Introduction to the operation of an air-screen seed cleaner .

Purpose :

The purpose of this exercise is to introduce the student to
the various parts and pr inciples of operation of a simple
air-screen seed cleaner.
In addition to knowing the basic principles by which
undesirable materials can be separated from a mass of seed,
it is just as important to be fami I iar with the machines
that are used for making various separations by uti I izing
some difference in the physical characteristic of the seeds
and . undesirable materials.
In studying the machines the
student should become fami I iar with the various machine
parts,the adjustments, and the flow path that the seed
follow going through the machine.

Procedure:

A model 27 Clipper air-screen seed cleaner wi I I be used in
this exercise. Read the description of the machine and its
operation. Then study the Questions and answers pertaining
to the parts, adjustments and operation. In doing this read
the Question and its answer and then follow through by
inspecting the machine so that you can actually visualize
the information presented in the answer.
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Description of Model 27
The cleaning operation of the Model 27 cleaner consists of two
screens, one top and one bottom screen, and one air separation. The
Both
two screens are mounted in a box-1 ike devIce ca I I ed a shoe.
screens are positioned so that they slope in the same direction. The
shoe is attached to two eccentrics that imparts a vibrating movement
to it. The rate of 'vibration Is constant.
Underneath each screen are two brushes that press I ightly
against the underside of the screens. The brushes move from side to
side sweeping the underside of the screens to dislodge any seeds that
become stuck in the screen perforations. The brushes are held in a
brush carriage that rol is on a rai I cal led a brush track. The height
of the brushes can be adjusted by a lever at the side of the machine.
An air-stream for making the air separation is generated by a
fan located under the discharge end of the bottom screen.
The
strength of the air-stream can be regulated by the adjustable sliding
doors at each end of the fan housing and also by the speed of the fan.
The speed of the fan is adjusted by the variable diameter pulley
between the pulley on the fan shaft and the driving put ley on the main
drive shaft.
Flow Path of Seed Through the Machine
The seed to be cleaned are placed in the elevator hopper and
elevated to the feed hopper on the cleaner. The seed are then fed
from the feed hopper to the top screen.
The openings in the top
screen are Iarge enough for the major crop seed and the sma 11er
material to pass through.
The trashy material larger than the crop
seed pass over the top screen and discharge at the side of the
machine. From the top screen the seed and small materials fall onto
the bottom screen. The smal I undesirable materials pass through the
screen and discharge at the side of the machine. The major crop seed
pass over the screen and fall through the air-stream which blows out
any I ight material remaining mixed with the seed.
The air-screen cleaner has completed its c.leaning operation.
The seed now go into the inc I i ned auger conveyor and are deposited
into a bag or another elevator or machine for further processing.
Question- Answer Study Guide
1.

What is the name and model of this machine?
Ans. C I ipper 27
Farm Size Cleaner

2.

What is the name of the manufacturer?
Ans. Ferrel 1-Ross Company, Saginaw, Michigan
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3.

How is the volume of seed going into the elevator control led?
Ans. By the sliding gate control at the bottom of the elevator
hopper .

4.

What are the major parts of the feed hopper and what are their
functions?
Ans. a. Hopper box - To contain the seed.
b. Feed roller - to help force the seed from the hopper at
a uniform rate.
c.

Adjustable feed gate - controls the volume of seed
discharging from the hopper .

5.

Can the rotation at the feed roller be stopped without stopping
the machine ?
Ans. Yes
By disengaging the cluth on the feed roller dr lve
shaft.

6.

What is the purpose of stopping the feed roller without stopping
the machine?
Ans. There are times when it is desired to have the machine
running to clean seed from the screen or to make adjustments
without seed being fed to the screens. By disengaging the
clutch to stop the feed roller the feed is stopped without
stopping the machine or closing the adjustable feed gate .

7.

How many screens are there in the machine and what is the size of
the screen frame?
Ans. Two screens in the machine. The screen frame is 34 x 42
inches.

8.

Do the screens slope in the same direction?
Ans. Yes

9.

Can the angle at which the screen slope be changed?
Ans . No . The slope is fixed on this machine.

10. What is the purpose of the 8-lnch section of solid metal at one
end of the screen?
Ans. The solid section Is cal led the spreader section. This part
is always placed at the high end of the screen so that when
the screen is used in the first position the seed falling
from the feed hopper wi I I fa I I on the solid part and spread
into a thin layer before moving onto the perforated screen.
Also it causes the seed to be farther down the screen when
they pass through the openings and helps to prevent the seed
from bouncing back over the end of the screen.
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11. How many brushes are there under each screen?
Ans. Two
12. Can the height of the brushes be raised and lowered?
Ans. Yes
13. How can the pressure at which the. brushes press against the
underside of the screen be adjusted?
Ans. The pressure of the brushes against the screen is determ ined
by the height of the track on which the brush carriage
travels . The height of this track can be set at different
positions by a lever on the side of the machine. There is a
separate lever for each pair of brushes.
14. Is it necessary to change the height position of the brushes when
remov ing or putting in screens?
Ans. Yes
The brushes should be moved to the lower posit ion
before moving a screen in or out. After a screen is placed
in the shoe the brushes are raised to press gently against
the screen .
15 . What is the purpose of the gaps in the screen brushes?
Ans. The gaps are in the brushes to provide space for the cross
supports under the screen. The screens should be positioned
so the gaps are under the cross supports when the brushes
are in the raised position . If the gaps and cross supports
are not in proper a I Ignment some of brush br i st Ies wi I I be
pressed against the supports and damaged. Also, this wi I I
prevent the brush from making good contact with underside of
the screen.
16. How are the brushes made to move back and forth under the screen?
Ans. The brush carriage is driven by two cab Ies that have one
end attached to the carriage and the other end to a chain
belt under the shoe.
As the chain belt moves around the
pulleys the carriage is pulled in one direction when the
po int of attachment is on top of the be It and then the
opposite direction when the point of attachment goes around
It is
a pu I Iey and is on the bottom side of the be It.
important to have the cables at proper length so that when
the belt attachment is at the extreme ends the brushes are
at the side of the shoe at their point of extreme travel.
17. How are the screens made to vibrate back and forth?
Ans. The shoe is attached to two eccentrics on the main drive
shaft. These eccentrics are off-center bearings that impart
a back and forth movement to the shoe that contain the two
screens.
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18. Do the two screens move in the same direction at the same time?
Ans. Yes .
Because both screens are in the same shoe and they
move with the shoe.
19. What is the function of the top screen?
Ans. The top screen removes the materia I Iarger than the major
seed . The perforation are of such size that the seed and
smaller material can pass through the perforations.
The
larger materials slide over the perforations and discharge
off the end of the screen and out of the machine at a spout
on the side.
20. What is the function of the bottom screen?
Ans. The bottom screen removes the materials smaller than the
major crop seed. The screen per for at ions are sma II enough
that the major seed cannot pass through but materials
smaller than the seed can.
The smal I material passes
through the perforations and fal Is to the bottom of the shoe
The major
and discharge out at the side of the machine.
crop seed pass over the perforations and dischar off the end
of the screen into an air-stream.
21. How many fans are there on the machine and where located?
Ans. One. The fan is located underneath the discharge end of the
shoe and screens.
22. What is the function of the fan?
Ans. The fan generates an air-stream of such strength to blow out
any I ight trash or seeds not removed by the screens.
23 . Can the strength of the air-stream be regulated? If so how?
Ans. Yes . The strength of the air-stream is determined by the
volume of air put out by the fan. The volume of air can be
regulated by the sliding gates at the ends of the fan
housing and by changing the speed of the fan.
24. How can the speed of the fan be changed?
Ans. The speed of the fan can be changed by adjusting the jackshaft pulley control located between the fan pulley and the
pulley on the drive shaft. ~ving the control level wi II
change the direction of the jackshaft pulley and wi I I cause
the fan to run faster of slower depending upon whether the
diameter of the jackshaft pulley is increased or decreased
when the cont ro I Ieve I is moved .
25. Where do the clean seed go after passing through the air-steam?
Ans. The c Iean seed fa I I into the inc I i ned auger e Ieva tor which
elevates the seed up to the bagging attachment that deposits
the seed into a bag.
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26. Draw a diagram showing how power is transmitted from the motor to
the eccentrics,feed hopper, fan, and bagging auger. Starting at
the motor calculate the speed of the eccentric shaft, large pulley
on feed hopper, and auger.
Use the equation 01 X Rl- 02 X R2 where
01- diameter of motor pulley
Rl- speed of motor pulley in revolutions per
minute
02- diameter of pulley being driven
R2- speed (RPM) of pulley being driven
Crippen NW-334, Air-Screen Cleaner
The Crippen NW-334 is an a ir-screen cleaner that consists of
three screens and two air sepa r ations.
The letters NW identify
the type of cleaner and the number 334 indicates the number of
screens used in the cleaner and the width of the screen frame. In
this case the first digit "3" tel Is us that the cleaner has three
screens as mentioned above, and the next two digits tel I us that
the screens are 34 inches wide. A picture of the NW-334 is shown
in Figure 1 . Two diagrams showing some of the major parts of the
cleaner and the flow of seed through the cleaner are shown in
Figures 2 and 3.
A description of the cleaner will be given
beginning at the top where the seed enter the cleaner and
progress . downward to where the clean seed discharge from the
cleaner.
Feed Hopper
The feed hopper is a box-1 ike device at the top of the
machine that holds the· seed before they are fed to the screens.
Inside and at the bottom of the hopper is a revolving feed roller
that pulls the seed from the hopper.
Above the roller is an
adjustable gate that controls the volume of seed the roller pul Is
from the hopper. Moving the gate upward wi II increase the opening
between the roller and the bottom edge of the gate and thereby
increase the volume of seed flowing from the hopper. As the gate
is moved downward, the space between the roller and gate is
decreased and the volume of seed is thereby decreased. The gate
is control led by a crank at the side of the machine frame.
An agitator is located in the center of the hopper above the
feed roller.
The agitator is a horizontal shaft extending
through the hopper and has several fingers about 4 inches long
a long the side of the shaft. The purpose of the agitator is to
prevent the seed from bridging over above the feed roller.
It
a Iso mixes the incoming seed mass better which enab I es the seed
to flow more uniformly from the hopper .
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Figure 1. Crippen NW-334, air-screen cleaner. 3 screens 2 air separations provide either: a. 2 scalpers and 1
bottom screen, b. 1 scalper unJ 2 bottom screens.
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The feed mechanism can be stopped by disengaging the clutch
on the left side of the feed hopper. The clutch provides a means
of stopping the flow of seed to the screens without stopping the
entire machine.
Fans and Airstreams
The Crippen NW-334 has two fans. The purpose of the fans is
to generate two airstreams to remove the I ight trash, dust, and
I ight seed from the crop seed. One of the airstreams is called
the top a irstream while the other one is known as the bottom
airstream. The fans are located on the sides at the back and top
of the machine frame.
The left hand fan generates the top
airstream, the right hand fan generates the bottom airstream. The
left and right and positions are determined by facing the end of
the cleaner where the screens are placed in the cleaner.
The top air separation occurs at the bottom of the feed
hopper. As the seed fal I from the feed hopper, they pass through
the top a irstream which is strong enough to I ift out the dust and
I ight trash before the seed reach the first screen. Removing this
I ight material before the seed reach the screens reduces the work
load of the screens which enables the screens to be more efficient
in making a separation and also reduces the dust pollution in the
area around the machine.
The bottom air separation occurs at the back of the cleaner
just as the seed discharge off the lower end of the third screen.
The purpose of the bottom airstream is to remove any I ight seeds
and heavier trash not removed by the top airstream.
The bottom
airstream should be strong enough to I ift out a good seed occas iona II y.
The strength of each airstream is controlled by a damper in
the discharge duct of each fan. The positions of the dampers are
adjusted by two cranks on the right side of the cleaner. Closing
the dampers wi I I reduce the strength of the airstreams whereas
opening the dampers wi I I increase the strength .
Two I arge air chests are Io.ca ted between the in Iets to the
fans and the position where the air separations are made. As the
airstreams pass through these air chests, the velocity of the air
wi II decrease to the extent that the I ight materia Is I i f·ted from
the seed will settle to the bottom of the chests and then discharge from spouts B and F leading from the bottom of the chests
to the side of the cleaner. A free swinging door is attached to
the end of each spout. The swinging doors serve as an air lock to
prevent the fans from pul I ing air in through the spouts instead o
through the opening where the air separation is made. The top air
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chest has an adjustable door inside by which the I ifted materials
can be directed to the spout at the side of the cleaner or into
the bin and be blown to a col lector some distance from the cleaner .
Shoes and Eccentrics
The Crippen NW-334 has two shoes . Shoes are box-1 ike parts in
which the screens are placed. The shoes are placed one above the
other . The top shoe contains only one screen that slopes downward
toward the front of the cleaner. The second shoe which is under
the top shoe contains the second and third screens that slope
downward toward the back of the cleaner. Each shoe is supported
by four flexible hangers--two on each side.
These flexible
hangers allow the shoes to be vibrated back and forth. The purpose
of the vibration is to cause the seed and other materials to move
along the screens.
The shoes are caused to vibrate by four
eccentrics--two per shoe--mounted on a central drive shaft between
the two shoes .
An eccentric is an off-center bearing .
The
eccentrics are connected to the shoes by arms between the eccentrics and the shoes. As the drive shaft rotates the eccentrics
imparts a vibrating movement to the shoes.
The rate of vibration of the shoes can be varied by means of
a variable diameter pulley on the left end of the drive shaft.
Increasing the tension on the drive belt will cause the belt to
run deeper in the pulley--decreasing the effective diameter--and
will increase the rate of vibration. Decreasing the tension on
the belt wi II cause the belt to run more toward the outside of
the pul ley--inceasing the diameter--and thereby decrease the rate
of vibration. Turning the crank wi II change the position of the
idler pulley running against the drive belt and wi II thereby
change the tension of the belt which wi II in turn change the
diameter of the variable diameter pulley which wi I I cause a
change in the rate of vibration.
Screens
The screens used in the Crippen NW-334 are 34 inches wide by
44 inches long.
The types and sizes of the openings in the
screens are the same or similar to those discussed in a separate
section pertaining to screens.
The screens are supported inside the shoes by a small steel
angIe a Iong the sides inside the shoes .
The screens are he I d
tightly in place by wood clamp strips above the sides of the
screens .
When the c Iamps are pu II ed forward, they press down
along the top edges of the screen pressing it against the steel
angles underneath.
There is a pistol hook on the end of each
clamp that can be hooked over the end of the screen and thereby
hold the screen t ightly in place.
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Screen Cleaning Brushes
Two brushes are located underneath each of the screens. The
purpose of these brushes is to prevent seeds or other materials
from becoming wedged In the screen openings. The brushes press
firmly against the underside of the screens and move from side to
side sweeping the underside of the screen. This sweeping action
pushes out any seed that becomes wedged in ·the openings and
thereby keeps alI the screen openings clear.
The brushes are held in a brush carriage that rol Is along two
angle Iron tracks.
The pressure at which the brushes press
against the screen is adjusted by raising or lowering the height
of the brush tracks.
The ends of the tracks are supported and
secured by support brackets located on the machine frame at the
sides of the shoes.
By loosening the bolts in these brackets,
the brush track can be set at the desired height. As the brushes
become worn from use, the brushes are raised enough to give the
desired brush pressure under the screens. Once brush tracks have
been raised to the desired height, the bracket bolts are tightened again to hold the tracks at the correct height.
The brushes are caused to move back and forth by smal I cables
attached between the brush carriages and a chain-belt drive
mechanism underneath the bottom shoe. As the chain-belt rotates
around the two pulleys, the cables are pulled from one end of the
belt to the other which in turn pul Is the brush carriage from one
side of the shoe to the other.
The brushes have two gaps in the bristles. The brushes should
be positioned in the cleaner so the gaps wi I I fit evenly under the
supports in the screen frame.
If the gaps do not fit under the
support as they should, some of the bristles will be pressed up
against the supports and damaged. Also, the brushes wi I I not have
the proper pressure on the underside of the screen and cannot keep
the openings clear.
Screen Tappers
Screen Tappers are hammer-1 ike devices located above the
screens and slowly taps a wood strip in the center of the screens.
The purpose of the tapping action is to jar the screens vertical IY
which wi II aid in moving the seed and other materials along the
screens.
These are espec i a I I y he Ipfu I when c Iean I ng I i ght seeds
or when there is trash in the mixture that Is slow In moving down
the screens. The tappers are driven by a cam device on the left
side of the machine.
The cam raises the tappers to their
maximum, height and then suddenly allows them to fal I. Additional
force can be added to the tapping action by increasing the
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tension of the "tapper tension spring" located on the right side
of the machine frame.
The tappers can be disengaged by locking
them in the up posit ion with the "tapper lock" on the right side
at the front and top of the machine frame.
Flow Path of Seed Through the

~achine

The seed to be cleaned are fed into the elevator at the front
of the cleaner.
The elevator I ifts the seed vertical IY and
deposits them in the hopper on top of the cleaner. The revolving
feed roller in the bottom of the hopper pulls a wide stream of
seeds the width of the screens from the hopper. The roller turns
in such a direction that the seed flow over the roller. As the
seed fall from the roller they fall through the top airstream
before reaching the top screen.
The airstream has sufficient
strength to I ift out the dust and I ight trash which is blown into
the top air chest. The air velocity decreases in the chest and
allows the I ight trash to settle out and discharge from spout Bon
the right side .
After the seed have passed through the top airstream, they
fa I I onto the top screen.
ThIs screen Is convnon I y ca I Ied a
scalper. The screen openings are large enough for the principle
crop seed with the small materials to pass through.
The large
trash that is too large to pass through the screen slides on down
the screen and discharges through spout A at the front of the
cleaner. The principal crop seed and smal I materials fal I to the
bottom of the top shoe and slide toward the front of the shoe to
an opening where they fal I onto the second screen.
The second screen in the Crippen NW-334 can be used as either
another scal~ing screen or as a bottom screen to sift out part of
the smaller materials . The method for using the second screen as
a scalper wi I I be described first.
Second Screen as a Scalper
To use the second screen as a scalper, select a screen with
openings large enough for the principal seeds to pass through but
slightly small than the openings in the first screen. Place the
screen in the top position in the second shoe.
Next select a
bottom screen for the third screen position which is at the lower
end of the bottom shoe.
This screen must have openings large
enough for the small materials to pass through but smal I enough
that the principal seeds wi I I pass over. Place this bottom screen
in the lower pos ition of the bottom shoe and push to the lower end
of the shoe .
Since the third screen is forward of the second
screen, it is necessary to place a solid pan under the second
screen to catch the seed falling through the second screen and
direct them onto the third screen. There is a special pan for
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this purpose and it is placed in the second position in the bottom
shoe and directly behind the third screen.
Any materials larger than the principal seeds wi I I slIde over
the second screen to the lower end. To direct the large materials
to the discharge spout C, gate X is placed in the open position
(Figure 2).
As mentioned earlier, the seed and small materials passing
through the second scalper fal I onto the solid pan and then slide
down onto the bottom screen.
The smaller materials will pass
through · the openings of the bottom screen and discharge from a
spout E under the screen.
The seeds pass over the bottom screen
and as they discharge from the end of the second shoe they pass
through the second airstream.
This airstream I ifts out any
remaining I ight seeds or trash .
The I ifted materials are carried
Into the bottom large air chest where the light materials settle
out from the airstream and discharge at spout F.
After passing through the bottom airstream, the seeds fall
into a vibrating conveyor that conveys them to an elevator.
The
e I eva tor can convey the seeds to a bIn above another machine or
bacK to the initial elevator to recirculate the seed through the
cleaner again as done in teaching and demonstrations.
Second Screen as a Bottom Screen
To use the second screen a bottom screen, select a screen with
openings smaller than the principal crop seed.
Place the screen
in the top position of the second shoe.
Next select another
bottom screen for the third screen position. The openings in the
third position can-· be the same size or slightly larger than the
openings in the second screen.
Place this screen for the third
screen position in the lower position of the bottom shoe and push
to the lower end of the shoe.
Now that small materials wi II be
passed through the second screen, an open screen frame is placed
under the second screen behind the third screen.
This open fame
allows the small material passing through the second screen to
fa II to the bot tom of the second shoe and discharge at spout D.
Gate X at the end of the second screen is pI aced in the open
position to divert the principal crop seeds passing over the
second screen down and onto the third screen Figure 3.
As the
seeds pass over the thIrd screen, any rema 1n 1ng sma 1 1 seeds and
other materia Is w iII pass through the screen and discharge at
spout E.
After passing over the third screen, the seeds fall
through the second airstream where the remaining I ight materials
are I lfted out as described earlier.
The clean crop seeds then
fa I I into the vibrating conveyor that conveys the seeds to an
elevator to be transported elsewhere .
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When to Used the Second Screen as - a Bottom Screen or Scalper
Whether to use the second screen as a bot tom screen or a
scalper can best be determined by making a precleaning analysis of
the seed to be cleaned .
If there is a large amount of materials
larger than the principal crop seeds to be removed, the second
screen would be used as a scalper. On the other hand, if there Is
a large quantity of materials smaller than the principal crop
seeds, it wou I d be better to use the second screen as a bottom
screen.
The final decision would be based upon the ski II and
sound judgement of the processing manager.
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Name :
Date :
ABE 6863 Seed Processing Machinery
Exercise No.
Title :

Introduction to the principle parts and adjustments of an
air-screen cleaner.

Purpos e: The purpose of this exercise is to familiarize the student
with the operational features of the Crippen NW-334 airscreen cleaner.
Procedure : Study the construction and operation of the Crippen NW-334
by locating the various parts, and adjustment and learning
the purpose of each. Answer the following Questions as you
study the machine and . flow diagrams.
1.

Name and model of the machine is
~C~r~i~p~p~e_n___
M~a~n~u~f~a~c~t~u~r~i_n~g--~C~o_m~p~a_n~y~,___l_n~c~
.

NW-334 manufactured by the
address Alma, Michigan

48801.
2.

How many screens are used in the machine?

3.

What is the size of the screen frame?

4.

A shoe is the box like part in which the screens are placed and
helded. How many shoes are in the cleaner?
2

5.

Do the two shoes travel in the same direction at the same time?
No
Why? By traveling in opposite direction the shoes are
counter balanced for smoother operation.

6.

How are the screens held tightly in the shoes?
clamps pressing down on edge of screen.

7.

Examine the inside of the feed hopper.
How are trashy seed
prevented from forming an arch above the feed roller?
The
revo I vI ng agItator with sp I Ices a long the side keeps seed mass
from packing.

8.

What is the purpose of the feed roller?
To feed the seed from
the hopper. Do the seed discharge over or under the roller?
Over the roller.

3

34 x 44 inches

By the screen
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9.

How is the Quantity of seed discharg ing from the feed hopper
regulated?
By the height of the adjustable gate above the
feed roller.

10. Is the principle feed control
roller?
above

gate above or

below

the

feed

11 . What is the major purpose of the gate underneath the feed roller?
To empty out any seed remaining In the hopper.
12. How can the flow of seed from the feed hopper be stopped without
stopping the machine or closing the feed gate?
disengage the
feed roller c lutch to stop feed roller.
13. When might an operator want to stop the flow of seed from the
feed hopper before stopping the machine?
Befo re ch ang ing a
screen. This allows al I the seeds to move off the screen.
14. How are seeds prevented from wedging (becoming stuck) in t he
screen per for at ion ?
The brushes sweeping the undersIde of
the screen d islodge seeds that get stuck.
15 . How are the screen brushes made to move back and forth underneath
the screens?
Chain belt drive Imparts back and forth movement
to cables attached to brush carriage.
16. How can the pressure at which the brushes press against the
unders ide of the screens be adjusted?
By ra Is Ing the track
that the brush carriage rol Is on .
17 . What is the purpose o f inducing vibration to the screens of a
cleaner?
Aids in getting material to pass through the screens
and causes seed to flow down screens.
18. Is there a means of inducing more vibration to the screens in
addition to that provided by the vibration of the shoes?
yes
How?
The sc reen tappers add a vertical vi brat ion to t he
screen and causes the seed to bounce more.
This a ids is In
preventing seeds from lodging in the screen openings , causes
1 ig ht material
to flow down screen better, and assist smal I
mate rial in passing through screen.
19. How many fans does the cleaner have?
2
How many air
sepa rat ions does the cleaner have?
2
Where are the air
sepa rat ions made on the cleaner?
Below feed hopper and at end
of third sc reen.
Wh ich fan is used for each separation?
Left-hand fan upper air . Right-hand fan lower air.
20 . When a mixt ure of heavy and I ight we ig ht seeds fall Into a high
veloc ity a irstream, the I lght seeds are l i fted out in the
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airstream.
How are the I ight seeds separated from the airstream?
As the air passes through the I arge chamber just above the air
entrance the velocity decreases and the solid materials settle
out.
21. Can the rate of hor i zonta I vi brat lt>n of the shoes be changed?
Yes.
How?
By changing tension of the belt that drives
variable put ley on shoe drive shaft .
22. Do the fans operate at
varied?
Constant

a constant speed or can the speed
What Is the speed of the fans?

be
900

RP ....
23. How is the strength of the airstream adjusted?
By changing
the position of the damper i n the air passage.
Is this adjustment on the inlet or outlet side of the fan?
Outlet .
24. Where does the dust and I ight trash that passes through the fans
go?
Cyclone dust collector where the trash settles out.
The
dust-ladden air is vented through a pipe to outside of building-.-25. The second screen can be used as e i ther a bottom
scalper.
Study the section "Selective Screen
the handout .
It has i nstructions for mak i ng
necessary for setting up a screen arrangement for

screen o a c l ose
Arrangements" in
the adjustments
either use .

26. What is the purpose of gate "X" at the end of the second screen?
To dIrect materia I passing over the second screen to discharge
spout or seed to third screen.
27. In wh ich arrangement would the solid pan be placed ahead
third screen?
When the screen is used as a close scalper.

the

28. What Is the purpose of having the so II d pan under the second
screen?
The crop seed pass through the second screen onto the
sol ld pan that directs the seed to the third screen.
29. What would be used in place of the solid pan when the second
screen is used as a bottom screen?
An open screen frame. Why?
Sma l l material passing through second screen needs to discharge
from discharge spout at side of machine.
30. When would the second screen be used as a bottom screen?
When
there i s a large amount of material smaller than the crop seed
to be removed.
31. Can the slope of the screens be changed?

No
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32. What is the purpose of the free swinging door at the end of the
discharge spouts for the upper and l ower air streams?
To act
as an airlocK and prevent air from entering through spout
instead of passing through seed.
33. What is the purpose of the rubber roller at the end of the third
screen? To act as air seal and direct all the airstream through
the seed.
34. What is the purpose of the gate inside the air chest (see lever)
above the upper air discharge spout?
To direct material
lifted by upper airstream to side spout or to fan to be blown
into cyclone.
35. Can

the

force at which the tappers hit the screen be adjusted
By the tension of the spring on the tapper dr i ve

~How?

shaft .
36. What is the purpose of the long wood strip on top and in the
center of each screen?
For the tapper to hit .
Otherwise the
tappers would maKe a hole.
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SEED
1.

TREAT~ENT

CALIBRATION

Basic Facts To Know Before Calibrating a Seed Treater;
All seed treatments are Quoted In dry ounces or in fluid ounces
(per 100 pounds, or per bushel). Remember, there is a difference between dry ounces and fluid ounces.
16
128

dry ounces • 1 lb.
fluid ounces- 1 gal.

1 fluid ounce - 30 cc's.
Example: At a rate of 3 fluid ounces
per cwt, you are actually applying 90 cc's per cwt.

When slurries are made by mixing wetable powder chemicals with
water, the treater is then applying the slurry in fluid ounces
of the TOTAL mix.
Chemica 1 cup sizes are measured In cc' s. Samp Ie: Setting the
dump weight to apply 3 fluid ounces (90 cc's) per cwt:
15
10
7.5
5
2.5

II.

cc
cc
cc
cc
cc

16
11
8
5.5
3

pound
pound
pound
pound
pound

dump
dump
dump
dump
dump

Accurate Ca I i brat Ion of a Seed Treater.
With no chemical in the metering tank, run 100 pounds of seed
through the treater and count the number of times the weigh-pan
dumps.
Divide 100 pounds by the number of t lmes the weigh
trips.
This gives you the number of pounds of seed per dump of the
weigh pan. Record the numerical setting of the weight on the
weigh pan aim for future· use.
Determine how much I iQuid your treater metering cups or bucket
wi II dump onto the seed each time the weigh-pan arm trIps by
manually tripping (without seed) the weigh-pan arm a specific
number of times .
Catch the amount of chemical that is dumped In a measuring cup .
Divide the amount of chemical caught by the number of times you
tripped the weigh-pan .
ThIs gives you the amount of chemica I
delivered per dump of the weigh-pan.
(Record for future use) .
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After completing operation one and two,
what your treater is presently set at.

you will

know exactly

Remembering that there are two ways to vary the dosage of
chemical to seed, either change the setting of the weight on the
weigh-pan arm . .. (raise weight to increase amount of seed dumped
or lower to decrease) OR replace existing cup in metering tank
with another size cup to deliver more or less chemical per dump
as necessary.
For additional information on calibration, use
calibration instruction manual furnished with special note for
WETTABLE POWDER chemicals that must be mixed with water.
Most
wettable powders are applied at the rate of 1 to 5 dry ounces
per 100 pounds of seed.
Norma II y, a chemica I to water mIxing
rate is not quoted on the label, so you wi II have to experiment
to suit yourself. Example:
A chemical cup goes on
the rate of two dry ounces per 100
pounds of seed.
The seedsman has found that mixing five
pounds of chemical (30 dry ounces) with one gallon of water,
gives him the slurry consistency that he desires
Then, it must be kept in mind that the total volume of slurry
(in this case, approximate 1.2 gallons) is enough to treat 40
cwts (4,000 lbs.) of seed.

So . . .
1.2 gals.- 153.6 fl. oz.
And . .

153.6 fl. ozs. (153.6)40)• 3/84 fl. oz . / per cwt. seed
Then . .
Just use the techniques covered earlier.
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TWO METHODS FOR CALCULATING RAT IO OF
WETTABLE POWDER SEED TREATMENT CHEMICAL
TO WATER FOR SLURRY APPLICATION
Most wettable powder seed treatment chemicals are appl led at a
rate between one (1) and five (5) dry ounces per 100 pounds of seed .
The dosage rate is, of course, obtained from the label . Normally a
chemical and water mixing ratio is not stated or suggested on the
label . Following are two (2) methods you may use to calculate the
proper powder to water ratio to obtain the desired slurry dosage per
100 pounds of seed.
Method A
To determine the correct amount of wettable powder chemical to
use to maKe one gallon of I iQuid slurry, divide 128 by the number of
fluid ounces of I iQuid you desire to apply per 100 pounds of seed; and
then multiply the result by the number of dry ounces of the chemical
the label tel Is you to apply to 100 pounds of seed.
Example:
128 f luid ounces per gallon
fluid oz. I iQuid to be appl ied/cwt

X Dry ounces of chemical
desired per cwt .

•

Dry Ounces of Wettable Powder to use to maKe one gallon of slurry
128 X 1.5 • 12 . 3
Ounces wettable powder chemical
For example: 15.6
to use to make one gallon of
slurry
NOTE:

Be sure you ~ total slurry volume up to one gallon, rather
than starting with one gallon of water and adding wettable
powder to that.
This is because adding the powder wi I I
"displace" some I iQuid volume - as a rule of thumb, most
wettable powders "displace" about 7 fluid ounces of I !Quid
volume per pound of powder added.

Method B
Some seedsmen may desire to "experiment" for themselves to obtain a
slurry consistency they I iKe . Once they decide on a powder + water
mixture ratio, they must Keep in mind the number of dry ounces of
wettable powder they originally added to the water. This determines
the number of hundred weights they must treat with the slurry volume
they now have.
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Example:
A chemical is applied at the rate of two (2) dry ounces per
100 pounds of seed . The seedsman has found that mixing five
pounds of chemical (80 dry ounces) with one gal Jon of water,
gives him the slurry consistency that he desires.
Then, it must be kept in mind that the total volume of slurry (in
this case approximately 1.2 gal Ions) is enough to treat 40 cwts
(4,000 lbs.) of seed (since the original powder dosage is 2 dry
oz/cwt and you have mixed 80 oz. into the slurry) .
So . . . 1 .2 gal Ions total slurry X 128 fl oz/gal Jon153.6 fl oz.

And . .
153.5 fl ozs

40 cwts. seed

- 3.84 fl oz/ per cwt . seed
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ENHANCING SEEDLOT QUALITY BY USE OF AN AIR SCREEN CLEANER
Jim Stanelle1
The term "enhancement of seed lot Qua II ty" can have var lous
interpretations , therefore , some definitions may be necessary:
*enhancement - bringing to a higher
desirables,

Ieve 1 by removing un-

*seedlot - a homogeneous mass of seeds, and
*Quality- a level of purity.
With these terms defined, we can now interpret the enhancement
of seedlot Quality , or seed conditioning as "removing everything in
the pile of seeds that shouldn't be there. " That can include removing
inert material, common weed seeds, noxious weed seeds and other crop
seeds, which are all considered contaminants .
It also includes the
upgrading process by removal of as much as possible of the deteriorated seeds, other variety seeds, damaged seeds and off-sized seeds.
The removal of these contaminants, as wei I as the upgrading process,
produces a seed that, after treating, bagging, and testing becomes a
high QUality marketable product.
The removal of undesirables in a
seedlot is accomplished because the impurities are in some way
physically different from the desired seeds. The most common physical
differences used in seed separations include:
*size - overal I size as wei I as length, width or thickness,
*weight -density and surface area in relation to size,
*surface texture, and
*shape .
Most machines that are used to clean seeds make a separation
based on one of these differences.
The air-screen cleaner, in
contrast, makes separations based on several physical differences
including overall size, width and thickness as well as weight in
1 1n Charge, Customer Service, Blount Agri/lndustrlal Corp. , Bluffton,
IN.
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relation to surface area. Because a very high percentage of impurities can be removed by the air-screen cleaner, this type of machine
has become the primary and most used piece of seed conditioning
eQuipment .
The air-screen cleaner is really two machines in one -- the
air portion and the screen portion. The screens make the size, width
and th l.ckness separations and a Iso make some degree of shape and
length separations. The latter separations can be accomplished to a
degree If the level of contamination is low by making specific
adjustments to the cleaner. However, · they are better made by using
eQuipment more specific to that purpose. Round hole screens make an
overall size separation as well as a width separation and are most
norma I I y used as top or sea Iper screens.
S Iot ted or obI ong screens
make a separation based on seed thickness and are mainly used as
bottom or sifting screens. When conditioning very small seeds, wire
mesh screens are used:
sQuare screens for width separations and
rectangular screens for thickness separations .
Triangular perforations are used to remove triangular-shaped impurities and are used as
a sifting screen . By combining two or three different perforation
types on one screen deck, several types of separatIons can be made
while the seeds are traveling over one screen.
The air portion of the air-screen machine removes impurities
by differences in weight and surface area .
This is probably the
oldest type of seed cleaning, dating back to the winnowing done in
Bibl leal times. Since a large suction wi I I remove almost alI impurities (including a large amount of good seeds), the air separation has
become the most misused part of the seed conditioning system. Air
should be set to remove light impurities to a point where a few good
seeds are removed as we II .
From that point, screens and other
eQuipment should be allowed to finish the job .
Air-screen c Ieaners used for precis ion seed cleaning shou I d
have a minimum of two air separations: one as the seeds are metered to
the screens and the second as the finished product leaves the bottom
sifting screen. This allows for the most precision separation with a
minimum of seed loss.
Since we are dealing with large volumes of air, a ducting
system must be used to remove the air and the impurities that it
contains. Obstructions wil I decrease the quality of the separation.
Therefore when designing air ducting, care should be taken to maintain
correct pipe diameters and to use a dust col lector which is appropriately matched to the cleaner .
Care should also be taken to avoid
sharp corners and long runs of ducting from cleaner to collector.
Under no circumstances should more than one cleaner be connected to a
single col lector.
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The hopper on an air-screen cleaner is an Integral part of the
cleaner because it governs the flow rate through the machine . Other
purposes of the hopper include maintaining a consistent flow through
the top air separation and providing for an even distribution across
the entire screen width.
Hoppers should be chosen to avoid seed
damage as wet I as for easy clean out . Most hoppers can be adjusted
mechanically to start or stop the seed flow and a variable gate to
adjust the rate of flow . In addition, a variable speed control on the
feed rot I can give more accurate flow changes for some seeds.
Variable screen pitch Is a feature which can help the operator
perform more precise and efficient seed cleaning. Steep screen pitch
can increase cleaner capacity, decrease separation opportunities
(especia l ly on scalping screens) , and increase ball action If ball
tray screen cleaning is used.
Flatter pitch (more often on sifting
screens) can increase the separation opportunities and, therefore ,
increase the precision.
Shoe shake speed, I ike screen pitch, wi II also Increase the
capacity and balI action as the speed increases. Separation opportunities wi I I increase with speed. However, a very high speed may cause
the seeds to bounce on the screens too much and, thus, diminish these
opportunities. The best range of speeds for act ipper would be 410 to
425 RPU.

Screen cleaning is an important aspect of the air-screen
cleaner. Without some sort of screen cleaning , screen bt lnding wi I I
occur , causing decreased capacity and precision. · This is due to less
open area on a b I i nded screen as we I I as increased down t i me to
manually clean the screens. Brushes have been the standard method of
screen cleaning for the industry until the past few years. Brushes
did a fair job but could not dislodge tightly wedged seeds from the
perforations. To at leviate this problem, ball trays have become more
wide Iy used in recent years because, in most cases, the positive
forces keep the screens c Ieaner. Tappers and corn ro It ers have a Iso
been used to clean screens in specific situations .
Seed flow patterns through the cleaner may or may not be
eas i Iy changed within existing c Ieaner s. Sma I I farm mode I c Ieaners
may on I y have one sea I p and one sift screen wh II e Iarger product ion
cleaners may have the seeds exposed to two or three scalpers and an
equal number of sifters as welt .
In addition, some larger machines
at tow for the seed flow to be split to two or more identical shoes
giving higher capacity, particularly for crops where separation may
not be difficult. The type of seed flow pattern selected is influenced by the amount of precision needed , types of impurities and the
desired capacity of the machine.
The parts of the air-screen cleaners that have been discussed
may or may not be available for every model or brand of cleaners and
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adjustments for those parts wi 11 vary from machine to machine .
Operator ' s manuals and eQuipment representatives should be consulted
to insure correct operation.
There is no one ultimate setting for the air-screen cleaner .
Different seedlots present different problems and require different
settings.
An experienced cleaner/operator uses all the opt ion~ and
adjustments available to assure that the final product Is high quality
seeds.
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DENSITY SEPARATIONS

BI I I Wa I Iace 1
Density separation Is accompl lshed in seed conditioning plants
by two basic machines; they are the gravity separator and the stoner .
The gravity is designed to separate a small amount of light product
from the heavy product and the stoner is designed to separate a smal I
amount of I i ght product from the heavy product and the stoner is
designed to separate a smal I amount of heavy product from the I ighter
product .
wi 1 I discuss the gravity separator today, as it Is used more
in the seed conditioning plant than the stoner.
Before we get into the basics of how a gravity separator
works, let's set some ground rules.
1.

The gravity separator is not a "cure a I I" for your seed
cleaning problems.

2. The gravity separator wil I not raise the germination of

seeds.
3 . The gravity separator is not a cleaning machine.
4.

The gravity separator
separators.

is not a replacement for spiral

The gravity separator is a specialized machine designed to do
one job very wei I . The gravity separator wi I I separate particles of a
similar size but differing in weight to el imlnate light trash and
undes i rabIes and produce a good purity and germinatIon for the seed
lot.
There are three rules which state what can and cannot be
separated on a gravity separator.
RULE* 1 . Particles of the same size but differing sl lghtly in
specific gravities can be separated.

1Graln Products Manager, Lewis M. Carter Mfg. Co., Donalsonvl I le , GA.
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RULE* 2 . Particles of the same specific gravities but
differing in size wi II be graded according to the
size of the particles.
RULE* 3. Pa rt icles differing in both specific gravities and
also d i ffering in size cannot be efficiently
separated on a gravity separator .
In al 1 seed conditioning situations the best results are
obtained on the gravity separator when the product has been thoroughly
pre-cleaned and sized using the proper equipment designed for those
purposes . The grav it y separator can then show what It can really do.
Density separation or specific gra v it y separation is defined
by stating that all bodies f loati ng in or submerged in a l iQuid are
buoyed up by a force e xactly eQual to the weight of the I iQuid t hey
d isplace . Therefore , t he specific gravi t y of a part icle is the ratio
of i ts density to some s t andard substance , the standard usually
employed is water with a unit of one .
Particles hav ing a specif ic
gravity of less than one wi II float and particles with a spec i fic
gravity greater than one wll I sink.
Gravity separators used in the seed industry uti I lzes air as a
standard rather than water, and, since air is lighter than water. the
relati ve difference between particles of differing weights is widened.
For this reason the grav ity separator is a very sensitive machine and,
when operated correctly , can make a very precise separation.
Air is used as the separating standard through the process of
seed s trat i fication. Stratification occurs by forcing air through the
seed mass in such a manne r t hat t he seeds rIse or fa II by their
relati ve weight to t he air . Fi gure 1A represen t s a cross section of
the seedbed on the gravit y s epa r ator deck with the fan turned off. The
bed is a mixture of both l ight and heavy seeds with no stratification.
In Figure 18 the fan has been adjusted so stratification has
begun so that the heaviest seeds rest on the surface of the deck and
the I ightest seeds are completely free of the surface of the deck and
floating on top of the seedbed . Figure ic Illustrates the result of
too much air flow which created a mi xture of both heavy and I ight
seeds.
If you operate your grav i ty separator with too little or too
much air flow through the seedbed, you wil I not have stratification ,
will not make a "density separat ion" and all you will have is a high
pr iced , glorified, vibrating conveyor and the r esults will be no
improvement in t he qualit y of seed you are c leaning.
Wi th the
stratification .
shaft speed . the
starts moving to

correct air flow through the seedbed you will have
Now with the deck sha!Cing at the correct eccentric
heavy seed that . rested on the surface of the deck
the high end of the deck and the I lghtest seeds that

Figure 1.

Gravity Table. (A) Fan intake closed; no stratification. (B) Proper volume
of air flow through the deck; the seed layer is stratified. (C) Excessive
volume of air flowing through the deck breaking t he stratification.

<.TI

w
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are floating on top start moving to the low end of the deck. Separation has begun.
As the seed mixture discharges from the feeder onto the deck
the area immediately around the feeder is cal led the stratifying area.
In this area the vibration of the deck and the lifting action of the
air combine to stratify the seeds into layers, with the heavier seeds
on the bottom and I ighter contaminants and seeds on the top and moving
Separation cannot occur unti I the
them in opposite directions.
seedbed becomes stratified . The size of the stratification area wi I I
depend upon the difficulty of separation and on the capacity of which
you are operating your gravity separator.
The more difficult the
separation, the larger the area reQuired to obtain proper stratification.
The stratification area is large when separating undesirable
weather damaged soybeans from the seed mass because there is reI atively l ittle difference in weight .
Conversely, the stratification
area is smal I when removing white-caps from wheat because there is a
large difference in weight . Also, higher capacities general IY reQuire
larger areas of stratification.
Once the seedbed becomes stratified, the vibrating action of
the deck begins pushing the heavier seed layers In contact with the
deck toward its high side or end.
At the same time, the I ighter
layers which are at the top of the bed and do not touch the vibrating
deck, float downhi I I toward the low side or end of the deck. By the
time the seeds reach the discharge end or side of the deck, the
separation is complete.
Heavier seeds wi II be concentrated at the
high end of the deck, I ight contaminants and seeds wl I I be at the low
end of the deck and Intermediate seeds will be in between or in the
middle portion of the deck.
It should be noted that the sketch in
Figure 4 represents an Ideal situation . While Ideal situations are
nice in theory, they rarely occur in actual practice.
Usually the
s t ratification area wl I I not be clearly defined and must be assumed to
occupy an area of from two to six sQuare feet around the feeder. Also,
the separation process begins immediately after the seeds become even
partly stratified.
Therefore , it is important to stratify the
material as Quickly as possible or I ight contaminants and seeds will
be carried to the high end of the deck before the stratification
process occurs. The best way to accomplish this is to be sure the air
adjustment is at or near maximum air flow for the seeds. A good rule
of thumb is that an air flow slightly above maximum for the seeds
being separated is better than air flow lower than is reQuired for
startification.
In some separations , the distinct ion between heavy, good seeds
and I ighter, poor Quality seeds is not visible to the unaided eye. In
this case, periodic testing for weight pe r test volume at various
points along the clean seed discharge and off-grade dlscharge .would be
necessary to determine if the correct separation Is bel~g made.
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The discharge from the gravity separator is a continuously
graded product ranging from the heaviest seeds to the I lghtest
contaminants and seeds.
In practice this continuous grade is broken
down into two or three products .
When a large weight difference is
present between the desirable seeds and off-grade product, only two
grades of product is generally required.
However, if the weight
difference is smal I It may be necessary to divide the discharge grades
Into; (1) the heavy acceptable product; (2) a small middling product
which has not fully separated; and (3) the light reject product.
In
separations where rocks or other heavy trash is present , a fourth
product is sometimes divided by means of the rock-trap.
AI I gravity separators have five variable adjustments which
must be properly set and balanced to obtain optimum separation. These
are feed rate, end raise, side ti It, eccentric speed and air control.
The feed rate control is located on the feeder and controls
the amount of seed fed onto the separating deck.
The feed rate,
whether fast or slow, should be uniform and free from surges. Surges
In the incoming feed wl I I show up In the discharge of the gravity
separator as a poor qua I i ty separation.
I suggest the use or a surge
bin above the feeder if cleaning wi I I be interrupted.
A minimum feed
rate would be one at which the deck can be kept completely covered. If
the deck is not completely covered at all time, you get a open sport
and loose separation.
One gravity separator on the market has a automatic discharge system that compensates for slow down or Interruptions in feed rate to maintain separation at alI times . Maximum feed
rate is the maximum rate the deck can be fed and st iII obtain the
necessary separation.
When starting the gravity separator for the
first time always start at the minimum feed rate, obtain your required
separation and then increase the feed rate to the des I red capacity.
Remember that the seedbed must be deep enough to allow for stratification of seeds.
End raise is the stope from the feed end of the deck to the
discharge end.
Th.ls slope determines the rate of flow from the feed
end to the discharge end of the deck. The higher the discharge end of
the deck the slower rate of seed flow from one end of the deck to the
other and consequent I y more exposure time for the seeds to be separated.
The lower the discharge end of the deck the faster the send
will flow across the deck resulting In less exposure time for the
seeds to be separated.
Quality of separation can be related to
exposure time for seed mass.
In general, the longer the seed mass is
exposed to a separating action, the cleaner it becomes. End raise and
feed rate controls are closely related.
As feed rates are increased,
the discharge end of the deck must be lowered so that the depth of the
seedbed on the deck will not become too great.
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Some gravity separators only have end raise and side ti It at
the discharge end, as the deck pivots at the feed end of the deck.
Side t l It Is only adjusted at the high end of the deck .
Side tilt is the difference in height or e'tevatlon in the
sides of the deck.
Normally the best separatIons are obtained when
the discharge side on the deck is set at or near the maximum steepness.
However, care should be taken not to set the side tilt too
steep.
Side t i It is too steep when materia I cannot be made to flow
toward the h igh side of the deck by increasing the eccentric speed.
Eccentric speed , side ti It, and end raise controls are closely
related.
Increasing eccentric speed wi II cause the seed mass to be
shifted toward the high side of the deck . It Is easy to remember the
higher the eccent r ic shaft speed the higher the seedbed wi 11 be on the
deck and the lower the eccentric shaft speed the lower the seedbed
wl I I be on the deck.
Air regulation is probably the most Important adjustment to be
made on a gravity separator. The most common mistake in air regulation is the use of too much air-flow.
Separation is not made by
blowing the light material from the heavy but by using a controlled
air flow to create the stratified layers which are then separated by
the vibrating action of the deck. Too much air will cause a boiling
or bubbling action I iftlng the heavier seeds from the deck surface and
mixing them with the I ighter top layers. Too I ittle air will cause
the seedbed to appear sluggish and pile up at the high side of the
deck. With proper air regulation the seedbed will seem to be almost
fluid in appearance with the seeds on the surface agitated and free
flowing .
Some more recent models of gravity separators incorporate an
automatic discharge system . The bel lows senses the static pressure In
the plenum chamber under the deck. The bel low is connected to a gate
In the clean seed discharge and If the ;eed rate slows down or stops,
the static pressure wiII change, the be I lows wi I I start to drop and
thus start closing the gate. As the gate closes the discharge rate Is
reduced thus maintaining . a separation at alI time. Once the feed rate
starts again, the gate wi I I re-open to it's proper setting. Attached
to the bel lows shaft is a arm with moveable weights that you adjust to
control the seedbed depth on the deck. This feature allows the
seedsman to end his cleaning operation in the evening and re-start the
cleaning process the next morning without loss of cleaning efficiency.
As we wi I I have a gravity separator demonstration this
afternoon, lets review some sides showing the gravity separator and
the different adjustments so that you will be able to recognize them
during the demonstration.
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In closing let me say that there are very few seeds for which
the gravity separator will not improve seed Quality. Once installed
In the cleaning I ine . uti I ize the gravity separator for alI your
seeds. Different sizes of deck materials are aval lable for use on the
very smallest . of seeds to the very largest.
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MECHANICAL DAMAGE - CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS
Steve Beckham1
After a seed reaches physiological maturity, essentially
everythIng that we do lowers Qua II ty. The best that we can hope to
do is maintain QUality.
Since damage is cumulative, we cannot
Improve the Qual lty of an individual kernel. However, we can prevent
further damage and there are several tools that we can use to remove
those seed that are cracked, broken or deteriorated. The purpose of
this paper is to examine the causes of mechanical damage and suggest
solutions for damage prevention.
For seedsmen, a major concern with regard to mechanical
Often germination will be
damage is that germination is lowered.
lowered before an obvious crack develops. Unfortunately, most of the
research on mechanical damage has been done on grain. Since many of
the causes of damage to seed and grain are the same, the results from
research on grain are directly transferable to seed.
It is hoped
that a review of mechanical damage on seed wi I I be of benefit both to
the seedsmen and the elevator operator.
Types of Mechanical Damage
There are two basic types of mechanical damage - abrasion and
impact. Abrasion is caused by friction of the seed or grain sliding
over a surface. For the most part, abrasion results In very I ittle
actual damage. The major problem resulting from abrasion is dust. As
we wl I I later see, many times in designing a grain handling system we
wi I I try to convert an impact situation to abrasion.
Abrasion is somewhat affected by the coefficient of friction
of the graIn.
However, most research In thIs area has been to
minimize the effect of the sliding grain on the eQuipment.
Our
concern is to minimize the effect of the eQuipment on the grain.
Impact is the major cause of mechanical damage.
In physics
we learned that Force - t.tass x Acceleration (acceleration eQuals
velocity sQuared) or F-t.txV. Grain is a fragl le commodity that we are
continually impinging against hard, immovable objects.
The force
caused by impact has the most immediate effect on the grain. When we
1President, Amos, Inc., Lafayette, IN.
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impact grain, we lower its capacity to germinate or we break it, or
both.
From the force eQuation , it can be seen that in order to
decrease force we must either tower the mass or slow down the seed .
Obviously, in the case of seed or grain our only hope of decreasing
force is to slow the velocity of the grain as it goes through a
handling system. Our other strategy for decreasing mechanical damage
is to temper the seed or grain so that it Is Iess suscept Ib Ie to
impact.
Research data wi II be shown on how changes in moisture
content and temperature affects susceptibi I lty to damage.
Sources of Damage
Mechanical damage begins with the harvest of the grain. This
is especial ty ob v ious wi th soybeans . Soybeans combined at a moisture
content less than 12% a r e very susceptible to mechanical damage . In
order to minimize this damage, it is cr it ical that the seedsman
starts harvest as early as possible. Soybeans can be combined at 16%
moisture if faci I ities are avai table to safely dry the beans .
Research at the University of Kentucky showed that air with a
relative humidity less than 40% contributes to cracked seed coats.
Caution is reQuired to be sure that the drying air doesn't cause
internal stresses that result In mechanical damage.
Since at I seed cannot be harvested at ideal moisture levels,
steps must be taken to reduce harvest damage.
CombInes can be
adjusted to minimize impact.
First, reduce cylinder speed, then
increase concave clearance . What we are t r y ing to do is cause the
seed to be threshed by r ubbing plant material together instead of
beating the seed out of the pods .
A device is availab le that allows a combine operator to
directly measure splits on the combine.
This insures that proper
adjustments are made before too much damage is done. ThIs dockage
tester has a screen for sifting out splits. The percentage splits
are then directly read from the tester .
Drying any grain at high temperatures wi I I cause stress
cracks that predispose the grain to breakage. Drying processes and
techniQUes are beyond the scope of th Is paper. However, it is much
easier to prevent broken kernels if the kernels do not contain stress
cracks .
Most mechanical damage occurs when the grain Is either
dropped or thrown against a hard surface . Foster and Holman did a
series of studies on the effect of dropping grain (Table 1). They
also measured some of the effects of bucket elevators on mechanical
damage. Traditional ty, most people felt that the best way to minimize
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Table 1. Breakage in grain from free-fa 11.
Corn

Discharge Orifice
Diameter

Impact
Surface

12.6 at
25

15.2 at
31

100
70
40

12
12
12

Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

12.01
7.07
3.59

6.87
2.54
0.27

100
70
40

8
8
8

Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

13 . 82
10.83
5.86

9.55
5.03
0.86

100
70
40

8
8
8

Grain
Grai n
Grain

12. 53
7. 74
4.35

7.11
4.00
0.25

Drop Height
(feet)

*From Foster and Holman
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mechanical damage was to drop grain on grain . However, Foster and
Holman found that at drop heights greater than 40 feet, the damage
was essent i a II y the same whether corn was dropped on corn or concrete .
They a Iso documented the effect of grain moisture and temperature on mechanical damage . Corn at 12.6~ to 13~ resulted in a
three-fold increase in damage ; decreasing temperature from about ·soF
to near 40F doubled breakage.
Mechanical damage to grain is cumulative. What this means is
that if a certain process results in "X" amount of damage, the same
"X" amount of damage will occur each time the same lot of grain is
handled in that same process.
Martin and Stephens found a continuous and relatively
constant Increase in corn breakage with repeated handlings (Figure
1). They moved corn from one bin to another 21 times. Each handling
produced a 0.6% increase in breakage. Simi Jar results were reported
by Foster and Holman.
The bucket elevator is a common source of mechanical damage.
Foster and Holman examined two aspects of bucket elevator use,
percent bucket fi I I and down-leg verses up-leg fl I I lng .
Their
results (Table 2) shows that damage is reduced when the buckets are
ful I and the bucket elevator is fed on the down leg. Both of these
methods reduce the force of Impact on the individual kernel.
The
fuller a cup is fi I led the less is the I ikel lhood that an individual
kernel touches the cup . Likewise, impact is reduced when grain is
int r oduced with the bucket (down leg) versus against the bucket (up
leg) .
Bucket speed is a factor in damage. Slower belt and bucket
speeds wI I I reduce both the impact during f i I 1 I ng and dIscharge.
However, it is critical that the head be designed for a given bucket
speed.
Ideal head pulley diameter and discharge throat placement
will vary with bucket speed. Slowing the belt speed of an existing
leg may very wei I increase damage if down legging occurs.
Reducing Damage
Reducing mechanical damage from dropping corn into a bin is
accomplished by instal I ing bin ladders. A bin ladder reduces damage
by not allowing the velocity of the fa I I ing grain to reach a threshold which results in damage.
Bin ladders are available which either mount on the side wal I
of a bin or are free standing in the bin. The free standing ladders
have the advantage of being less expensive to install and come in
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Table 2. Corn breakage in bucket elevator tests.
Breakage
Test Condition

Average
Percent

Range
Percent

1.1
1.1

0.2-3.5
.3-3.4

1.0

.2-3.5
.2-3 . 4

Belt speed (f.p.m.)
650
940

Bucket loading:
Fu 11 • • •
Half full

1. 2

Feeding method:
Front (up leg) ••
Back (down leg)
32 Tests for each test condition.

1.2
1.0

. 2-3.5
.2-3 .4
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larger capacities than the side mounted ladders.
Both types of bin
ladders have an additional advantage in that the fines are evenly
distributed within a bin . Without bin ladders, more fines or broken
kerne Is are produced pI us they are concentrated in the center of a
bin (Figure 2).
Mechanical damage in grain spouting may be reduced by using
grain retarders or decelerators.
Work by McKenzie and Foster has
shown that the effectiveness of different retarders varies greatly.
They found that the commonly used cushion box was no better than
nothing at al 1. Grain retarders which were most effective were those
which gradually slowed down the grain. Results are shown in Table 3
and examples are i I lustrated in Figure 3.
In summary, the key to minimizing mechanical damage is to
handle grain using methods which eliminate impact.
We must reduce
the velocity of the grain so that, if and when impact occurs, it is
below a threshold level for damage.
The threshold level for damage
is a function of temperature and moisture content of the grain.
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Hopper & Flow Channclizct·
From the time your product enters the
AMOS ladder, modern tcchnoloCY :tnd
innovative design arc working !or you. ·
The hopper and Clow c:hannclizcr collect
the product and direct it into the ladder.
Product spillage, damage and waste arc
prevented to keep profits up.

Air Baffle
The baCOcs on the AMOS ladder are a
combination of unique design and highly
abrasion resistant rubber. forming a soft
air cushion between the rubber pad and
the s~l ba!Cle. This air cushion acts as
a shock absorber to protect your fragile
product from damage as it is loaded into
the bin.

Discharge Ducts
The AMOS unloadin&' ducts protect your
product by unloading the bin !rom the
top. one layer at a time. Stresses created
by {lowing materials are minimized,
allowing the ladder to be center mounted
in the bin. The AMOS unloading duets
eliminate the danger oC su!Coc:ation in an
unloading bin because oC the top
unloading system and the size of the
duets.

Universal Mounting System
The universal moun tin&' system allows
the AMOS ladder to be easily mounted in
any bin. Adjustable supports make
precise fitting to any bin dimensions a
snap. The universal mounting system
provides custom mountin&' in Oat bottom
bins with or without perforated Cloors or
sweep augers. and in hopper bottom bins.

Figure 2.

Center mounted bin ladder.
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Table 3.

Summary of corn breakage in 1977 drop tests using var i ous
spout-end decelerating devices.

Test No.

Test Date

Test Device

4
7

7/03/77
7/21/77

None-straight drop
None-straight drop

Breakage*
Amount Reduction**
(lbs)
(%)
19.3
25.3

STRAIGHT DROP AVERAGE 22.3
6
3

7/21/77
7/03/77

9
5
2
1
8

8/23/77
7/05/77
6/17/77
6/15/77
8/16/77

45 cushion box
Parallel (vertical)
cushion box
Grain brake
Bucket Cascade
90 elbow-rubber sock
90 elbow-30" cyclone
90 involute-belt
deflector

22.3
19.3

13

13.0
12.5
12.4
10.2
5.1

42
44
44
54

0

77

* Breakage separated from approximately 2000 lbs. of corn by a
rotating cleaner with a 5-mesh hardware cloth screen.
** Percentage reduction from average breakage without decelerator.
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A.

B.

(A) Dimens i ons of cyclone grain declerator; (B) Typical 45° angle "c1:1shion box"
or dead head for use on angl ed gravity spouts. Capped end section holds a
quantity of grain for descending grain to impact onto, to reduce grain velocity
and minimize tube wear.
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QUALITY ENHANCEMENT THROUGH QUALITY ASSURANCE

Charles

c. Baskin1

Quality assurance, the commitment a seed company makes to its
customers, is attained through a system of quality control. Over the
years, numerous systems have evo Ived and many papers presented on
different approaches to quality control/quality assurance .
When a farmer purchases seed in your company· s bag, wi I I he
have a menta 1 picture of a good stand of fast growl ng pI ants and a
bountiful yield at harvest time? Does your company assure the grower
that he wi 11 get the qual lty of seed he needs to meet his production
goal?
Quality control is one of
ava i Iab Ie to a seed company. How
decision?
The extent to which
quality control wi I I vary from one
by market demand .

the most powerful management tools
it is to be used is a management
seed quality is enhanced through
company to another and is dictated

Every seed company has some type of qua I i ty contro I program
because there are certain minimum standards that must be met in order
to market seed. A company's commitment to quality above these minimum
standards wi I I vary.
We can place seed companies in three groups.
- Those that meet the minimum standards; they barely get by.
- The "m i dd 1e of the road group"; company standards are above the
minimum, but are not at the maximum level that can be attained.
-The "best seed available" group.
This company's standards are
high. These standards must be met or seed are not sold.
The level of quality control depends on a number of things.
- Costs and return business .

a company must make a profit

to stay

in

1Professor and Agronomist, Department of Agronomy, Seed Technology
Laboratory, Miss. State University, Miss . State, MS .
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- Market demands .
- Crops involved.
- Capabi I ities in conditioning.
-Methods of measuring quality.
Basic steps are necessary for a successful program.
-Management must be committed to the program.
If management
decides to market seed that do not meet qua I i ty standards the
program wi I I not succeed.
-Objectives must be identified and goals established.
-What wi I I be t he level of:
- physiological quality (germination and vigor)
- phys i ca I qua I i ty (purIty, moisture, mechan i ca I damage, pI antabi I ity, etc.)
-genetic quality, (varietal purity)
-pathological quality ( incidence of disease)
The necessary organization must be prov ided to meet these objectives
and goals.
A qualit y control department must be established with a person
designated to be responsible for meeting goals.
Standards and operational procedures must be established.
Wr i tten procedures and acceptable standards must be available to all
personnel who must make decisions .
A systematic approach to identification and resolution of seed
quality problems must be developed and implemented . A qualit y control
program must be encompassing and comprehensive.
Planting Seed Selection is the Beginning:
-Varieta l pur ity, the desired level of genetic purity must be met
when seeds are selected;
-Mechanical purity, weed seed content in particular , is extremely
important; and
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Physiological quality, a good stand of uniform, healthy plants is
equally or more important in a seed program as in a grain program .
Land Selection:
Un iform land wi th a h ig h production potent ial is desirable.
Uniformity a ids in planting and weed control ; it also contributes
to uniform maturity and aids in harvesting ;
-The previous crop relates to varietal and mechanical purity .
-Weeds present must be considered ;
-Can required isolation distances be achieved?
CUltural Practices :
Generally, good production practices for gra in are good for seed .
-Some practices may need to be varied, weed control may need to be
more intensive for seed. Desiccation or defol latlon times may be
dIfferent.
Fert I Ii ty rates may be dIfferent such as boron on
clovers for seed production .
Field Inspections to Check For:
-Acceptab le stands;
- Weed contro I;
- Progress of the crop ;
-Flowering time and flower color for
pol len shed In corn;

varietal purity In soybean or

-Varietal pur i t y and weeds prior to harvest .
Harvesting :
-Seeds should be harvested as soon as possible to minimize field
deterioration; the eed moisture content at harvest time wl I I vary
with the species and how it Is to be handled after harvest;
-Harvest ing equipment must be clean;
Proper adjustment of harvesting equipment is extremely Important ;
harvest ing Is often the pr imary source of mechanica l damage .
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Storage before Conditioning:
- Pre-cleaning prior to storage may be necessary to remove green
materials from seed prior to storage;
- Drying may be necessary where seeds are above 12 to 14% moisture;
Aeration to remove "field heat" even when seeds are low enough in
moisture for safe storage Is a desirable practice; if seeds are to
be stored for more than a few days, they should be cooled to 50 to
60F as soon as possible.
Conditioning:
-Cleaning alI eQuipment before conditioning and between Kinds and
varieties is necessary to prevent contamination;
-EQuipment should be properly adjusted to remove contaminants and
minimize mechanical damage;
Regular checks are necessary to be sure equipment is operating
properly.
Storage after Conditioning:
- Temperature and dry conditIons are important for storage after
conditioning;
- Arrangement of lots in the warehouse is necessary so that they can
be identified and sampled as necessary; this will also aid in
inventory control;
Insect and rodent control is essential.
Preparation for Shipping:
- Seeds should be sampled and tested as close to shipping as
possible to be sure that Quality is at the desired level before
shipping.
Testing is the heart of a quality control program. The Kind
and number of tests wi I I vary depending on the Kind of seed and level
of seed qua I i ty desired.
There are numerous tests ava i Iab Ie. You
must select the ones that fit your particular program .
Sampling is critical because evaluation
based on evaluation of samples. Results of tests,
as good as the samples on which they are based.
have been established and must be followed if
representative of the Quality of seed sampled.

of seed QUality is
therefore, are only
Sampling procedures
samples are to be
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The wor Id · s agr IcuI ture is becoming more productive and more
sophisticated. Cost of production Is increasing. There is less room
for error than ever before .
Everything in the production system
revolves around the seed. Producers must be assured that the Quality
of seed they plant is adeQuate to meet their needs.
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ELECTROPHORESIS: USES IN QUALITY ASSURANCE
Timothy J. Leland1
Introduction
The objective and accurate assessment of genetic purity is a
key component in successful commercial seed production and constitutes
one of the perennial concerns of any QUality control program. Large
enough proportions of off-type individuals can result in diminished
yield and overall agronomic Quality; lack of genetic uniformity may
affect appearance in the field and seriously undermine the marketabi 1ity of a product.
The traditional method of evaluating genetic purity - the
grow-out tests - rei ies on phenotypic Identification of uncharacteristic types by field comparisons made throughout plant growth and
development. More recently, however, it has been possible to assess
the purity of a seed sample through laboratory genotyping or "fingerprinting".
While laboratory screening for genetic uniformity may
never completely replace the need for conventional grow-out tests, in
many cases it offers an alternative which is preferable in terms of
costs, speed of analysis and accuracy. The purpose of this paper is
to briefly describe one of the most commonly used laboratory genetyping techniQues - isozyme electrophoresis - and top review appl !cations for Quality assurance in commercial maize production.
Background
As Goodman and Stuber (1980) -- pioneers in maize isozyme
studies -- have pointed out, most of the useful laboratory procedures
1n genotyp I ng I nvo I ve the separation of b lo log Ica I macromo Iecu I es,
often proteins or DNA, by electorphoretic or chromatographic methods.
Once separated , individual macromolecules or patterns of macromolecules can be Identified or visualized and then compared among individual plants or between pedigrees.
The term "electrophoresis" refers to the migration of particles in an electric field . When a heterogenous mixture of biological
1Research Associate, Quality Control Department, Funk Seeds lnternat ional , Bloomington, IL .
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molecules, such as proteins, are placed onto a solid matrix (e . g . ,
starch, acrylamide or agarose gel) and a current Is appl led across the
matrix or "gel" , the molecules are seived through the gel at different
rates dependent on their individual molecular charge, size and/or
shape .
When the current is turned off , the differential migration
distances can be seen as discrete bands- visualized by appropriate
stains.
The term "isozyme" was first coined by Markert and Mo I Ier
(1959) to describe different molecular forms of enzymes with the same
substrate specificity.
Early Questions as to whether the multiple
forms of enzymes were due to artifacts produced during sample prepa r ation were finally laid to rest with the development of starch gel
electrophoresis (Smithies, 1955) and specific histochemical stains
-which demonstrated that enzymes could be visualized directly on
starch gels (Hunter and Markert, 1957).
These "activity stains"
allowed specif ic staining of only those enzyme which could convert or
catalyze a suppl led substrate.
Markert and Molter (1959) further
showed that electrophoretic patterns of the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) taken from hearts of sheeps, cows, pigs, mice and rabbits
were distinct for each species. Deriving from these two fundamental
contributions, i.e. (1) the resolution of isozymes In starch gels via
specific stains - providing conclusive evidence of enzyme polymorphism, and
(2) the demonstration of isozyme variation between
species, there has accumulated a vast amount of I lterature on
isozymes. Most importantly, isozyme studies in plants over the past 15
years have revealed the degree of variabi I ity within (al lei ic isozymes
or al lozymes) as wei I as between plant species (Brown and Weir, 1983).
(Table 1) gives only a partial list of economically important plants
on which isozyme studies have been conducted .
The potential usefulness of isozyme electrophoresis in
commercial research and development, foundation and Quality assurance
programs derive in large part from the following Isozyme properties:
(1)

In distinguishing between individuals it Is preferable to
base an analysis as close as possible to the actual
genetic code - the DNA "blueprint" .
There are three
distinct advantages to the use of isozymes here: Firstly,
as a biochemical marker , isozyme expression is not
generally influenced by the environment, unlike the
majority of morphological traits upon which grow-out data
is based (Brown and Wier , 1983) . Secondly, isozyme loci
themselves , as a rule, do not Influence phenotype; they
are neutral with respect to plant performance and appearance . Thirdly , isozymes , as single gene products, rarely
exhibit epistatic (multi-gene influence of expression ) interactions.
Thus, inheritance follows strict mendelian
predictions. Tanksley and Rick (1980) point out that
theoretically one could have an Infinite number of
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Table 1.

lsozymes in selected crop species.

Maize (Zea mays)
Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor)
Soybean (Glycine ~)
Barley (Hordeum sp.)
Wheat (Triticum sp.)
Oats (Avena sp.)
Tomato (Lycopersicon sp.)
Rice (Oryza sp . )
Proso Mi I let (Panicum mi I iaceum L.)
Cotton (Gossypium sp . )
Pea (Pisum sativum)
Bean (Phaseolus sp.)
Lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.)
Strawberry (Fraaria sp.)
Peanut (Arachis hypogaea L. )
Conifers
Alfalfa (Medicago sp.)
Citrus (Citrus sp.)

Cardy et. al ., 1981
Morden et. al . , 1987
Cardy and Beversdorf, 1984
Brown, 1983
Brody and Mendl inger, 1980
Price and Kahler, 1983
Tanksley, 1979
Second , 1982
Warwick, 1987
Wende I , 1987
Weeden and Marx, 1987
Weeden , 1984
Kessel i and Michelmore, 1986
Bringhurst et. al., 1981
Cherry and Ory, 1973
Conkle et. al., 1982
Quiros, 1981
Torres et. al., 1978
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i sozymes segregating s imu I taneous I y and st i I I be ab Ie to
determine unambiguously the genotype at every locus for
every individual.
The number of scorable morphological
markers , on the other hand , Is limited by inevitable
epistatic effects- the rei iabi I ity of classif ication does
not necessarily increase with the number of morphological
traits scored.
(2) AI lei ic isozyme expression is generally co-dom inant . Th is
allows he t erozygotes to be distinguished from homozygo t es
an advantage shared by few morphological markers .
Moreover , this means that there will be no deleterious
effects on pI ant phenotype through recessiveness (Moore
and Co I I ins , 1983) .
( 3) Many i soz ymes are expressed constitutive I y throughout the
plant .
For instance , of the 13 isozymes studied by
Goodman and Stuber (1 980) in corn coleopti les , alI but two
were express ed in immatu r e embr yos (Sm i th , 1984b) .
The
acces sibi I ity of these isozyme markers throughout the I ife
of the plant , especially in the develop ing embryo and
early seedling, is of major Importance in a Quality
control appl icatlon. Instead of a several-month grow out ,
genet ic uniformity can be determined as early as 4-6 weeks
following pol I !nation. Another advantage to early determination of genetic purity has been noted by Arus (1983 ):
plant viabi I ity may be differentially affected in seeds
resulting from outcrosses or sib pol I !nat ions. Unless
special care is taken in grown outs , the estimation of
puri ty may be b iased . Since isozyme analysis takes place
a t t he s eed or seed I I ng Ieve I , such a prob Iem cou I d be
avoided .
(4) In sta r ch gels, isozymes differing in charge , molecular
s i ze and/or configuration are sieved through the gel
matrix under the Influence of an electric current.
Visualization of an enzyme In the gel is dependent on its
catal yt ic activity. For this reason, special care must be
taken to avoid protein degradation or denaturation.
Isozyme differences are detected and scored as mot i II ty
d i fferences in the gels . Such differences a r e Independent
of the function or overall variation of the enzyme in
Question . The main considerations here are : (I) care must
be taken to avo id loss of enzyme act ivity and artific ial
staining and ( i I ) mig r at ion of isozymes t o the same
position on the gel does not preclude variat ion between
them ; electorphoret ic techn iQues tend to underestimate
genetic var iation (Brown and Weir, 1983) .
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lsozymes In Waize
Of the ma jor crops or, indeed , perhaps of any other plant
spec ies, maize has enjoyed the broadest range of studies involv ing
lsozymes (Goodman and Stuber, 1983b).
There is extensive isozyme
variation within corn; the presence of this variation has allowed an
objective and precise characterization ("fingerprint") of inbred I ines
(Goodman and Stuber , 1980 ; Cardy and Kannenberg, 1982; Stuber and
Goodman, 1983; Kahler 1984; Smith et al. , 1985a; Smith et al., 1985b),
of hybr ids (Cardy and Kannenberg, 1982; Smith, 1984a; Smith, 1988),
and of exotic and wild germplasm (Goodman and Stuber, 1983a; Smith et
al . , 1984; Doebley et al ., 1984; Doebley et al., 1985).
Stuber and Goodman (1983) have adapted and refined starch gel
electrophoresis to define genotypes at 23 genetic loci spread over
seven chromosomes (13 isozymes) in 406 inbred I ines of corn. A total
of 80 alleles were ident i fied in the 406 I ines; in a smaller subset of
39 widel y-us ed inbred I ines, 36 distinct isozyme genotypes were found
(I .e ., 92% of the fingerprints were distinct) . ( Figure 1) i I lustrates
the variat ion among public inbred I ines in several isozyme systems.
Similar results were obta ined in surveys of corn hybrids: 146 of 155
commercial hybrids in Canada had uniQue fingerprints (Cardy and
Kannennberg, 1982), while 100 of 111 U.S. commercial hybrids were
distinct with a mean value of 15 to 23% heterozygous loci per hybrid
(Smith, 1984).
A 1987 survey of U.S. hybrid maize revealed 56% of
propr ietary hybrids and 65% of foundation-seed company hybrids had
uniQue isozyme fingerprints (Smith, 1988 ).
Recent work has expanded the number of scorable Isozyme loci
in maize to forty (Wendel et al., in press) . The chromosomal location
of many of these isozymes is known.
These are genes coding for
isozymes on nearly every chromosome- the isozyme fingerprint reflects
a fairly representative sampling of the maize genetic blueprint .
(Table 2) lists the isozyme systems currently available for fingerprinting.
The most widely used isozyme techniQues are those developed by
Cardy et al. (1 981, revised 1983) and updated by Stuber et al . (1 988 ) .
To completely f ingerpr int a line or hybrid, six or seven gel systems
(I. e . , starch gels ) are run; each gel differ lng slightly in pH , ionic
strength and buffering agent. From each starch gel, five to six thin
slIces are taken and each slice is stained for a specific enzyme. The
composItion of each ge I system represents a comprom Ise between the
conditions reQuired for resolut ion and activit y of each component
enzyme. Besides the s ignificant amount of work involved In deve loping
such techniQues, these workers have initiated a scoring system for
each Isozyme loci; moreover, careful classification of each locus has
included numerous al lei ism tests, I inkage and gene local izatlon
studies.

A.

Figure 1.

00

C)

Isozyme variation among maize inbreds. Coleoptiles from a single plant of each inbred were ground; extracts were absorbed onto a thin filter paper wick, loaded
(along bottom of gel) and electrophoresed for several hours. Designat ions are
given above each sample lane.
Scores (A) Bandi ng patterns forB-Gl ucosidase .
(B) Banding patterns for G-Phosogluconate Dehydrogenase.
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Table 2.

Isozyme systems currently available In maize .
Loci
Scored

Enzyme Systems
Acid Phosphatase (ACP)
Aeon i tase (ACO)
Adenylate Kinase (ADK)
Alcohol Dehydrogenase (ADH)
Aminopeptidase (AMP)
Catalase (CAT)
Diaphorase (DIA)
Endopeptidase (ENP)
Esterase (EST)
B-Giucosldase (GLU)
Glutamate Dehydrogenase (GDH )
Transaminase (GOT)
Hexokinase (HEX)
lsocitrate Dehydrogenase ( IDH )
~alate

Dehydrogenase

(~DH)

Acpl
Acp4
Acol
Aco4
Adkl
Adhl
Ampl
Amp3
Cat3
Dial
Dial2
Enpl

lc Enzyme (~E)
~odlfler of ~ltochondrlal
~DH's (MMM)
6-Phosphogluconate
Dehydrogenase ( PGD)
Phosphoglucomutase

· {PG~)

Phosphohexose Isomerase (PHI)
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Some of the considerations to be taken into account when
scoring or interpreting maize Isozyme band ing patterns are I I lustrated
In (Figure 2) .
The allelic difference between the two lnbreds is
clearly distinguished by position of the bands following electrophoretic migration.
In the simplest case, the enzyme Itself is
comprised of a single unit (monomer) or polypeptide chain. A genetic
cross of the two inbreds would result in the hybrid with a dose of
each a I Ie Ie or a heterozygote.
8oth inbred bands or enzyme types
would be present In the hybrid. A more complex band ing pattern may
occur if the enzyme has multiple components- two or more polypeptide
units comprising the active enzyme . The case of a dlmeric enzyme is
Illustrated. The hybrid would have both parental bands present plus a
new enzyme type comprIsed of one sub-unIt of each parent a I type.
Usually this "hybrid" protein migrates to a point eQuidistant between
the two parent forms .
Predict ions of banding patterns can be made
knowing the number of sub-units in an active enzyme. "Hybrid" bands
may also occur between different loci of the same enzyme .
The significant points that emerge from a review of the
isozyme research In corn relevant to Quality control appl !cations are :
(1) There is extensive isozyme variation in el lte u.s .
germplasm; a majority of l ines and hybrids have uniQue
fingerprints .
(2) Key techniQues and procedures for corn lsozymes have been
worked out . in deta i l and can be readl ly Implemented.
(3) A standard "scor ing " system exists for most of the
isozymes in maize. By adopting this standard system, i t
is possible to tap into the extensive existing fingerprint
data base .
Applications In Quality COntrol
Whereas historically, all the descript ion , identif icat ion and
selection involved In plant breeding and seed production has taken
place at the phenotypic level, Isozyme electrophoresis techniQues have
perm i tted corn researchers their first glimpse at a plant's genotype.
As Important a development as this is in terms of basic genetic
research and plant breeding, perhaps the greatest uti I i ty relates
d irectly to Quality control activit ies in foundat ion seed maintenance
and commercial hybrid production. Essential Jy, isozyme electrophoresis can be used as an instantaneous "grow-out" .
(Figure 3) i llustrates, in a somewhat overslmpl if led way, the advantages of electrophores is over conventional grow outs:
(1) With electrophoresis, we are no longer looking at environmental effects on gene expression.

co
~

Figure 2.

Diagram of electrophoretic patterns for two inbreds and the resulting hybrid
given a monomeric (top) or dimeric enzyme .

Figure 3.

Comparison of genetic purity evaluation techniques:
isozyme electrophoresis.

traditional growouts vs.
00
U1
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(2) Electrophoresis results are objective ; the answer is the
same regardless of who reads the trial; field grow outs
have an unavoidable subjective component.
(3) Electrophoresis is quicker - analysis is usually made on
samples taken from 5-day old plants.
Considering the significant variation at Isozymic loci among
most maize inbreds, It is safe to predict that most commercial hybrids
will be amenable to electrophoresis techniques . Knowing the fingerprints of any two parent I lnes. it is possible to predict exactly the
hybrid fingerprint.
A genetically pure hybrid should contain the
alleles of each parent : where the parents carry Identical alleles. the
hybrid wi I I be homozygous; where the parents carry identical alleles.
the hybrid wi I I be homozygous; where the parental alleles are different. the hybrid wi II be heterozygous .
(Figure 4) includes a gel
photograph showing the hybrid isozyme (malate dehydrogenase> profile
f Ianked by prof i Ies of both parents . Bands present in either parent
are all present In the hybrid .
(Figure 5) shows the same hybrid,
however. one of the "hybrid" Individuals tacks the bands contributed
by the pollen parent.
It also exactly matches the female parent
pattern . This individual represents a probable sib pol I inatlon . This
diagnosis is confirmed by examining several other Isozyme systems. In
each case. the apparent sib pollination exactly matches the female
parent. A second "hybr id" individual is characterized by bands not
seen in either parent - a probable out-cross or pol I ination by
"blow-in" or rogue pollen. Note that the out-crossed Individual may
resemble the female parent in other gels . In these particular cases.
the contaminating pol len carried the same al tete as the female parent.
Isozyme electrophoresis readi ty identifies possible sib
pollinations . Screening at a single heterozygous locus in any given
hybrid should permit identification of alI sibs . Out-crosses are less
predictable as the source of contamination Is often unknown (Smith and
Weissinger. 1984) .
Although many of the isozymes are present in most tissues
t hroughout the plant ' s I lfe , for quality control purposes it Is often
most convenient to sample young coleopt i les (in 5-day old plants
germinated in darkness . ) Alternatively. inrnature embryo samples can
be taken 4 to 6 weeks following pol I ination (Smith. 1984b). Th is may
be advantageous from the perspective of making a determination on
genetic purity prior to harvest and seed conditioning .
Determination of the number of samples to be run for any given
hybrid tot follow statistical guidelines. The probabi I ity of detectIng 5% contamination either through foreign pollen. Improperly
detasseled females. rogues or seed mix-ups Is better than 95% with a
representative sample of 60 kernels (Goodman and Stuber. 1980) .

MALATE DEHYDROGENASE

SEED
PARENT

HYRRin

POLLEN
PARENT

Figure 4. Gel photograph of a gel stained for Malate Dehydrogenase showing respective seed and
pollen parent contributions to the hybrid. Ten individual seed parent (right),
pollen parent (left) and hybrid (center) coleoptiles were electrophoresed. Note
contributions of each parent to the hybrid.

(X)
-....J

00
00

c

c

~.,

Figure 5. Gel photograph of a gel stained for Malate Dehydrogenase demonstrating quality control
applications. Everything is same as Fig. 4 except one "hybrid" individual (marked by
arrow above lane) lacks pollen parent contribution - this individual represents a self/
sib pollination . Another "hybrid" individual (marked by triangle above lane) has a
band not seen in either parent - this individual represents an outcross, perhaps the
result of foreign "blow-in" pollen. The two outside lanes on either side are the
checks (marked with "C" above lanes) - individuals with known banding patterns .
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Foundation activities in inbred I i nes maIntenance and parent
seed Increases may also benefit substantially from electrophoresis.
Once an inbred fingerprint has been estab I i shed, it can serve as an
accurate reference point for long-term line maintenance.
In shorter
term projects and inbred increases, electrophoresis can be used to
detect any contamination in much the same way as it is used to detect
outcrosses in commercial hybrid production. Inventory maintenance can
also be enhanced: in cases of possible seed lot interchanges, electrophoresIs on a few kerne Is can often estab I ish positive identIty.
Ideally, any inbreds entering foundation from research breeding
programs can be finger printed and added to a company's genotype data
base. At this point or even earlier, isozyme analysis can also be
used to confirm the degree of inbreeding in a particular I ine.
Beyond its value as a tool for monitoring genetic purity and
uniformity, isozymic methods offer a way to improve production
operations. It is often possible to distinguish sources of contamination, for instance whether foreign alleles originated as blow-in from
a nearby field or alternatively as volunteer plants in the production
field itself.
Production methods such as determination of field
isolation standards, detassel ing, derogueing and seed hand! ing can be
evaluated and improved even in cases where skilled supervision is
spread thin.
As the commercial seed industry looks to the challenges of the
future: changing agricultural markets, increased emphasis on seed
quality and genetic purity, ever-rising production costs - often as
the price of marketable seed fat Is, I imited numbers of ski I led
production personnel and Increased domestic and foreign competition ;
It wi I I be important to identify and integrate new and more efficient
technology into the tried and proven methods. Often -- and isozyme
electrophoresis techniques are an example -- the question is not so
much replacement as complementation.
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APPLICATION OF AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
Jack Kiser1
The term biotechnology encompasses a wide range of different
dIsci pI i nes and techniques.
Some of these techniques are becoming
standard practice for breeding efforts at seed companies and public
Institutions where the crop economics govern low monetary expenditures. There are other techniques which require a greater 1eve 1 of
expense which are being carried out by companies or pub I i c i nst i tutions with large research budgets or funding from the end users of the
crop.
Techniques applicable to breeding efforts are used to speed
the production of homozygous I i nes by hap Io i dy, to decrease pI ant
generation time, to introduce genes from related non-crop species
whIch are d iff IcuI t to cross sexua I Iy and to screen for dIseases.
These techniques include another or microspore culture, and embryo
rescue. Anther and microspore culture are becoming routine tools in
the deve Iopment of inbred I i nes in sever a I crop species, inc 1ud i ng
rapeseed, corn and rice . Embryo rescue is used for the production of
wide cross hybrids from related wild species to the crop species where
embryos from crosses do not survive in vitro. Embryo rescue can also
be used to speed generation time in crops, such as tomatoes where
fruit and seed mature slowly.
Immunological techniques using monoclonal antibodies are being
developed for use in viral and bacterial disease detection. This
technology is being used routinely in potatoes to screen seed pieces.
Other techniques being developed and uti I ized in biotechnology
are selection from somaclonal variation and embryo encapsulation.
Somaclonal variation is similar to mutation breeding, only it takes
advantage of the natural increase in mutation rates that occurs during
eel I culture.
The potential of somaclonal variation breeding can be
realized when a selection pressure for the desired trait can be
appl fed in culture. Under these conditions selection can be made from
mi II ions of individual mutated cells and the chances of finding the
proper genotypes are greatly increased over classical mutation
breeding. This process is I imited to species which are amenable to
regeneration from protoplasts, plant cells with the cell wall enzymatically removed. Another problem with the technique is that traits
1

~anager , Product Development, Cai/Gene, Inc., Davis, CA.
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observed in culture do not always carry through to whole plants or to
further generat ions. This type of effect is termed ep igenetic. Salt
tolerant genotypes in tobacco and peppers , reportedly, have been
der ived from somaclonal variation.
Herb ici de tolerances in tobacco
and corn have also been reported, however, the corn cultures have not
been regenerated.
Embryo encapsu Iat ion is being deve Ioped as a techniQue to
asexually propagate crops from somatic embryos, embryos derived from
vegetative tissues through culture. These embryos can be produced in
Iarge numbers In cuI ture and then the embryos are encased in a ge I
coat of calcium alginate.
The techniQue could be of use in crops
where seed is either difficult or expensive to produce, such as
certain hybrid crops, or where asexual propagation is currently used .
this techniQue is not presently at a level of development where
commercial use is possible. Problems exist in obtaining uniform high
Quality embryo production, sol I germination and refinement of storage,
transport and handling of the capsules.
Libraries of restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)
are being developed for a large number of species. These are pieces
of DNA wh ic h can be used as genet ic markers for genome mapping . They
can be utilized by breeders for varietal identification and protection, parentage determination and as a tool to identify and monitor
multlgen ic Quantitative traits.
Genet ic engineering, the manipulation of an organism using
recombInant DNA to change it's genetIc make-up, Is perhaps the most
exciting of the biotechnology procedures, because It allows unusual
changes or solutions to problems by uti I izlng DNA from any source. In
order to give a clear pi cture of where genetic engineering of plants
stands in terms of commercial izatlon of genetically engineered
varieties, it Is appropriate to describe the steps Involved in genetic
engineering and where problems can arise within those steps.
The first step in genetic engineering Is choice of the trait
to be engineered and the approach to expressing the desired tra it.
ThIs often takes a mu It i disci pI I ne co I Iaborat ion between mo Iecu Iar
b iolog ists , biochemists and physi ologists to evaluate the feasibi I ity
of an approach.
Often some preliminary experimentation to evaluate
the feasibil ity is carried out by biochemists.
The next step is
Identifying the gene or protein product to be used, finding a source
for the gene and cloning it Into a bacterial vector. Then the gene is
modified or eng ineered as necessary , for example It Is made so that it
will only express in a des i red tissue type.
Then It is introduced
into the chosen crop.
One advantage of genetic engineering is that one trait, for
example herbicide tolerance, can be put Into several crops once the
gene has been optimized. The I imitations of the techniQue are that an
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optimized transformation system for the target crops must be in place
and the traits are I imited to those which can be affected by transfer
or a smal I number of genes . Limits in the number of species which can
be transformed efficiently and problems in Isolating the protein
products necessary for gene isolation are the two rate rimit ing steps
at the present time.
Table 1 is a I ist of plants which reportedly have been
transformed.
Of these only a few can be transformed effectively
enough to produce commercial products . The most common technique and
the only one at present with commercial application is transformation
by Agrobacterium tumefaciens(At) . At causes a crown gall disease in
plants . It Is known to transfer DNA to the host plant as part of the
infect ion process.
Molecular biologists can "disarm" At so disease
symptoms do not appear and insert the genes wanted in the plant in
place of the normally inserted DNA. By growing the disarmed At with
regenerable tissue from the desired crop (cocultivation), then ki I I ing
the At with an antibiotic and regenerating plants, transformed plants
can be produced .
However, not a I I species are amenab Ie to this
system. Some are not hosts for At. Others wi I I not regenerate after
cocultlvation.
At present the most prevalent crops which can be
genetically engineered by this method are tomatoes , tobacco, cotton,
and rapeseed.
The applications of genetic engineering to crop improvement
can be split into two basic areas, agronomic or horticultural improvements and crop product quality improvement.
In agronomic or horticultural improvement , there are several types of improvements including insect, disease and herbicide tolerances as wei I as yield improvements. Insect tolerance has been engineered into plants. Plants have
been engineered to produce the insect specific toxin from the bacteria , Bacillus thuringensis. Tomato plants containing this trait have
been field tested and do show insecticidal action against the targeted
pest. Another approach to insect tolerance has been the engineering
of the gene for trypsin inhibitor from cowpeas into plant leaves. This
is a novel approach in that it takes an enzyme, which in nature is not
an insecticIde, and pI aces it in pI ant Ieaves where, when eaten by a
broad range of insects,it causes inhibition of digestion and a level
of control of those insects .
Viral disease resistance has been developed by cross protection. Cross protection is found in nature where infection by a mild
strain of a virus prevents the infection by more virulent strains.
Using this observation, the genes for the coat proteIn of sever a I
viruses have been engineered into plants . Viral inoculation tests of
plants transformed with viral coat proteins have shown a high level of
tolerance in several cases . Tolerance to TMV In tomato has been field
tested.
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Table 1.

Transgenic plants.
alfalfa

morning glory

arabidopsis
birdsfoot trefoi I

moth bean
petunia

black walnut

poplar

carrot
celery

potato

corn

rapeseed
rye

cotton

sunflower

cucumber

tobacco

flax

tomato
turnip rape

horseradish
lettuce

Herbicide tolerance in crops has been pursued extensively and
severa l examples have been reported.
At Calgene, we have two herbicide programs which we are currently field testing.
Calgene has
developed bromoxynil tolerance by a detoxification method .
A gene
encoding for an enzyme, nitri lase which converts bromoxyni I to a
non-toxic form, was isolated from a bacteria.
When Introduced into
plants this gene causes a high level of tolerance to bromoxyni I in
otherwise susceptible species with no apparent effects on growth.
Levels of tolerance in tobacco and tomato range from 3x high field
rate (1.5 lbs./ac.) to at least the highest rate tested, 16x field
rate.
Tolerant tobacco was tested in the field recently and no
symptom development was seen from plants sprayed at 2 . 0 lbs./ac.
Sprayed transformed plants were i ndistinquishable from nonsprayed
transformed plants or the parent variety, Nicotiana tabacum cv. xanthi
nc.
Tolerant tomato plants have been sprayed at 0.5 lbs./ac. i n
greenhouses and grown to seed.
No affects on fruit production were
seen.
Tolerant tomatoes are being tested this season.
Yield and
qua I i ty characterist i cs w i II be examined.
Cotton pI ants transformed
for bromoxyni I tolerance have been produced and testing should start
in the coming months.
The other herbicide tolerance program we have in field testing
is for the herbicide, glyphosate.
This tolerance is based on a
different mechanism than the bromoxyni I tolerance.
Glyphosate binds
to an enzyme invol ved in amino acid production and prevents its
functioning .
The engineered gene in this case is an altered form of
this enzyme, from a bacteria, which is not as severly affected by
glphosate. Greenhouse grown plants In both tobacco and tomato sprayed
at 1 lb./ac. have produced seed .
Initial symptom development is found
in the tolerant plants after spraying. Some plants recover from spray
and grow from the original shoot tip and others grow from lateral
shoots.
This response Is variable depending on environmental conditions.
Genetic engineering is being used to look at improvements that
could affect yield. Enzymes involved in photosynthetic efficiency and
carbon incorporation are being analyzed as possible sources for yield
improvement.
There are many ways in which genetic engineering could be used
to improve the quality of crop products.
In order to give a general
idea of some of the potentials, I wi II discuss areas of research
Calgene is pursuing towards this goal.
The first Is in tomato.
Processing quality of tomatoes and shelf I ife of fresh market tomatoes
are being examined.
Polygalacturonase (PG) is an enzyme involved in
break down of the cell walls in tomato fruit during ripening .
The
gene for this enzyme was isolated from tomato. The objective of this
project was to turn down the production of this enzyme in the fruit .
By producing a gene with the opposite sequence from this gene (the
antisense of the gene), the enzyme production in the plant will be
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turned down. Figure 1 shows the level of PG enzyme activity in fruits
from two different transformed plants and the parent variety. Levels
of PG activity are reduced in the transformed plants.
There also
appears to be a delay in color development. Further study of these
effects are underway .
The lowered PG activity could affect shelf
I ife, firmness and/or sol ids content of these tomatoes, which is also
being analyz~d. All three are important characteristics for commercial tomatoes.
Oi I Quality in seed crops is a research area at Calgene. The
goals of this research are to tailor rapeseed for the production of
different types of oil, for example coconut oi I. This is an integrated effort involving many disciplines. Biochemistry and physiology
are being used to examine potential enzyme targets from other species
for engineering into rapeseed and to isolate the enzymes. Molecular
biology is isolating, cloning and engineering genes for transformation. Cell biology has been used to develop an optimized rapeseed
transformation system and transform plants with the isolated genes as
they are engineered. A plant breeding program is in place to develop
varieties adapted to U.S . growing regions, to approach the goals with
classical breeding and to incorporate the transformed plants into the
breeding program. A product evaluation group bridges the gap between
the lab and breeding and does evaluation of the effectiveness of the
trait and determines genetic inheritance of the transformed plants.
Rapeseed plants transformed with the gene incoding for the acyl
carrier protein (ACP) have been produced and wi II be tested in the
field to see what affects this gene has on oi I content and to examine
the effects of transformation on rapeseed .
Fiber Quality is another area is pursing in coordination with
a subsidiary, Stonevi I le Cottonseed Company. Natural fibers are made
of two major components either cellulose (as in cotton. flax, and
Two
ramie) or proteins (as in wool, silk, cashmeer and mohair).
approaches to fiber Quality improvement are concievable.
Through
improvement of the eel lulose or other components in the fiber affecting Quality or through the development of novel fibers.
We can
engIneer genes to be expressed in specific organs such as cot ton
fibers and we can transform cotton to produce specific proteins.
In conclusion, biotechnolgy is being used by breeders to
increase their efficiency in both speed of variety production and in
selection for Quantitative traits. Biotechnology wil I have impacts in
combatting pest problems through genetic engineering and through a
greater level of sophistication in diagnosis (immunological techniQues).
It adds a greater versatility in the options open to
breeders when dealing with specific problems in breeding . Biotechnology is a cooperative effort of many disciplines and rides on the
strong foundation of high QUality varieties developed by the more
traditional techniQues of breeding. Genetic engineering is probably
the most flexible area in biotechnology, as there are no I imits on the
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Figure 1.

Polygalacturonase (PG) activity in antisense PG
transformed tomato
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sources of genetic diversity open to molecular biologists and unusual
solutions can be adopted for reaching goals. Commercial appl !cations
for genetic engineering are now being demonstrated in the field.
Products from this work wi II be ready for commerc ializat ion in the
early 1990 's.
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USES OF SEED QUALITY ENHANCEMENT

Steven W. Cull1
I was asked to ta Ik about enhanced seeds, or as a grower in
New Jersey referred to it, enchanted seeds. I think I I ike that name
better, however, I'm here to, "take a I ittle of the magic out."
Although
suppose there are s everal definitions floating
around; when I say "enhanced, " I am referring to character istics
involv ing germ ination behavior. These characteristics include one or
more of the following:
-Higher% germinat ion
-More rapid germinat ion
-Better germination under adverse cond i tions (temperature , I ight, moisture stress )
-~ore
~ore

uniform germ ination
vigorous seed I ings

- High % normal plants
Notice that five of the six characteristics refer to aspects
of vigor rather than germination per se.
As I am sure most of you are aware, vigor is related to, but
distinct from, germination.
In storage, vigor decl ines more rapidly
than germination percentage.
Also, we often notice, that when two lots of s imilar germination are placed under some stress -- in this case low soi I temperatures-- they respond very differently.
Thus, we I ike to th ink of germination percent as only one
important factor, which interacts with percent emergence and seedl ing
uniformit y to produce the f inal result -- a usable or normal plant .
This is the only th ing a grower is interested in: 1 s eed -> 1 plant.

1seed Technology ~anager, Peto Seed Co. Inc., Sticoy, CA.
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Now, how do we perform this magic? There are three general
methods used to enhance seeds. First are the simple physical separations .
Separations based upon size, weight, density, or surface
texture can affect many of the characteristics relating to germination
and seedling vigor. The second general method is application of growth
regulators.
It is wei I known that growth regulators at various
concentrations and various combinations can have significant effects
on germination behavior. The third method involves controlling the
uptake of water by the seeds.
When seeds are exposed to water, they imbibe initially at a
very rapid rate (Figure 1).
After this phase, the imbibition rate
slows for a period, then increases rapidly. It is at this point that
the radicles emerge.
In this process, cal led priming or osmo-conditioning, we control the rate at which water is taken up in this phase
and stop the process before this point by drying the seeds. This is
the point of no return . Once the radicles emerge , the seeds cannot be
dried without suffering a reduction in germination .
This procedure allows us to accomplish several things. First,
the dried seeds, once planted, germinates more rapidly because they do
not have to repeat many of these germination processes. Second,
because we control the rate of water uptake, we can allow the slow
germinating seeds to catch up to the fast seeds. Thus, when they are
planted, alI seeds are starting from the same point, resulting in more
uniform seedlings.
Third, by contrail ing conditions that the seeds
are exposed to during this phase, we can "fool" the seeds regarding
actual conditions at planting.
For example, many lettuce varieties
have I ight· requirement for germination.
By providing I ight during
this period , we can satisfy the light requirement, allowing the seeds
to germinate as wei I in the dark as In the I ight .
While improvement in seed performance can be observed using
only physical separations, much more dramatic Improvements are
possible using these other methods. For PetoPius, our trade name for
enhanced seeds, we use some or all of these methods depending on the
species or lots.
Enhancement processes involve a certain amount of stress on
the seeds. For this reason, enhancement yields the best results when
performed on vigorous, high germinating lots. Much of our efforts to
produce enhanced seeds involve lot selection.
As we find that
standard laboratory germination tests often fal 1 to distinguish
between vigorous and weaker lots, we perform sol I and thermogradient
tests in addition to the standard laboratory test to identify promising lots.
Thermogradient tests are conducted on an aluminum table which
has cold water circulating on one end and hot water on the other.

WATER UPTAKE
INCREASING % WATER
100 _................. .............................. .................................................................. .. ..

80 ,_ .... .... .......... .... ..... .... .................. ........ ............. ................ ,. .... ... ....... ....... ... .. ...

60 ,_ .......................................................................... , ........................................ .

40 !-.................. /. .... .. ............... ..... ...... . ................................................................
RADICLE EMERGENCE
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0~------~------~------~~------~------~

1

2
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NUMBER OF DAYS

Figure 1. Generali zed imbibition curve .
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Thus, germination tests are conducted over a wide range of temperatures.
Running lots side-by-side allows us to Ident i fy lots which are
capable of germination over a wide range of temperatures and are,
thus, more I ikely to withstand the stress of the enhancement process.
Not all lots respond to the enhancement process In the same
manner. For this reason, samples of the candidate lots identified by
the lab, sol I , and thermogradient tests are put through a scaled-down
enhancement process varying many of the variables (Figure 2). This
allows us to do several things. First, we can verify that this lot
wi II respond to enhancement.
Second, we can IdentIfy the optimum
enhancement treatment for this lot. And third, by comparing the same
lot before and after enhancement in lab , sol I, and thermogradient
tests , we can determine the degree of performance improvement we can
expect.
At this point, the lot has been approved for enhancement. When
we receive an order for PetoPius, a large batch Is enhanced using
conditions found to be optimum In the earlier tests. After the batch
is enhanced, lab, soi I, and thermogradient tests are again performed
on the batch of enhanced seeds prior to shipment to verify the
efficiency of the treatment.
As you can see, this is a very time consuming, labor intensive
and, hence, costly process. What does the grower get for our efforts?
First, we definitely s·e e more rapid emergence. Depending on
temperatures, tomatoes will emerge 2-3 days earlier and pepper 4-7
days earlier. This tends to make growers happy.
We do observe germination over a broader range of temperatures
(Figure 3). These are results from thermogradlent tests of the same
lot before and after enhancement.
You can see that the non-enhanced lot germinates very poorly
at extremely low and high temperatures; while the same lot, after
enhancement, germinates eQually wei I over the entire temperature
range.
Seed I lng vigor is improved simply because we have reduced the
time reQuired for germination prior to emergence. We have satisfied
many of the early germination reQuirements under ideal conditions and
this shows up as an increase in seedling vigor.
Wh i Ie PetoSeed is active Iy researching the use of enhanced
seeds in field plantings, at this time the market most appreciative of
extremely high Quality seeds is the vegetable transplant producer. In
this situation, both time and space are money. It costs a transplant
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PETO PLUS PROCESS

PRE-TEST LOTS (S WEEKS)
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- THERMOGRADIENT

~
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-

SCALED-DOWN ENHANCEMENT
WITH VARIABLES
- LAB GERM
- SOIL GERM

- THElOGRADIENT

COMPARE WITH
SAME LOT BE FORE
ENHANCEM ENT

ENHANCEMENT OF APPROVED LOTS (S WEEKS)
-

BATCH ENHANCEMENT
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SOIL GERM
THERMOGRADIENT

~

SHIP

Figure 2.

Flow chart of enhancement process .
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Thermogradient resul ts of pepper seed before and after enhancement.
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grower as much to grow a blank eel I as it does to grow a plant. Thus,
high germinating seeds are very cost effective. Also, the faster he
can produce the plants and ship them to the field, the lower his cost.
Because of rapid germination and greater seedl lng vigor,
plants from enhanced seeds are often ready to ship to the field many
days ahead of pI ants from non-enhanced seeds. The pI ants from seeds
that were not enhanced reQuire another 10 days in the greenhouse while
the plants from enhanced seeds are ready to ship.
Even tests 1ike
these are d iff i cuI t to interpret . The grower saId if he had a who 1e
house of enhanced seeds, he could have grown them differently and sent
them out even earlier .
We observe a higher percentage of uniform seedlings. This is a
r esult of allowing slow germ inating seeds to catch up to the faster
seeds, as I mentioned earlier .
Now, all of this is admittedly very impressive . But 1 am a
firm bel lever that a new technology must penci I out, that is, the user
must be able to derive an economic benefit by using this product.
(Figure 4) i I lustrates the advantages of enhanced seeds .
Whenever I discuss a new product or techno 1ogy, obvious 1y a
lot of time is spent telling all the things it can do. 1 also make it
a point to tel I people what it can't do (Figure 5) .
We are continuing our research efforts to increase the number
of species we can offer as enhanced .
At this time, we are on the
market with tomato, pepper, and eggplant.
We have experimental
treatments on lettuce which look very promising and are able to
overcome both I ight reQuirements for some varieties and extend the
temperature at which Iettuce becomes thermo-dormant.
Carrot a Iso
looks promising, allowing faster emergence before soi I crusting
becomes a problem.
Lastly , we are closing in on that i I lusive goal of 100% stands
without resort ing to very labor intensive methods such as pre-germination and hand planting.
We've come a long way in this technology and are learning
about seed physiology in general.
We find that we need to make
improvements and to back up the system. This should include harvesting, production and handling of the seeds and working with breeders to
develop I ines with inherently high seed Quality.
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Figure 4. Advantages of Peto Plus in greenhouse plantings .
1.

More rapid emergence-development.

2.

Germination under a broader range of temperatures -- does not
require as critical attention to greenhouse temperatures.

3.

Greater seedling vigor-- requires less time at high temperatures
required for germination , and/or less time before sending to the
field.

4.

Better
stands of
ning/fi I I ing costs .

5.

Higher percentage of normal (saleable)
from the same greenhouse space.

more

less time

uniform

in the most critical

seedlings

reduced

plants -- greater

The following example, using realistic figures,
point.

Sales pr ice ($/1000 plants)
Additional sales ($/1000 seeds)
5% more plants
10% more plants
Cost of Peto Plus ($/1000 seeds)
Net gain ($/1000 seeds)
5% more plants
10% more plants

stage of

thin-

sales

illustrates this last

TOMATO

PEPPER

30.00

34.00

1.50
3 . 00
. 91

1. 70
3.40
1.04

. 59
2 . 09

. 66
2.36

It can be seen from this example that an increase in saleable
plants by 3% will cover the cost of Peto Plus-- anything over that
is virtually all profit to the grower. , Our tests with Peto Plus
indicate increases in saleable plants by 5-10% when compared to the
same lot before enhancement.
However, it should be remembered that
these lots are of the highest quality available. Comparisons with
typical lots over a period of time may well reveal that Peto Plus
yields an average of 10-15% more salable plants.
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Figure 5. Limitations of Peto Plus in greenhouse plantings.
1.

Peto PIus shou I d be considered as on Iy one important aspect of
successful transplant product ion . Using Peto Plus wi I I compliment
a good cultural system, but wi I I not compensate for sloppy
practices .
Just as the most advanced growers have rea I i zed the
potential of hybrids while others have not, the best greenhouse
growers wi II be the first to realize the benefits of enhanced
seed.

2.

Water management is more cr It Ica I with enhanced seed.
Enhanced
seed has already completed initial germ ination processes, thus
demands an unint er rupted supply of adequate moisture.
Also,
oxygen requirements of germinating enhanced seed may be higher
than non-enhanced, thus enhanced seed may be more susceptib le to
poor germination due to excess water .

3.

Stacking flats in a germ ination room Is being investigated as it
relates to the performance of enhanced.
It is possible that the
supp I y of oxygen is insuff lc lent under these c.ond It Ions to meet
the hIgh demand of enhanced seed.
As we are confIdent of the
performance of enhanced seed when the flats are placed directly on
the bench, we recommend this practice for now .

4.

At this time, we are recommending that Peto Plus be planted within
6 months of enhancement, and that it be store under as favorable
conditions as possible .<Less than 20C with low humidity).
Research Is continuing to more thoroughly explore the relationship
between shelf I ife and storage conditions.

5.

As mentioned above, the enhancement process and testing takes 60
days.
Whl le we are Investigating ways to shorten this time
period, in the meantime, it Is Important that we know what
varieties and volumes may be sold as Peto Plus so that we can test
lots to determine suitability for enhancement.
Once lots are
approved, we can enhance and ship In 3 weeks.
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ADDITIVES TO ENHANCE SEED QUALITY & FIELD PERFORMANCE
Kyle W. Rushing1
During previous discussions, we have heard of the different
aspects and approaches necessary to determine seed qua I i ty.
As we
continue through this and the remaining discussions, these shared
fundament a Is of seed qua I i ty can be uti I i zed in seed product ion,
conditioning, storage, and marketing.
As a society becomes more
technologically based, there are many basic guide I ines that are often
forgotten and/or regarded with less importance than is necessary. This
may be the case with seed quality; therefore, the basic parameters
discussed throughout this, the 36th Short Course For Seedsmen, become
essent i a I to enab Ie a company to be recognized as a marketer of
qua I i ty seeds.
Seed quality is at its highest level when the seeds have
reached physiological maturity. Once metabolic deterioration begins,
it is irreversible and can only be arrested. At this point, factors
become additive and may easily increase the decl lne in potential seed
performance to sub-standard levels . The micro- and macro-environment
of the seeds at this point can influence overal I seed performance and
seedling development.
The micro-environment (on or within the seeds) of the seeds
can vary dramatically from one seed to another even within the same
seed · lot.
I could use the remainder of my allotted time discussing
this issue alone, but wi II summarize this by identifying in general
the factors which may Influence quality alone or in various combinations.
Microenvironmental Factors

*

seed coat (Testa) damage (causes - mechanical,
genetics, weathering, drying, etc.)

*

Seed-borne diseases
and/or internal)

*

Seed-borne insects (external and/or Internal)

*

Dormancy (genetic, physical, and/or physiological)

(bacteria,

virus,

fungi)

insect,
(external

1vice President, Research & Development, Gustafson, Inc., Dallas, TX.
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The micro-environmental factors can be the simplest and often
the easiest area to address with corrective measures to maintain seed
QUality . Many of the factors are inherent with the seed type and/or
varieties being produced. This is an area that many plant breeders
often do not address in the initial steps of varietal development and,
thus , can lead to many disappointments when a new release is placed
into production hands. This is true when a variety is selected to be
produced in a specific geographical area and then carried into a
totally different area for production. Seed coat damage and susceptib II I ty to seed-borne diseases and insect s can be great I y increased,
thus lowering the seed Quality. It is essential that one consider the
agronomic parameters of the variety prior to the initiation of seed
and/or crop production . This point is illustrated by two recent new
crop entries- the super-sweet, sweet corn hybrids and canota (oil
rape) .
The super-sweet, sweet corn var let ies are extremely low in
vigor because of genetic and phys io log i ca I reasons . In addition, the
importance of both the micro- and macro-environment in relationship to
the inherent low viabi I ity of these inbreds and hybrids becomes
apparent.
Even under optimum conditions for emergence, the percent
survival is often very marginal and less than optimum. Post-emergence
damping-off is very common as a result of Penlcl I I ium spp. and
Fusarium spp. systemic infect ions. New seed treatments have demonstrated exceptional efficacy against these diseases. The introduction
of new technological breakthroughs in seed priming and biological
additives are being investigated to determine if these may also
provide protection in gett ing these preferred sweet corn varieties to
the consumer at a r easonable cost from the grower.
Canota fo r oi I produc t ion is being expanded in the u.s. Th is
crop is vi ewed as an alternat ive crop to smal I gr ain, sunflower, sugar
beet, and soybean production in many areas of the country. Since the
crop is new, no chemical tolerances have been approved for this crop
by EPA that wi II allow immed iate use in the herbicide, insecticide,
and/ or fungicide areas. Having a basic understanding of production in
other areas of the world ; for example: Canada, Europe, and Russia, we
know that the potential for attack by seed and seedling diseases and
insects is great.
Therefore, it wi I I become very important to
establ ish chemical tolerances in the immediate future so that varietal
y ield potentials can be adeQuately addressed. Only until we are able
to address the genetic and chemical interactions, can we determine
what wi I I be reQu ir ed to maxim ize production .
The mac ro- environmental influences represent, in most cases,
the most significant impact on the potential of the seed to perform at
its maximum level.
The seed, upon planting, is placed in a very
hostile environment which can dramatically influence the enzymatic and
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physiological development within the critical 0-72 hours germination
period. These influences may be generalized as follows:
Macro-environmental Influences
• Sol I temperature (too high or too low)
* Soi I texture, chemical balance, & pH
* Sol

1

moisture (too high or too low)

*Planting depth & plant populations
*Sol I compaction
From a seed-additive vi ewpo int , this is the area that presents
the largest number of variables. This vast number of variables make
it impossible to prescribe a simple procedure to guarantee optimum
performance under the ful I range of macro-environmental conditions. We
have seen through USDA and individual state research that production
models have been devised which profile cultural and production schemes
that address the geographic macro-env I ronmenta I i nf Iuences for each
production area. Information is available for most crops on plant ing
dates , sol I temperature ranges, planting depth and plant density/acre
or foot of row, herb icide and insecticide requirements, and fungicide
use. Above all, the emphas is on maximum seed quality and recommended
seed treatments normal IY tops the I ist of these recommendations .
With this introduction to the world of a seed , we will now
discuss some of the additives that are presently available to be
uti I lzed In maintaining seed quality and optimizing field performance .
Seed addItIves can be categorized into four groups.
These are as
follow: (1) genetic, (2) chemical, (3) physical, and (4) biological.
No single additive represents the ultimate In addressing the issues of
the micro- and macro-environmental influences; therefore, these have
to function collectively and in concert with each other . For discussion purposes, I wi I I address these individually and wi I I summarize by
bringing these all into perspective .
Genetic Additives
Conventional plant breeding for des ired traits; for example:
yield, di sease and/or insect tolerance or resistance, maturity, and
product qua I i ty has in the past (7-1 0 years) been slow and very
expensive.
With the development of tissue culture and somatic
technologies , this process wi I I be significantly reduced. Within the
very near future, new plant forms and types wll I become very common
place ; for example: oi I producing crops that can be genetically
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engineered to produce specific types and Quantities of specific grades
and types of edible oi Is, and crops that produce and yield high levels
of proteIn. The future for food, f iber. and natura I fue I product ion
is excit ing and wi II dramatically affect agriculture in the 21st
Century. The seeds for many commodity crops wi I I become more valuable
and expensive to the end user.
Chemical Additives
Chemicals have been uti I tzed on seeds Intentional ty since the
early Seventeenth Century. For some crops, the need for chemical use
is not recognized as being important. This is true for those crops
that represent a cheap commodity and , therefore, planting rates can be
compensated to provide adequate plant populations .
The benefits of
seed treatment fungicides and insecticides have been documented
through the years and for most crops y ield Improvements are common.
The return-on- investment in favor of seed treatments has been calculated to be one of the highest of any practice a grower can uti I ize.
This has been observed through the years and wi I I become more evident
as we see the increased use of minimum tillage and soil conservation
and as these become more commonly accepted . With these practices, the
opportunity wi I I exist for increased pathogen and Insect carryover on
crop residues and subseQuent attack on the seeds and developing
seedl lngs of the new crop . The use of control agents for the host I te
macro-environment wi I I become more commonp Iace for many crops.
A
significant change in cultural practices (conventional ti I lage versus
minimum tl I lage) wi I I also significantly affect other areas of
production; for example: planting dates, herbicide programs, planting
depths and row spacing, and selection of the crops planted.
Many products have been utI II zed through the years as seed
additives .
Single chemicals provide activity on a I imited basis;
therefore, most products provIded to the grower are comb I nat ions of
two or more of these chemicals. In some crops, as many as five to six
Individual chemicals are used. Tables 1-9 list the various chemical
These have been I i sted by
compounds present I y registered for use.
category of act ivity and for product selection. Contact the respective
manufacturer or a Gustafson representative for information.
There is concern throughout the chemical Industry regarding
the implementation of the EPA re-registration policies for all
existing chem ical registrations.
Each product will have to undergo
test Ing under GLP (Good Laboratory PractIces) and have the many new
tests requ i red for new products com ing in for registration. This is
QUite s ign i f icant for many of the seed treatment chemicals as most
products are 20-30 years old, have gone off patent, and wi I I reQuire
$3 to $4 million of investigation . Due to the market value of this
area and the small market percentage that each of the products have,
in some cases the expense Is too great making It unrealistic to have
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Table 1.

Protectant fungicides.

Compound

Technical
Source

Crops

Spectrum of Activity

BOT RAN®

NO RAM

Peanuts

Rhizopus, Aspergi I Ius

Capt an

ICI
Chevron

Most crops

Broad spectrum seed
and sol 1-borne
diseases

Heavy metal
fungicides
and
bactericides
(coppers)

Kocide

Most seed
types

Seed-borne blights,
broad spectrum sol I
diseases

Maneb &
related zinc
mixtures

Pennwalt
Rohm & Haas

Most crops

Broad spectrum

TERRAZOLE®

Un i roy a I

Cereal grains,
cotton, sugar
beets, turf

Broad spectrum,
Rhizoctonia

Th i ram

Gustafson
Un i roy a I
Pennwalt

Most crops

Broad spectrum,
seed and so i 1borne diseases
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Table 2.

Local systemic fungicides.

Compound

Technical
Source

DEt.40SAN®

Kincaid

Cotton, ed i b Ie
beans, soybeans

Rhizoctonia,
Sclerotium

1

prodione
(EPIC FL)

Rhone-Poulenc

u.s.

registrations
turf, ornamentals

Broad spectrum,
does not control
Pythium

TERRACLOR®
(PCNB)

Uniroyal

Cereal grains,
most crops

Bunt
Rhizoctonia
Rhizopus

Crops

Spectrum
of Activity
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Table 3.

True systemic fungicides.

Compound

Technical
source

ANCHOR "'

Sandoz

Registration
pending

Similar
as APRO

APRON®

CibaGeigy

t.4ost crops

Pythium Phytophthora
Downy mi I dew

BAYTAN®

t.4obay

Small grains
(registration
pending on
sma II grains
and corn)

smuts, bunts, leaf
r usts, talce-a I I
suppression; corn
head smuts

BENLATE®

DuPont

Crucifers

Blaclc-leg

lt.4AZAL IL ®

Janssen

Cotton
Barley
Wheat
Sweet Corn

Thielaviopsis
Vertici II ium
Helminthosporium
Pen i c i I I i um spp.

t.4ERTECT®

t.4erclc

Wheat
Soybeans

Dwarf bunt
Common bunt
Fusarium
Phomopsis

TOPSIN®-t.4
(TOPS 2 . 5%
Potato Dust)

Pennwalt

Potatoes

Rhizoctonia
Fusarium

VITAVAX ®

Un i roy a I

Cereal grains
Cotton
Rice
Corn
Peanuts
Soybeans
Edible beans

Smut of cereals,
Rhizoctonia
Helminthosporium
Phomopsis
Fusarium

Crops

Spectrum of Activity

J;ct ivity
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Table 4.

Bacterial seed treatments .

Compound
Streptomycin

Technical
source
Pfizer
Merck

Crops
Edible beans
Potato

Spectrum of Activity
Halo blight of beans
Bacterial decay
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Table 5 .

Contact insect ic ides.

Compound

Technical
Source

ACTELLIC®

Crops

Spectrum of Activity

I .C. I.

Seed and
edible
grains.
pending

Storage insecticide

Diatomaceous
Earth

Mined
sll icates

Exempt from
registration

Primary storage
insects

DIAZ I NON®

Ciba-Geigy

Edible beans
Peas
Sweet corn
Field corn

So i I insects
Seed corn maggot

Lindane

Rhone-Poulenc

Several grain
and vegetable
crops

Sol I insects such
as wireworm. seed
corn beetles and
maggots

LORSBAN®

Dow

Cot ton
Edible beans
Sweet corn
Field corn

So II insects
Seed corn maggot
Seed corn beetles

Malathion

American
Cyanamid
and others

Seed and
edible
grains

Storage insecticide
Lepidoptera. short
residual

Methoxychlor

DuPont and
others

Most seed

Storage insecticide
Coleoptera

Pyrethrums

Natural
occurring
plant
extracts

Gra ins

Storage insecticide
short activity

RELDAN®

Gustafson

Seed and
edible
grains

Storage insecticide
long residual at 6ppm
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Table 6.

Systemic insecticides.

Compound

Technical
Source

Crops

Spectrum of Activity

01-SYSTON®

Mcbay

Cotton

Post emergent
insects, aphids,
thrips, mites

ISOPHENFOS®

Not disclosed

Experimental

Wireworms, seed corn
maggot at low rates

MAGNUM "'

Rhone-Poulenc

Experimental
Many crops

Nematodes, cutworms
corn root worms,
wireworms, fall
armywormns, and seed
corn maggot and also
a PGR (Plant Growth
Regulator)

ORTHENE®

Chevron

Cotton

Aphids, thrips, cutworms
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Table 7.

Biological seed treatments.
Technical
Source

Crops

Spectrum of Activity

DIPEL®
(Bac i I Ius
thuringensis)

Abbott

Several
grains

Storage insecticide
Lepidoptera

PGPR
(Plant Growth
Promot ing
Rh izobacteria)

Aile I i X

Canol a
Cotton
Peanuts
Sweet corn

Beneficial PGR
effects on developing
seed I i ngs

QUANTUM "' 4000
(Bac i I Ius
subt i 1 is)

Abbott

Peanuts

Rhizocton ia
Fusarium

Rhizobia
lnoculants

Several

Sma I I seeded
legumes and
soybeans

Nitrogen fixation

Product
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Table 8 .

Herbicide safeners.

Compound

Techn ical
Source

Crops

Spectrum of Activity

CONCEP 11®

Clba-Geigy

Sorghum

Safeners against
Herbicide DUAL

SCREEN

~onsanto

Sorghum

Safeners against
Herbicide LASSO
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Table 9.

~iscel

laneous seed treatment appl !cat ions.

Function

Compound and/or Application

Growth Regulants

GA3; natural enzymes and
auxins

Herbicides

Eptam on alfalfa

Osmotic Conditioning

LPP-Liquid Phase Priming
S~P-Sol id ~atrlx Priming

Seed Coating

~ i crof i

Seed Pe I I et i ng

Clays and other ine r t systems

Trace Elements

Sodium molybdate on soybeans;
zinc compounds on rice;
starter fertll·lzers ; calcium

lm polymer coatings
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the investigations carried out. Therefore, in the near future we wi I I
see some of the uses for many of these products withdrawn and in some
instances the use of the chemical wi I I be lost completely. To assure
that seed additives are available, research of possible replacements
(both chemical and biological) is being carried out. This also
involves many other disciplines; tor example: osmo-conditioning
(priming) and eQuipment development.
Extensive investigations are
being conducted to determine whether physical and biological manipulation of the seeds can alter the need for using chemical additives.
Physical Additives
Through the years , we have known that by physically altering
the seed coat we can overcome specific limitations in seed performance. In cotton, we expose the seeds to certain acids to remove I int
and , in this process, a certain amount of the wax and I ignin is
removed. This reduces the amount of hard seeds and dormancy potent ia I .
In many Iegume crops, mechan i ca I scar if i cat Ion is used to
scratch the seedcoat to improve moisture and gas uptake during
germination. Many grasses are passed through a de-bearder to remove
the glumes that remain attached to the seeds during harvest.
This
alone can result in significant seedcoat damage, thus making it a
deterimental rather than a beneficial process .
New avenues of research include investigation of seed priming
or seed enhancement as a means to minimize both the micro- and
macro-env i ronmenta I i nf Iuences on seed performance.
The fie I d
performance of the seeds, regardless of seed Quality, is most critical
during the initial germination period of 0-96 hours.
If there is a
means to place the seeds in a favorable environment and carry out the
processes of germinat ion prior to introducing the seeds to the field,
the performance potentials can be greatly enhanced and plant establishment and seedling health significantly improved. Commercial seed
priming and/or enhancement has been done for a number of years in the
vegetable area.
This has been accomplished by uti I izing the LPP
(LiQuid Phase Priming) technologies.
Each company has defined and
selected a process that best fits into its production scheme for a
given seed type.
Regardless of the techniQue used, initial seed
QUality is the most important aspect of the system.
On the other
hand, the seed priming process does have some inherent problems that
are not impossible to resolve and must be addressed . Upon initiation
of the seed priming process, many biochemical systems within the seeds
are activated. Some seed types can be manipulated at this point, but
others can not. Present Iy, the companies using seed enhancement are
carrying out this process, drying the seeds back, and packaging It for
delivery to the grower.
If the procedures and the timing are not
carefully monitored, seed Quality can be greatly impaired; but under
optimal conditions, osmo-conditioning can result in the following
benet its:
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Benefits of Osmo-conditioning
* Increased germination rate
*~ore

uniform emergence

* Increased germination & emergence rates under
range of temperature and moisture

a broader

* Improved seedling vigor/growth
* Higher percentage of saleable / mar ketable plants
To make this process commercially and grower acceptable in
additional cropping areas, the issues of process technology have to be
addressed. One has to consider presenting a simplified process to the
grower so that he can prime the seeds on his t imetable for planting.
It is important to remember that when the priming process is initiated , it may be arrested but it cannot be reversed . Therefore , the
easiest and greatest benefit would be to have the seeds primed to the
optimum level at the time of planting .
A new approach, S~P (Solid ~atrix Priming), is presently being
investigated by Gustafson, Kamterter, and several universities . This
technology has recently been filed for patent and, therefore. wl I I not
be discussed in detai 1. The objective in developing this technology
is to overcome the limitations inherent with the LPP system and to
uti I lze this as a means for introducing bacteria [Plant Group Promoting Rhizobacteria (PGPR) and Rhizobia] to the seeds. Preliminary
investigations have indicated that this process is capable of meeting
these object ives. as demonstrated in Table 10.
Needless to say , many issues have yet to be addressed at this
point, but expedited research is in progress.
At this time, the
potential possibi I ities for this technology are unlimited.
Other physical additives being used successfully include
conventional treatments; for example : trace elements, repel Ients.
plant growth regulators. and herbicide safeners.
Seed coatings.
either microfilms or pelleting, are becoming a buzz word throughout
the industry.
The European seed industry has become the leader in
commercializing seed coatings.
This has occurred as a result of
governmental pressure and , also, the size of the specialty crops being
coated.
We have had an ongoing coatings research project at Gustafson
si.nce 1980. The logic for being involved in this area is based on
several objectives.
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Table 10.

Cucumbers rated 9 days post-plant (University of Florida1988).

Treatment

Root
Weight

--------Untreated
SMP (only)
SMP with Bacteria
SMP (Post-Add Bacteria)
Bacteria (only)

64
81
84
65
56

Shoot
Weight
Grams
285
327
369
309
289

Total
Weight

----·-----355
408
453
371
357
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Seed Coating Objectives
* Improved worker hand I ing safety
* Improved uniform and homogeneous placement of chemicals and
colorants on the seed surface with less dust-off potential
* Improved ab I I It y to pI ace hIgher
combinations on the seed surface

Ioads and more chemica I

* Safen · the seeds against possible phytotoxic chemicals that
are tox ic only during the germination phase
*Prolong the activity of chemicals that have low stabi I ity in
ultra-violet I ight or in the soi 1
* Buffer the pH of the seed surface
* Improve plantabl 1 tty of the seeds
*Cosmetic appeal
*Osmot ic regulators
We have determined from our investigations that it wi II be
impossible to have a universal coating for all uses. The seed type
and the additives to be placed in the coating wil I dictate the types
and numbers of polymers used. The guidelines and general characteristics for most coatings are the following:
* Should be a water-based polymer system
* Have a low viscosity range
*Have a high concentration of sol ids
* Adjustable hydrophi I lie-hydrophobic balance
* Form a hard film upon drying
*A finished coating that wi I I provide :
- Excel lent plantabi I ity
-No dust-off of additives
-Excellent germ i.nat Ion
conditIons .

under

all

macro-environmental
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To meet the needs of coating the large vol umes of seeds
reQuired to pI ant the U.s. acreages , i t wi I I be nece ssary to have a
continuous coating process rather than a batch s ystem . t.eost of the
European technology is based on batch application technology and is ,
therefore, not adaptable to our needs in the U.S.
Gustafson has
deve Ioped a system which Iends i tse If to the cont I nuous coating of
sorghum seeds and incorporates the use of a Gustafson "ACCU-TREAT
treater" as the application system.
This work was reported to the
34th Seedsmen Short Course.
Biological Additives
Today biotechnology is p lacing, in the market place, products
that have resulted from major investment dollars spen t on research
over the past five year s.
Estimates o f $1. 2 b illion of investment
have been pub I i s hed .
Bacteria I products providIng d Isease, insect,
weed , and frost damage cont r o l are entering the market place .
In
addition to these indigenous bacteria , major strides In development of
genetically altered bacter ia for specif ic purposes have also occurred
and wi I I soon be entering the world of agriculture . To identify the
areas of potent Ia I seed and seed II ng response to these products, I
wi I I def ine the fol lowing terms :
Ectophyt ic - I ivi ng on
seedl ing

t he

surface

of

the

seeds

and /or

Endophyt ic - I iv ing with in the plant system
Rhlzos phere- area of influence of the root.
For years, man has uti I ized Rhizobia bacteria and its nitrogen
fixation ability on legume crops.
In the very nea r future, we wi II
see s igni f icant improvement in yield potential of these crops through
genetically eng ineered Rhizobia and process techno logy . Similar
investigations on grasses are also be ing conducted . New technological
breakthroughs in selection of mycorrh iza wi I I also impact the forestry
industry and prov ide new agr icultural uses for these products.
The
ar eas of greatest interest involve the use of biologicals capab le of
product ion and exudation of natural compounds having bacteric idal,
fungicidal , insecticidal, or detoxification activit y either endophyt icaily or ectophyticaily to the plant system. These biologicals
would, therefore, be capable of protecting the plant against various
pests or d iseases. We know that this may also occur naturally ; for
example: the endophyte of Fescue, Acremonium spp . , acts as an insecticide.
In New Zealand, they selectively uti I ize endophyte- infected
plants f or tur f and the endoph yte-f ree seeds for forage and grazing.
As new products enter the market , we may f ind product fragmentation
similar to this for other crops. This in itself wl I I add value to the
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seeds. therefore making It more important to increase the additives
placed on the seeds to enhance seed and seedling performance .
The challenges ahead are many.
Truly, we have entered Into a
new era of seed additive uti I lzation. The tools and new technological
advances will have a dramatic effect on the future of agriculture
world-wide.
The statement "First the Seed" still remains true and
wi II become even more important as the seeds represent the delivery
point for the new technological achievements into the agricultural
community.
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AN OVERVIEW OF QUALITY PEANUT SEED PRODUCTION
James P. Bostick1
Peanut production in the United States is concentrated in
three major geographical areas. The southwest area usually has about
375,000 acres devoted to peanuts, the southeast about 850,000 acres,
and the Virginia-Carol ina area about 200,000 acres.
The southeast
area produces about 70% of the tonnage In thIs country each year.
Peanuts are used in many ways with peanut butter being the major
product.
About 70% of the southeast crop is consumed as peanut
butter. Other major uses for peanuts are roasted nuts and other forms
of snack food. Approximately 10% of the crop Is processed Into peanut
oi I for cooking.

Peanut Marketing
Peanuts have grown in importance since the mld-1940s. The bol I
weevi I gave major impetus to peanut production as this pest encroached
into the southeastern United States. As the bol I weevl I began to take
its toll with cotton, more people began looking to other crops for
diversification. As peanut production became more prevalent, it was
placed under governmental control programs resulting in acreage
a I lotments.
Acreage allotments remaIned In effect unt I I the Iate
1970s when they were replaced with poundage allotments.
At the
present time, the poundage allotments are referred to as Quota pounds.
Any peanuts produced on farms that are not covered by the Quota pounds
are referred to as additional peanuts. The marketing system Is set up
such that essentially all additional peanuts must be placed in the
export market and Quota peanuts are used domestlcal ly.
Peanuts, at the time of sale, are graded by inspectors of the
Federal-State Inspection Service. The price that the grower receives
for peanuts is based on grade factors and whether the peanuts are
Quota or additional. Both classifications are under USDA-ASCS price
support systems, however , there are dramatic differences in the price
factors of the classifications.
Additional peanuts are priced
considerably less than Quota.
This two-price system has led to contracting of peanut
product ion by growers to various buying points. This has led to some
1Executlve Secretary, Alabama Crop Improvement Assn., Auburn, AL .
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variation in price due to competition with some companies wi I ling to
pay more than price support levels for each poundage classification .
Varietal Development
Peanuts are uniQue compared with other agronomic crops In that
the majority of· the varietal development work is being conducted in
University breeding programs. These programs are currently in place
and productive in North Carol ina, Georgia, Florida, Texas, Oklahoma,
and New Mexico. Peanut y ields have Increased dramatically during the
last 15 years. This yield increase may be a t tributed to many factors
included in "total package" approaches to peanut production, however,
the genetic potential for high y ields are now Inherent in the more
accepted varieties.
Peanut Seed Production
Successful peanut seed production entails all of the production and management reQuisites of successful commercial production
plus factors directed toward development and maintenance of seed
Quality.
This is generally applicable to seed production of most
agronomic crops . With this in mind , we wi 1 I discuss peanut production
with emphasis on Quality seed production. Seed certification should
serve as a basic Quality control factor in peanut seed production.
Peanuts are relatively expensive to produce and seed is one of the
major production costs. The seeding rate Is approximately 100 pounds
per acre and certified seed cost approximately 75 cents per pound.
Dur ing r ecent years, cert ified peanut seed have been planted on at
least 90% of the peanut production acreage. One primary reason for
this is the growers' demand for high Quality seed and difficulties
that growers encounter in trying to "save" seed . Storage, shelling ,
and Quality problems generally discourage growers from using their
crop as seed.
Quality peanut seed production begins with a grower selecting
land and seed.
Foundation or registered seed must be planted to
produce certified seed.
A good rot at iona I program is essent Ia I to
reduce disease and volunteer plant problems. Peanuts can be grown in
sol Is ranging from I ight sands to heavy clays, however, the heavier
soils tend to accentuate harvesting losses since the peanuts must be
I l fted from the sol I at har vest. Sandy loam sol Is are best suited for
peanut production.
Peanut seed are generally produced by growers under contract
to commercial companies that buy , store, and condition the seed.
Essential Jy, at I of this production is under seed certification.
Companies general Jy offer a premium above commercial market price for
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peanuts that qualify for seed. The company applies to the certification agency for field inspection and certification.
During field
inspection, the inspector is concerned with: (1) varietal purity, (2)
isolation distance, and (3) noxious weeds in the field.
Nutgrass is
the primary noxious weed of concern in peanut seed production.
Nutgrass tubers are difficult to remove during normal conditioning
procedures.
Nutritional Requirements
High quality peanut seed production requires suitable pH and
fertility levels.
In addition, adequate levels of available calcium
and boron must be present. Calcium must be available in the pegging
zone of peanut plants.
It is not translocated through the plant's
vascular system but must be absorbed from the sol I through the she I I
to the peanut. Calcium deficiencies result in dark plumules in the
seed, empty hul Is, and/or plants that stay green, continually flower
and produce pegs but I imited fruit development.
Lime may supply
adequate available calcium, however, for quality seed production the
addition of calcium in the form of calcium sulfate (landplaster) is
strongly recommended.
Calcium content of the seed necessary for
adequate germination varies with peanut types and/or varieties. As a
general rule in runner peanuts the calcium content should be at least
420 ppm so as not to be a I imiting factor in germination or seed
qua I I ty.
Boron is an important minor element. Boron deficiency results
in a condition known as "hollow heart" in peanuts. Generally, boron
appl led at the rate of 1 pound per acre wi I I prevent this condition.
Insect Control
Since peanuts produce seed underground, special emphasis must
be given to insects such as burrowing bugs, lesser cornstalk borers,
cutworms. and southern corn root worms.
Failure to control these
insects can lead to reduced yield and seed quality. Generally, these
insects are controlled by the application of granular insecticides
during the growing season.
Foliage insects such as thrips and aphids can inhibit production and are vectors of some virus diseases that may be transmitted
either in or on the seed. The application of granular insecticides at
planting and/or insecticidal sprays are acceptable control methods.
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Peanut Diseases
Peanut diseases occur throughout the growing season and affect
both aerial and subterranean parts of the plant. Disease and nematode
res istance and/or tolerance receives major emphasis in many breeding
programs. The more prevalent diseases affect yield and seed Quality
by promoting non-uniform or pathogen Infected seed. Major diseases are
caused by fungi, bacteria, and viruses. Several types of nematodes
affect peanuts.
Methods of disease control Include crop rotation,
deep plowing, extensive fungicidal sp ray programs, and nematicides.
Moisture Requirements
Of course. adequate moisture is essential for profitable
peanut production . From the viewpoint of seed production , moisture is
also important for adeQuate pod fi II and calcium uptake .
Moisture
stress during seed development generally results in reduced seed size
and ca lci um content as wei I as reduced yield . During recent years , we
have had some reduction in rainfall, but more importantly, uneven
rainfall distribution during the growing season. Since peanuts are
Indeterminate, a major problem associated with moisture stress is the
range of Immature to mature peanuts on the plants at harvest . Moisture
stressed plants that have a high percentage of high moisture immature
seed are diff icult to dry uniformly.
The Immature seed usually
shrivel, retain excessive moisture, and are termed "raisins." They are
not separated during harvesting due to weight and usually cause
problems in storage by inducing mold growth and problems with moisture
and temperature equi I ibration within the seed mass .
Large seeded Virginia-type peanuts are even more prone to
QUalit y problems when grown under moisture stress conditions than
smaller seeded runner types. Germination and overal I Quality diminIshes more rapidly probably due to overall reduced seed development
and lack of adeQuate calcium uptake.
Harvesting Peanut Seed
Peanuts. being indeterminate, offer a challenge in determining
when to harvest.
Recent Iy, researchers In Georg Ia have developed a
more sophisticated and reliable method of determ ining maturity. They
discovered a relat ionshi p between color just under the outside layer
of ce II s of the hu II and maturIty. By scrapIng or sandb Iast i ng away
the outside layer of eel Is of the hul I, they have concluded that the
most profitable time to harvest can be predicted. A representative
sample of the production field is essent ial for accurate resul ts. As
the peanuts mature , the layer of eel Is to be observed changes through
progressi ve colors from white to black. Thus , the darker the color,
the more mature the peanuts.
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Harvest and drying are critical phases of successful peanut
seed production. During harvest, peanuts are first lifted from the
sol 1 and dropped back onto the field In inverted windrows. Moisture
content of the seed at this t lme is usually 40". The peanuts are
vulnerab le to unfavorable weather conditions.
Excess ive rain or
humidity Is detrimental to not only seed quality , but yield as well .
Ideally , peanuts are left in the windrows for two to three days and
dry down to comb Inab Ie moisture Ieve Is.
For good seed qua I i ty,
peanuts should be combined at moisture levels in the range of 18-22"
and artificially dried. Temperature control during drying Is essential. The temperature of the air being forced through the seed mass
should not exceed 95 F.
Higher temperatures can cause seed coat
slippage and excessive seed splitting during subsequent conditioning.
Peanut seed must be dried to 10" moisture for market ing and storage.
They should not be artificially dried below 8" and wi I I generally
equi 1ibrate with ambient conditions and remain about 7" moisture in
storage i f properly dr ied.
Slow, uniform drying immediately after
harvest is imperative for high qual lty peanut seed.
Peanut seed are among the most delicate of alI agronomic crops
to handle.
The morphology of the seed dictate that they be handled
gently or mechanical damage can become a problem. The radical portion
of the embryonic axis protrudes beyond the cotyledons. This feature
presents a major mechanical damage area especially If the seed are
hand led with force at either too low or too h lgh moisture Ieve Is.
Our i ng harvest and a I I phases of seed hand I I ng durIng condItioning,
seed impact must be of primary concern. All equipment used during
these operations must be adjusted properly and operated at speeds that
wi I I reduce impact forces on the seed .
Seed Storage
Peanut seed are stored in flat bottom warehouses generally
equipped with fans to reduce temperature and condensation in the
headspace. Most warehouses are also equipped with automatic insect
foggers that emit an insecticide at timed intervals .
Also, most
warehouses are sealed and fumigated after being filled.
Peanut seed are generally stored in the bulk and in-shell in
warehouses from harvest unt I I January or February of the following
year. Seed quality can generally be maintained more effectively with
peanuts stored in-shel I as opposed to shelled peanuts.
Seed COndit loning

In-shell peanuts are usually taken out of storage with a
front-end loader. The first piece of equipment In the conditioning
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I ine is a cleaner that removes foreign material and poor Quality
peanuts from the seed mass. This is generally followed by the she I ler
and a gravit y table.
The gravity table is used to separate small,
unshelled peanuts from the good, shelled seed. The unshelled peanuts
are elevated back to the sheller. Screens under the sheller also are
used to remove splits and small peanuts from the seed. Color sorting
eQuipment, commonly called electric eyes, are used extensively in
peanut seed conditioning plants . The electric eyes can be adjusted to
separate dark (nutgrass tubers) and I ight (splits and seed without
seed coats) products from the seed. In most seed plants, peanut seed
also pass over a continuous belt (picking table) and visually inspected. At this point, any material that the electric eyes missed
can be removed by hand.
The seed are then passed through sizing
equipment to again remove splits and smal I inferior qual lty seed. The
seed can now be boxed usually in 2,000 or 2,270 pound Quantities for
storage unti I treating and bagging. At the point of boxing, the seed
may be divided into lots and preliminary samples can be obtained for
Quality testing .
After preliminary Quat ity evaluations have been
made , the peanut seed are then treated with a fungicide, bagged, and
tagged. At bagging, final germination samples are pulled as the seed
are being made ready for sale .
Extreme caution must be observed In at I phases of peanut seed
handling, especially during the shel I ing process to reduce mechanical
damage from impact. Seed are lowered into bins by spiral let-downs
and mechanical devices must be instal led in spouts to reduce the speed
of the seed as they are conveyed within the conditioning equipment
II ne.
Due to excessive mechan i ca I damage, augers are not used in
either commercial peanut shel I lng or seed conditioning plants.
Peanut Seed Treatment
Peanut seed are routinely treated with fungicides at bagging.
Peanut seed germinate and establish stands relatively slow. They are
subjected to pathogens that cause seed decay and damping-off with
regularity.
This is especially true If environmental factors slow
germ ination.
The most prevalent pathogens are Rhizopus spp., ~
sperglllus niger, Phythium spp . , Rhlzoctonia spp., and Fusarium spp.
These pathogens must be control led for successful stand establishment.
The fungicides that are currently being used are primarily
broad-spectrum dust formulations.
Seed Quality Evaluation
Freshly harvested peanut seed general ty exhibit some dormancy.
The dormancy seems to be initiated once the seed are dried to storable
levels.
Dormancy can be broken in the seed laboratory by careful
treatment with formulations of ethylene. Dormancy is general ty not a
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problem after storage through the winter. The alternation of temperatures coupled with time is thought to be the natural method of
dormancy release.
Peanut seed QUality is normally evaluated by the standard
germination test. Some seedsmen wi I I also employ the TZ test to help
determine seed vlabi I ity and the accelerated aging test as a vigor
test.
Bin samples are pulled for preliminary QUality evaluation,
however , the most effective and rei iable samples can be obtained only
after the peanut seed are shelled and assigned specific lot Quantities. For this reason, most seedsmen do not shel I and treat seed in
the same operation. Since treating the seed takes the peanuts out of
any commercial use other than seed, most seedsmen shel I and store the
seed unti I sufficient Quality determinations can be made.
Once
sufficient Quality data is accumulated, the seedsmen can more judiciously determine the lots to be either treated or sold as commercial
edible peanuts.
SWIIftary
Peanut seed product lon, in some aspects, is not unl lice other
agronomic crop seed production. The production of high Quality seed
of most alI crops begins with the selection of land that Qual ifles and
planting suitable stock seed for multlpl icatlon.
From that point,
careful- attention to production, harvest, storage, and conditioning
detal Is that influence peanut seed Qual lty Is Imperative. Peanut seed
production is somewhat uniQue in that essentially alI of the seed that
enter commercial trade channels are certified . This has been a result
of grower recognition of the value of superior planting seed, varietal
development programs, and the complexity of problems growers encounter
when using their crop as a source of seed .
Successful peanut seedsmen must focus their attention on
factors that influence Quality even before production in the field
begins and follow through untl I del Ivery of the finished product.
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REGISTRATION LIST
ALABAMA
Jim Bostick
Alabama Crop Imp. Assn.
South Donahue Drive
Auburn University, AL 36849
Jim Clerrmons
Clerrmons & Hamner Seed, Inc.
Rt. 3, Box 323-1
Killen, AL 35645
Allen Bragg
Bragg Fann
1180 Grimwood Rd.
Toney, AL 35773
ARIZONA
Lynn D. Adams
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. 0. Box 1006
Casa Grande, AZ 85222
Susan Janie Wagner
Delta & Pine Land Co .
P•. 0. Box 1006
Casa Grande, AZ 85222
ARKANSAS
Gregory R. Bassi
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 729
Bay, AR 72411
Jessie Yeary
Carter-Cox Seeds, Inc.
P. 0. Box 26
Knobel, AR 72435
Tracy Krannichfeld
Arkansas State Plant Board
P. 0. Box 1069
Little Rock, AR 72203

Mary A. Smith
Arkansas State Plant Board
#1 Natural Resources Drive
Little Rock, AR 72205
Elizabeth Lewis
Weyerhaeuser Co.
Rt. 5, Box 250
Magnolia, AR 71753
Billy Leo Ford
Holden-Conner Seed &Grain
Rt. 2, Box 190
Newport, AR 72112
John Ford
Holden-Conner Seed & Grain, Inc.
Rt. 2, Box 190
Newport, AR 72112
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Palmer
Southern Fanners Assn.
824 North Palm Street
P. 0. Box 5489
North Little Rock, AR 72119
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd Septer
Southern Fanners Assn.
824 North Palm Street
P. 0. Box 5489
North Little Rock, AR 72119
Nancy McGhee
Jacob Hartz Seed Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 946
Stuttgart, AR 72160
Martin McGraw
Stratton Seed Co.
320 N. Main
Stuttgart, AR 72160
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CALIFORNIA
David L. Fraysher
Kleen Seed Delinting Co., Inc.
P. o. Box 80357
Bakersfield, CA 93380
Suzanne M. Day
Campbell Soup Co.
Rt. 1, Box 1314
Davis, CA 95616
Jack Kiser
Calgene, Inc.
1920 Fifth Street
Davis, CA 95616

John E. Roberts
Bio-Support Systems
P. 0. Box 1528
Valley Center, CA 92082
David Todd
Bio-Support Systems
P. 0. Sox 1528
Valley Center, CA 92082
Carlos A. Podesta
Bonanza Seeds Int•l., Inc.
3818 Railroad Avenue
Yuba City, CA 95991
COLORADO

Mr. & Mrs. Loyd Phillips
Gennain•s, Inc.
P. 0. Box 12447
Fresno, CA 93777

Bill See
Loveland Industries
P.O. Box 1289
Greeley, CO 80632

Di ric Barel
Northrup King Co.
P. 0. Box 1827
Gilroy, CA 95021

Thor lindshield
Hilleshog Monohy, Inc.
11939 Suganmill Rd.
Longmont, CO 80501

A. James Silveira
Asgrow Seed Company
P. o. Box 716
Gonzales, CA 93926

David Martinez
Hilleshog Monohy, Inc.
11939 Suganmill Rd.
Longmont, CO 80501

Steve Cull
Peto Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 4206
Saticoy, CA 93004

Bill Donne 11
Oliver Mfg . Company, Inc.
P. 0. Box 512 ·
Rocky Ford, CO 81067

Philip Shrauger
Peto Seed Co., Inc.
P. o. Box 4206
Saticoy, CA 93004

FLORIDA

Manuel Tarango
Peto Seed Co., Inc.
P. o. Box 4206
Saticoy, CA 93004

Mr. & Mrs. Ed Watson
Harley Watson Fanm
P. 0. Box 366
Lake Harbor, FL 33459
Nicholas Eigsti
Northrup King Seed Co .
10290 Greenway Road
Naples, FL 33961
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GEORGIA

ILLINOIS

Panne 11 Ell is
GA Seed Dev. Comm.
2420 South Milledge Ave.
Athens, GA 30605

Eugene Schehl
Wyffels Hybrids, Inc.
P. 0. Box 246
Rt. 6, East
Atkinson, IL 61235

Bill Wallace
Lewis M. Carter Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Drawer 428
Donalsonville, GA 31745
Terry Davis
A. J. Evans Mfg. Agency, Inc.
P. 0. Box 839
Fort Valley, GA 31030
Larry Ponder
Dixie Seed Co.
P. 0. Drawer 10
Ochlocknee, GA 31773
Jinmy King
King Farms
Rt 1, Box 135
Hwy. 109 West
Zebuion, GA 30295
IDAHO

Tom Davidson
Cargill Hybrid Seeds
R. R. 3, Box 751
Aurora, IL 60506
DaNell Johnson
Cargill Hybrid Seeds
Rt. 3, Box 751
Aurora, IL 60506
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph E. Woodhull
Quaker Oats
617 W. Main Street
Barrington, IL 60010
Tim Leland
Funk Seeds International
P.O. Box 2911
1300 W. Washington
Bloomington, IL 61701

Bob Trent
Crookham Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 520
Caldwell, ID 83605-0520

•zeke• Stanfield
Stanfield Engineering Co.
203 N. Main Street
322 Unity Building
Bloomington, IL 61701

Doug Hyslop
"My Farm to Yours"
Rt. 4, Box 4351
Nampa, I D 83651

Katherine Reading
Seedburo Equipment Co.
1022 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607

Jim Hyslop
"My Farm to Yours"
Rt. 4, Box 4351
Nampa, I D 83651

Keith Earle
Custom Fanm Seed
P. 0. Box 37
Dwight, IL 60420
Judy Lanier
Custom Fanm Seed
P. 0. Box 37
Dwight, IL 60420
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Ron Bauman
Cargill Hybrid Seeds
Box 557
Pontiac , Il 61764

Richard E. Helmuth
Helmuth Corporation
828 E. 116th Street
Carmel, IN 46032

Mr. & Mrs. H. A. Stults
Stults Scientific Eng. Corp.
3313 S. 66 Freeway
Springfield, Il 62703

Steve Beckham
AMOS, Inc.
Box 5613
Lafayette, IN 47903

Michael Pugsley
Corn States Hybrid Ser., Inc.
402 West Second Street
Taylorville, Il 62568

Pat Downes
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc.
1000 w. Jefferson
Tipton, IN 46072

Joan Newton
Il Crop Improvement Assn .
508 s. Broadway
Urbana, Il 61801

Barry Grant
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc.
1000 W. Jefferson
Tipton, IN 46072

Ruth A. Sinn
Il Crop Improvement Assn .
508 S. Broadway
Urbana, Il 61801

Pat Parks
Pioneer H1-Bred Intl., Inc.
1000 WJefferson
Tipton, IN 46072

Larry F. Lewis
Lewis Hybrids, Inc.
Box 38
Ursa, Il 62376

IOWA

Krystyna Walek
PanAmerican Seed Co.
(D1v. Geo. J. Ball, Inc.)
P. 0. Box 438
West Chicago, Il 60185
INDIANA
Dave Mrozinski
Blount Agri/Industrial Corp.
805 s. Decker Dr1ve
P. 0. Box 256
Bluffton, IN 46714
James Stanelle
Blount Ind. Prod . Group
805 South Decker Drive
P. 0. Box 256
Bluffton, IN 46714

M1ke Bielenberg
AgriPro Seeds
R. R. 2, New Hwy. 30 E.
Ames , lA 50010
Darla M. Bowers
Asgrow Seed Company
634 East l1ncolnway
Ames , lA 50010
Don Eckoff
AgriPro Seeds
R. R. 2, New Hwy. 30 E.
Ames, lA 50010
David M. Hemminger
Corn States Hybrid Ser., Inc.
2505 McKinley Ave .
Des Moines, lA 50321
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Raymond Ph11 pott
Corn States Hybrid Ser., Inc.
P. 0. Box 2706
Des Moines, IA 50321
Dave Folkerts
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc.
Box 75
Hedrick, IA 52563
Dave Langer
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl . , Inc.
7000 Pioneer Parkway, Box 256
Johnston, IA 50131
Gary Lawrance
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc.
7000 Pioneer Parkway
Box 256
Johnston, IA 50131
Jim Meng
Pioneer Overseas Corp.
6800 Pioneer Parkway
Johnston, IA 50131
Mike O'Ne11
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc.
7301 N.W. 62nd Ave.
Johnston, IA 50131
Dave Ralph
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl ., Inc.
7000 Pioneer Parkway
Box 256
Johnston, IA 50131
Jerry Tank
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc.
7000 Pioneer Parkway
Box 256
Johnston, IA 50131

John M. Row
USDA, SCS
Plant Materials Center
3800 S. 20th Street
Manhattan, KS 66502
Murland L. Taylor
Taylor Products Co., Inc.
Rt. 4, Box 296-A
Parsons, KS 67357
Ron Whittaker
Taylor Products Co., Inc.
Rt. 4, Box 296-A
Parsons, KS 67357
LOUISIANA
Joe A. Musick
Rice Research Station
P. o. Box 1429
Crowley, LA 70527-1429
Larry M. White
Rice Research Station
P. 0. Box 1429
Crowley, LA 70527-1429
Brian K. Durbin
Terral-Norris Seed Co., Inc.
Box 826
Lake Providence, LA 71254
Scott Rebsamen
Terral Norris Seed Company
P. 0. Box 826
Lake Providence, LA 71254
MARYLAND

KANSAS

William B. Skaradek
USDAISCS/NPMC
Bldg. 509, BARC-E
Beltsville, MD 20705

Neal R. Foster
Kansas Crop Imp. Assn.
2000 Kimball Ave.
Manhattan, KS 66502

Joanna Anders
Crop Genetics, Intl.
7249 National Drive
Hanover, MD 21076
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Salim Kakimi
Crop Genetics
7249 National Drive
Hanover, MD 21076
MICHIGAN
Helen Deurloo
Asgrow Seed Company
7000 Portage Rd., 9628-190-30
Kalamazoo, MI 49001
MINNESOTA
Charles Habstritt
University of Minnesota
109 Hill Bldg.
Crookston, MN 56716
Steve Cashman
CEA Carter-Day Co.
500- 73rd Ave., N. E.
Minneapolis, MN 55432
MISSISSIPPI
· Gary Gilder
Sanders Elevator Corp.
P. 0. Box 1169
Cleveland, MS 38732

Brad Bennett
Funk Seeds I nt •1
Homeplace Farm
Rt. 2, Box 29
Rienzi, MS 38865
Lynn Adams
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. 0. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772
Howard Brown
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. o. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772
Kim Evans
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. 0. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772
Roy G11 bert
Delta and Pine Land Co.
P. 0. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772
David Horton
Delta and Pine Land Co.
P. 0. Box 157
Scott , MS 38772

William D. Benoist
USDA- Soil Conservation Ser.
Rt. 3, Box 215-A
Coffeeville, MS 38922

Ruth Matthews
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. o. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772

Robert E. Hendrix
Gustafson, Inc.
1226 Kirk Circle
Greenville, MS 38701

Ray Sandy
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. o. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772

Fahd M. Abdin
Plant Pathology Dept.
Miss. State University
P.O. Box Pg
Miss. State, MS 39762

Randle Smith
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. o. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772
Jean Tolliver
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. o. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772
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Fabian Watts
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. 0. Box 157
Scott, MS 38772
MISSOURI
Richard Arnett, Jr.
MO Seed Improvement Assn.
3211 LeMone Industrial Blvd.
Columbia, MO 65201-8245

NEW YORK
Bruce M. Ayers
USDA, SCS
Box 360A, RD#1, Rt. 352
Corning, NY 14830
Dominic A. Insogna
USDA, SCS
Box 360A, RD#1, Rt. 352
Corning, NY 14830
NORTH CAROLINA

Jerry Landrum
Foundation Seed Project
University of MO
135 Mumford Ha 11
Columbia, MO 65211

Betsy Randall-Schadel
N.C. Dept. of Agriculture
P. o. Box 27647
Raleigh, NC 27611

Bob Ward
Foundation Seed Project
University of MO
135 Mumford ha 11
Columbia, MO 65211

G. Stallings
N.C. Dept. of Agriculture
P. 0. Box 27647
Raleigh, NC 27611

Perry Jackson
Asgrow Seed Company
P. 0. Box 109
Matthews, MO 63867
NEW MEXICO
Ray Hale
Nickerson-Zwaam
4245 North Hwy. 85
Las Cruces, NM 88005

J~well

Ely Vea
Rhone-Poulenc Ag. Company
P. 0. Box 12014
Research Tri. Pk, NC 27709
NORTH DAKOTA
Paul Kjolhaug
Interstate Seed Co.
Box 338
West Fargo, NO 58078
OHIO

Greg Fenche 1
USDA, SCS
Plant Materials Center
1036 Miller Street, SW
Los Lunas, NM 87031

Alan McElwain
Ohio Seed Improvement Assn.
6150 Avery Road, Box 477
Dublin, OH 43017

Morris Houck
USDA, SCS
Plant Materials Center
1036 Miller Street, s.w.
Los Lunas, NM 87031

Dan Moore
Ohio Seed Improvement Assn.
6150 Avery Road, Box 477 '
Dublin, OH 43017
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David Riley
H. W. Martin &Son Seed Co.
10553 Swamp Rd. S.W.
Hebron, OH 43025-9629
Cary A. Bock
Bock Seed Farms
11627 Reid Rd., N.W.
Jeffersonville, OH 43128
Chris R. Mace
Madison Seed Co., Inc.
13455 St. Rt. 38 S.E.
London, OH 43140
Robert Woodyard
Madison Seed Co., Inc.
13455 St. Rt. 38 S.E.
London, OH 43140
Patrick Bailey Little
Sweet Manufacturing Co.
P. o. Box 1086
Springfield, OH 45501
OKLAHOMA
Mike Kingcade
Delano Seed Co.
Box 345
Carmen, OK 73726
OREGON
G. M. Chandrasena
Graduate Student
Dept. of Crop Science
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
Sam Gamini De Silva
Graduate Student
Dept. of Crop Science
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331

H. Kularatne
Graduate Student
Dept. of Crop Science
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
Bruce Peters
Beta seed, Inc.
P. 0. Box 360
Tangent, OR 97389
PENNSYLVANIA
Donald Waitermire
Seedway, Inc.
Seem Seed Farms Div.
Rt. 1, Box 413A
Emmaus, PA 18049
Thomas E. Klein
Mercator Corporation
P. o. Box 142
Reading, PA 19603
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Beebe
Rt. 4, Box 226
Towanda, PA 18848
SOUTH DAKOTA
Mr. &Mrs. Tim Gutonmson
SDSU Seed Testing Lab.
South Dakota State University
P. 0. Box 2207-A
Brookings, SO 57007-1096
TENNESSEE
Dave Grinm
Asgrow Seed Company
5680 Gaywinds Ave.
Memphis, TN 38115
V1 rgil Harden
Harden Pro . Eqpt.
Sales, Inc.
P. o. Box 18880
Memphis , TN 38118
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John Franklin
TN Dept. of Agr.
P. o. Box 40627
Melrose Station
Nashville, TN 37204
TEXAS
David L. Nowlin
Cargill Hybrid Seeds
P. 0. Box 2
Aiken, TX 79221
Greg Johnson
CIBA-Geigy Chemical Co.
P. 0. Box 116984
Carrolton, TX 75011
Michael H. Wheeler
USDA, ARS
Cotton Pathology Res. Lab.
P. 0. Drawer JF
College Station, TX 77840
Wayne A. Beckwith
Anmadillo Seed Lab., Inc.
8201 Whitewing Street
Frisco, TX 75034
Robert W. Peterson
Anmadillo Seed Lab., Inc.
8201 Whitewing Street
Frisco, TX 75034
John R. Bunch
Garrison Seed &Co., Inc.
P. 0. Drawer 2420
Hereford, TX 79045
Robert Duffy
Garrison Seed &Co., Inc.
P. 0. Drawer 2420
Hereford, TX 79045
Vance G11 strap
Northrup King Company
P. 0. Box 189
New Deal, TX 79350

Gary L. Billups
KamasWestrup, Inc.
1400 Preston Road, Suite 400
Plano, TX 75075-5112
Mr. & Mrs. Kyle Rushing
Gustafson, Inc.
P. 0. Box 660065
Plano, TX 75266-0065
Carl Smith
Peas, Inc.,
DBA C. T. Smith Co .
P. 0. Box 634
Pleasanton, TX 78064
Bob Berwick
Douglass w. King Co.
P. o. Box 200320
San Antonio, TX 78220
John Taff
Douglass W. King Co.
P. o. Box 200320
San Antonio, TX 78220
WISCONSIN
William Kelly
Jacques Seed Company
720 St. Croix Street
Prescott, WI 54021
WYOMING
John Keenan
University of WY
Seed Certification Agency
P. 0. Box 2005
Sheridan, WY 82801
CANADA
Robin A. Hopkins
Hopkin Seed Farms
Box 815
Peace River, Alberta
CANADA TOH2XO
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Hart Haidn
Agri. Safe Mgt. & Consult., Ltd.
P. o. Box 112
Cec1s Lake, British Columbia
CANADA VOC 1GO

Rick Caryn
Phair Farm Supply Bldg. Sys .
Rt. 13
Dresden, Ontario
CANADA

Allan Hedley
Hedley Seed Enterprises &
F1rst Line Seeds, Ltd.

Bill Phair
Phair Farm & Bldg. Sys.
Rt. 3
Dresden, Ontario
CANADA

R. R. #2,

Canfield, Ontario NOA1CO
CANADA
Mike Bechard
King Agro
P. o. Box 1088
Chatham, Ontario N7M 5L6
CANADA

David Harwood
Allelix Inc.
RR #3
Georgetown, Ontario
Canada L76 457
Greg Margardt
Allelix Inc.

Bob Buis
K1ng Agro
P. o. Box 1088
Chatham, Ontario N7M 5L6
CANADA

Georgetown, Ontario
CANADA L7G 457

Robert Knight
King Agro
P. 0. Box 1088
Chatham, Ontario N7M 5L6
CANADA

Guelph, Ontario N1H 6H5
CANADA

Lou 1s Ma 111 oux
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc.
Box 730
Chatam, Ontario N7M5L1
CANADA
David McCorkle
King Agro, Inc.
P. o. Box 1088
Chatham, Ontario N7MSL6
CANADA
Bill Myles
Funk Seeds
CIBA-GEIGY Canada, Ltd.
R. R. #3
Cottam, Ontario
CANADA NOR 1BO

RR #4

Jim Sculthorpe
First Line Seeds
R. R. 2

Lou Priest
Vespra Valley Farms &
First Line Seed, Ltd.
R. R. 11

Minesing, Ontario LOL140
CANADA
AFRICA
Michael Karap Ronoh
Kenya Seed Company, LTD
P.O. Box 553
K1tale, Kenya
EAST AFRICA
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A. Joshua
National Seed Service
Fed. Min. of Agric.
U.I. Post Office P.M. Bag 9,
Ibadan, Nigeria,
WEST AFRICA
HOLLAND
N. B. M. Brantjes
N1ckerson-Zwaan b.v.
Postbus 19
2990 AA Barendrecht
HOLLAND 2991 AA

